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DEBT CONVERSIONS

FRIDAY, MAY 10, 1991

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON DEFICITS, DEBT MANAGEMENT

AND INTERNATIONAL DEBT,
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,

Washington, DC.
The hearing was convened, pursuant to notice, at 10:03 a.m., in

room SD-215, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Bill Bradley
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Also present: Senator Grassley.
[The press release announcing the hearing follows:]

Press Release No. H-19, May 6,1991

SUBCOMMITTEE HEARING PLANNED ON DEBT CONVERSIONS; STEPS SOUGHT TO AID
DEVELOPMENT, PROTECT NATURAL RESOURCES

WASHINGTON, DC-Senator Bill Bradley, Chairman of the Finance Subcommittee
on Deficits, Debt Management and International Debt, announced Monday a hear-
ing on debt conversions and their potential to assist sustainable development and
the protection of natural resources.

The hearing will be at 10 a.m. Friday, May 10, 1991 in Room SD-215 of the Dirk-
sen Senate Office Building.

"The continuing debt crisis in many developing countries has not only depressed
living standards and growth prospects but is also causing severe environmental
damage," said Bradley (D., New Jersey).

"The need for export revenue to meet debt payments has worsened urban slums
and destroyed irreplaceable natural resources. Pushed to produce cash crops, many
countries have been cutting down trees, burning tropical forests, using and abusing
pesticides and engaging in other practices leading to soil erosion, chemical contami-
nation, deforestation, overcropping and serious environmental degradation," Brad-
ley said.

"Recognizing the relationship between debt, economic growth and the environ-
ment, it is essential to our own welfare and that of future generations to look for
solutions that contribute to sustainable development," Bradley said.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. BILL BRADLEY. A U.S. SENATOR

FROM NEW JERSEY, CHAIRMAN OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE

Senator BRADLEY. The subcommittee will come to order. Ameri-
cans have recently been shocked by the devastation of one of the
planet's most valuable resources: the rain forests of South America.
Few people, though, know wh this has happened. It is not merely
greed; a big part of it is also the issue that we are discussing today
in this subcommittee hearing, and that is third world debt.

The debt burden facing developing countries is simply not sus-
tainable. There is only one way for many of these countries to
come up with the cash to pay and meet these burdens, and that is
by destroying their natural resources.

(1)
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It is a lot like the family selling its heirloomL and family jewels
to pay off some unwise debt. In that case, we might be able to say,
"Too bad. They should not have taken on the debt in the first
place."

But in the case of developing countries in Latin America, the
family treasures they are ruining are our treasures, too. They
belong to the planet, and it is up to all of us to see that they are
preserved for our children. I first became interested in third world
debt about a decade ago; a long time. At the time, it was dismissed
as an abstract issue that would show up only on a balance sheet of
banks. But in the rain forest, you realize that you can see, hear,
smell, and touch the effects of the debt burden. It is the wide road
carved through the middle of a rain forest; it is the sound of bull-
dozers echoing among the chirps and squeals of immense varieties
of birds and mammals living from tree to tree; it is the smell of
gasoline and burning wood overwhelming the natural cycle of rot
and renewal.

The debt of developing countries has soared from barely $50 bil-
lion in 1970 to an estimated $1.2 trillion last year. In many coun-
tries, there is only one word for the level of growth required to
meet this debt burden, and that is unsustainable. It is unsustaina-
ble for people; it is unsustaii.able for the planet; and it is unsus-
tainable, frankly, for our own economy.

How long can we keep drawing off the potential for real growth
in these countries to meet debt payments before the contraction of
our export markets begin to eat away at the competitiveness,
health, and security of the United States?

I believe the debt burden in developing countries is already cost-
ing Americans billions of dollars in foregone exports, hundreds of
thousands of jobs, and it is certainly running up a bill for future
generations. The object of this morning's hearing is not to relieve
the debt, per se; the object is sustainable growth. We will explore
options and new ideas for debt conversions, financing, and manage-
ment that will reconcile debt with the absolute requirement of sus-
tainable growth.

The urgency of protecting the world's base of natural resources
has simply got to figure into any discussion of debt management.
The earth must have a place at the table, put quite simply.

At the same time, I believe that the debt crisis may offer an op-
portunity for all of us to build a base of security for our planet, and
our future prosperity. Our two panels today consist of recognized
experts on the environmental aspects of debt reduction initiatives,
and debt, generally.

We are pleased they have agreed to contribute their experience
and thinking on how we might turn the debt crisis into an opportu-
nity for sustainable development. I look forward to a productive
hearing, and I hope that it will be the beginning of a long effort to
restore growth in developing countries at the same time that we
protect our economic and environmental security. Senator Grass-
ley.



OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. CHARLES E. GRASSLEY, A U.S.
SENATOR FROM IOWA

Senator GRASSLEY. Mr. Chairman, I appreciate your efforts in
trying to find solutions to the seemingly overwhelming problem of
third world debt. And there is no question in my mind that this
problem demands an extraordinary amount of time, attention, and
money. You surely have devoted an overwhelming amount of time
to this problem, and you need to be complimented for it.

President Bush and his Administration deserve some praise for
the time and effort that they have expanded in this area. Secretary
Brady deserves special recognition in this regard.

However, as important as this issue has become, I hope for those
of us in the Congress, and even the President, and even those that
are looking outside of the borders of the United States totally, that
we all do not forget the tremendous debt problem that we have
right here at home.

A great many-if not most-of my constituents have a difficult
time understanding how and why the United States can come to
the aid of foreign nations and multi-national banks with taxpayers'
funds when Americans are losing their family farms or businesses
and getting little, or no Federal help, especially in regard to taxes.
I think it is important that our witnesses today explain the necessi-
ty of America's leadership and involvement in addressing lesser de-
veloped country debt.

But I hope that everyone interested in this problem will also be
able to give us some insight into how, or whether some of the prin-
ciples and strategies being applied in the foreign area can also be
applied domestically.

After all, in regard to the issue of debt-for-nature swaps, many
debt-laden farmers have wetlands, forests, and waterways on their
lands that need to be preserved. It seems to me that we also need
to be looking into ways that we can solve these debt problems, and
protect the environment at the same time.

I only suggest these things, Mr. Chairman, not to throw cold
water in any way on the overwhelming problems that we face
world-wide, or to detract from your efforts in this area, but to
make sure that witnesses, or other people interested in these issues
understand that there are problems at home that need to be dealt
with.

And also, there needs to be a close rationale between the domes-
tic concerns of Americans, and their understanding, also, of our
world-wide responsibilities. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Senator BRADLEY. Thank you very much, Senator Grassley. And
there you have the dual or triple responsibilities of the panels
today, to address economic and environmental concerns; economic
concerns, both domestic and international.

The first panel we have today consists of Mr. Tom Lovejoy, as-
sistant secretary for external affairs, the Smithsonian Institution,
and president of the Society for Conservation Biology; Mr. Gus
Speth, president of World Resources institute; Mr. Carlos Quintela,
executive director of the Fondo Nacional para el Medio Ambiente,
La Paz, Bolivia; and Mr. J. Eugene Gibson, consulting attorney,



Natural Resources Defense Council, on behalf of the National Wild-
life Federation, and the Sierra Club.

Let me welcome all four of you to the subcommittee today. And
why do we not begin with Mr. Lovejoy, and then Mr. Speth, Mr.
Quintela, and Mr. Gibson.

STATEMENT OF THOMAS E. LOVEJOY, ASSISTANT SECRETARY
FOR EXTERNAL AFFAIRS, SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION, AND
PRESIDENT, SOCIETY FOR CONSERVATION BIOLOGY, WASH-
INGTON, DC
Mr. LovEjoy. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would, if I may, like

to simply submit the written testimony for the record.
Senator BRADLEY. It will be in the record in full, and I thank all

of the witnesses today for coming and sharing your views.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Lovejoy appears in the appen-

dix.]- . LovzJoy. I first became interested in the complexity of the
relationship between debt and environment while sitting in a hear-
ing in 1984 when it became quite clear to me that two things were
linking debt and environment in Brazil, in particular.

One was the efforts to straighten out the overall economy of
Brazil that resulted in cut-backs in the Park Service, and other re-
lated agencies, which needed to pay attention to deforestation in
the Amazon. Second there was just a literal flood of colonists into
the Western Amazon caused by changes in land use in the south of
Brazil, in the end, really driven by Brazil's desperate need to gen-
erate foreign exchange. I do not think either of those problems, in
any sense, has diminished; if anything, they are greater today. And
the loss of tropical forests in Brazil, while it is down from a couple
of years ago, is still an enormously large figure. The loss of biologi-
cal diversity represented by that is without precedent in our histo-
ry as a species.

These are resources which represent fundamental resources in
support of human society which can reach out and affect the way
medicine is practiced in this country, or agriculture, in fact, is
managed in this country.

And there are also the linkages through the loss of forest cover
to the problems we are struggling with in terms of maintaining a
stable composition to the atmosphere and global climate. In the
end, the tropical forests really are not that far away from us.

In any event, if one thinks about Brazil and the notion of debt-
for-nature conversion, which came out of my listening to that hear-
ing, it is clear that within the last year there has been an impor-
tant change in Brazilian Government attitude.

The rhetoric has moved from the defensive-the sort of "it is
none of your business" kind of rhetoric-to rhetoric that actually
has a rather genuine ring to it. But when it actually comes down to
improvements on the ground, they are still marginal. That is not
entirely because of lack of financial resources, but in large degree,
because of lack of financial resources. Brazil really does need help
from various sources. The G-7 are talking about a project with
Brazil.



In the end, I think Brazil tWso must consider the financial oppor-
tunities presented through dobt conversion. Brazil has done debt-
for-equity swaps in the past. There is no reason that I can see that
Brazil should not convert a small portion of its staggering debt to
deal with these environmental problems.

And I would think this is a particularly good time for this coun-
try to discuss these kinds of problems with Brazil, since with the
U.N. conference on environment and development coming up in
about 14 months, Brazil should be very eager to show some real
progress on matters of the environment.

One of the things I would like to say is that while I have been
pleased by the debt-for-nature swaps that have occurred to date, in
a sense, I am disappointed that it has moved so slowly, and that
the total amount has been so modest.

There are various barriers in terms of just the technical details
of working these things out. I believe Michael Chamberlain will ad-
dress some of these later on. And it is still not as attractive to an
American banking institution to actually donate a piece of debt, as
it is to find a buyer. And I am sure Lamond Godwin will be able to
address that small but very critical difference later on.

I think what worries me most is seeing not only the important
conservation opportunities slipping through our fingers as each
year thousands and thousands of square kilometers of tropical for-
ests disappear, but also seeing opportunities for debt conversion
slipping through our fingers.

Every time our Government decides to forgive debt, as in the
case of Egypt, the opportunity to do something for the environment
through this means is lost. I firmly believe we need to try to find
ways to make environment an integral part of debt restructuring
and debt negotiations. It is, in the end, in everybody's interests.

I would like to also comment briefly on the administration's ini-
tiative of Enterprise for the Americas and the creation of the envi-
ronmental trusts. There are various problems about it in terms of
conditionality.

The linking of certain economic requirements may well mean
that the countries which need the environmental help the most
will be the last to qualify. There really needs to be some flexibility
built into all of that.

But I also would just like to point out that in the end, the
amounts involved potentially in those environmental trusts are
still modest, in themselves. And those trusts expire after 15 or 20
years, whatever the original maturation date of the particular delt
is. They expire and they vanish.

And one thing that is so clear in these countries is this lack of
institutional stability. And if there is some way to use debt-ar-
nature, or, indeed, the environmental trusts of Enterprise for The
Americas to create endowments for some of these institutions-
public and private-we will have made a major contribution to se-
curing the environmental future, in particular, of this hemisphere.

So, those are my initial comments, and I would be very happy to
address any questions.

Senator BRADLEY. Thank you very much, Mr. Lovejoy. Mr. Speth.
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STATEMENT OF JAMES GUSTAVE SPETH, PRESIDENT, WORLD
RESOURCES INSTITUTE, WASHINGTON, DC

Mr. Sprnm. Mr. Chairman, Senator Grassley, it is a pleasure to
be here with you this morning. I am very pleased that you are link-
ing debt and the environment. I recall that once our organization-
sponsored an event on Capitol Hill and we invited a senior official
to address the issue of debt and the environment. And the person
came and addressed debt, and addressed the environment, but did
not address the linkage between the two. I am glad we are here
today to do that.

Over the past year, it has been my pleasure to serve as Chair-
man of the Task Force on International Development and Environ-
mental Security. It was convened last year by the Environmental
and Energy Study Institute.

This task force included among its, members five Members of
Congress, including Senators Kasten and Pell, and 16 leaders from
business, science, labor, development, and academic groups, includ-
ing Dr. Lovejoy.

Our task force recently issued its report, and one of our main
conclusions was that a new era of international cooperation is
needed urgently to address the link of economic and environmental
challenges facing developing countries.

We also concluded that the United States should play a leading
role in bringing this new era into being, and that given the huge
challenges facing developing countries and the United States' stake
in helping to meet those challenges, our country needs a new inte-
grated program to cooperate with and assist developing countries.

Today we lack such a program, our task force concluded, and we
made 12 recommendations for specific initiatives which, taken to-
gether, would constitute such a new program of U.S. cooperation
and assistance with developing countries on both economic and en-
vironmental issues.

In this context, the task force agreed unanimously that develop-
ing country indebtedness is one of the issues deserving highest pri-
ority in this new U.S. program. The final report of the task force,
which was just released earlier this week, recommends that the
United States undertake a bold initiative to reduce the pressure on
natural resources in the developing countries by reducing their in-
debtedness.

I would like to submit for the record if I might, Mr. Chairman,
the relevant portions of this report entitled, "Partnership for Sus-
tainable Development."

Senator BRADLEY. They will be in the record in full.
Mr. SPEm. Thank you.
[The information appears in the appendix.]\ Mr. SPEHm. In my brief statement this morning, I want to sum-

marize this specific initiative. Many specialists on world finance
have urged debt reduction by the international community as es-
sential to the health of the world economy.

The task force supports this rationale, but we further urge debt
reduction on the grounds that it is essential to make economic de-
velopment environmentally sustainable, and essential-as I will de-



scribe in my testimony-to meeting global environmental chal-
lenges of immediate and direct interest to all Americans.

Americans are justifiably concerned today about the world-wide
environmental threats confronting us: threats such as global cli-
mate change, the loss of the planet's bio-diversity, and the deterio-
ration of the natural resources needed to feed rapidly expanding
populations around the world.

These problems simply cannot be solved without the full coopera-
tion of the developing countries. Yet, these countries cannot con-
front these global environmental problems with us if domestic envi-
ronmental problems are taking all their available effort, and they
cannot confront their own domestic environmental problems if
their national economic and social challenges are overwhelming.
The heavy burden of external debt is one of the principal reasons
the economic and social challenges facing so many developing
countries are, in fact, overwhelming.

The task force, therefore, recommended that the United States
urge the establishment of an international debt management au-
thority by a consortium of industrial or aid-giving nations with the
purpose of purchasing significant debt obligations of selected coun-
tries on the secondary market.

The authority would negotiate with the debtor countries in ques-
tion on the forgiveness of those debt obligations gradually over a
period of years in return for the adoption of policies and programs
supporting sustainable development, and conserving globally im-
portant resources, such as forests and climate.

The international debt management authority recommended by
the task force would be similar to the authority proposed by the
Congress in the Omnibus Trade and Competitiveness Act of 1988. I
will riot go through the details of that, but clearly both of you will
remember that initiative which was launched by the Congress, but
not pursued into fruition.

The major difference, however, is that the policy reforms and
other initiatives required for debt relief under this proposal of the
task force would emphasize issues involving environmentally sus-
tainable development, rather than conventional resource utiliza-
tion criteria.

Depending on the nature of the indebted nation's needs, the poli-
cies that would be encouraged through this approach would in-
clude, for example, the implementation of national plans to stem
and eventually reverse deforestation; appropriate energy pricing
and least-cost energy strategies; a strategy for reducing population
growth; land tenure reform; measures to raise the legal, social, and
economic status of women; and manufacturing strategies emphasiz-
ingjob creation.

The debt obligations would be forgiven over a period of years on
the basis of performance on agreed sustainable development crite-
ria. The emphasis on these policy reforms related to environment
and natural resources conservation reflects the growing realization
that market-based economic policies cannot succeed unless the re-
quirement of environmental sustainability is explicitly integrated
into these strategies.

The task force recognizes that these policy reforms would not
only be politically difficult in many cases, but costly for cash-
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strapped developing countries to undertake. Therefore, the power-
ful incentives created by this program, and supplemental support
through the multilateral lending institutions and the bilateral aid ;
agencies, would be essential.

The cost of such an authority would depend on the scope of the *i
program. It could start small and expand as it succeeded if it,
indeed, did succeed. Japan, the European Community, and the
other OECD members could be expected to provide perhaps 80 per-
cent of the cost, while the United States would provide the remain-
der.

The purchase of debt on the secondary market provides a high
degree of leverage for the amount invested. For example, the au-
thority could buy $100 billion of developing country commercial
debt at face value debt for, perhaps, $30 billion at the current sec-
ondary market prices. Spread out over a few years and appropri-
ately leveraged, this need not be an intolerable burden on our
treasury.

But I think it is important that we recognize that it would cost
something, and that we are responding to a national and interna-
tional need, and not bailing out the banks as we do this.

We feel that this approach of debt reduction in return for sus-
tainable development policy reforms offers a series of very power-
ful benefits. Economically, the debtor countries wodld obviously
benefit, but so would the U.S., since about 40 percent of our export
markets are in these countries.

Environmentally, the proposal offers the type of powerful sup-
port that is going to be needed if tropical forests are going to be
saved, and if global climate is going to be protected. I hope that all
members of the Congress and leaders in the private sector will
come to see developing country debt relief as an investment-a
wise investment in our own nation's economic future, and in global
environmental security.

All Americans concerned about the future of the planetary envi-
ronment should support initiatives aimed at turning international
debt from a force of destruction into a positive force for sustainable
development and global environmental protection.

In conclusion, let me mention that we also proposed an option-
and I think a very attractive one-for funding this and other pro-
grams that are needed for global environmental protection and sus-
tainable development.

The task force addressed this funding option in Recommendation
No. 9, which calls for the adoption by the Congress of energy and
pollution taxes, such as a gasoline tax, or a tax on carbon dioxide
emissions, which would make the price of energy more closely re-
flect this environmental and security cost to our country.

A market-based U.S. energy strategy would reduce our emissions
of pollutants, including carbon dioxide; it would strengthen U.S.
energy efficiency; it would promote renewable and other alterna-
tive sources of energy; reduce our dependence on imported oil from
volatile regions; and have other benefits. We proposed, Mr. Chair-
man and Senator Grassley, that virtually ,ill of the revenues gener-
ated through such a system of taxes on energy and pollution,
should be returned to consumers through reductions in income and
payroll taxes.
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This approach thus has the added benefit of shifting a share of
the U.S. tax burden from good things that we want to encourage,
like labor and investment, onto bad things that we want to diecour-
age, like pollution and waste.

Only a very small fraction of the revenue that could be generat-
ed in this way would be needed to finance the initiatives recom-
mended in the task force report. I think that the task force report
shows that there are creative approaches to the challenges of inter-

I"' national development and environmental security that are well
within our national capabilities, and that do not require significant
new national sacrifices.

I hope this Subcommittee and the full Committee will consider
the recommendations of the task force, both on the international
debt authority for sustainable development, and in the area of
energy and pollution taxes, both for the sake of our own energy
future in this country, and for the sake of the global climate and
sustainable development in the Third World. Thank you very
much.

Senator BRADLEY. Thank you very much, Mr. Speth, for a very
interesting testimony. Mr. Quintela.

STATEMENT OF CARLOS QUINTEILA, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
FONDO NACIONAL PARA EL MEDIO AMBIENTE, LA PAZ. BOLIVIA

Mr. QUINTELA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BRADLEY. Welcome to the Subcommittee.
Mr. QUINTELA. Thank you very much.
Senator BRADLEY. You want to pull the microphone a little

closer.
Mr. QUINTELA. Yes. Thank you. I am very pleased to be here, Mr.

Chairman, and Senator Grassley, and to have the opportunity to
tell you a bit about our thoughts on the relationship between debt
and the environment in Latin America. I have submitted a written
testimony that I would like to request be included in the record.

Senator BRADLEY. It will be in the record in full.
Mr. QUINTELA. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Quintela appears in the appen-

dix.]
Mr. QUINTELA. I agree entirely with your and Senator Grassley's

comments. The issue here is certainly sustainable growth, and it is
a global problem. There is really nothing we can do in Bolivia for
the environment without taking a very close look at poverty-its
causes and consequences. A country like Bolivia cannot afford to
make simple decisions on the preservation of a particular species
or ecosystem if it does not benefit the population in the long run.
The system just does not have enough slack.

The relationship between debt and the environment is not direct.
It is a two-part problem: the relation between debt and poverty,
and the relation between poverty and the environment. Reducing
poverty is, thus a key element in Bolivia's Environmental program.
After all, poverty is, perhaps, the major cause of environmental
degradation. Populations over-utilize the resources and damage the
environment to the point in which it is more expensive to restore it
than it is to preserve it the first place.
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In Bolivia debt-for-nature swaps can pontentially play a very im-
portant role reducing poverty and its effect on the environment.
Our objective is to improve the quality of life of all Bolivians by
protecting and utilizing sustainably the ultimate resource base:
nature.

Bolivia is a very good example of the effect of debt on the econo-
my and on the environment, although we have a relatively small
amount of debt-about $3.4 billion-the impact of this debt on the
country's economy has been devastating.

In 1989, for instance, the per capita debt was larger than the per
capita income. With those figures in mind, you can see that for us,
debt-for-nature swaps represent a significant opportunity to reduce
debt and invest in the environment.

Now, in Bolivia we have gone a long way to reduce our foreign
debt simply because we have had no choice. We had to be very cre-
ative to reduce 70 percent of our commercial debt, and close to $1
billion of the bilateral debt. But that is not enough. We need to
continue to pursue opportunities that will allow us to direct our
scarce financial resources back into the country to promote eco-
nomic growth in a way that it is sustainable in the long term.

Debt-for-nature swaps specifically have had a significant impact
on conservation and sustainable development, but we must make
them a very important tool to also deal with the economic issues
associated with the service of the foreign debt.

If you may recall, Bolivia was the first country to do a debt-for-
nature swap in 1987, and we have learned quite a bit about th,,
procedures on how to go about making them successful. And one of
the points that Dr. Lovejoy mentioned is one of ones that have con-
cerned us the most.

Debt-for-nature swaps are an instrument to accomplish an objec-
tive, and the objective can only be met if there are solid institu-
tions, and strong local organizations to capitalize on this opportuni-
ty.

This is the reason we have been working very hard at creating
the institutional framework that will allow debt-for-nature swaps
to be an effective tool to strenghten and advance the Bolivian envi-
ronmental program. That is how the National Fund for the Envi-
ronment came about. As you can see, the idea of debt-for-nature
swaps is evolving rather rapidly from being ad hoc transactions for
specific projects, to become another instrument to advance more
complex and comprehensive conservation and sustainable develop-
ment programs.

The National Fund for the Environment has been created pre-
cisely to harness all that interest and resources and direct them to
accomplish long-term objectives. The fund has been very well re-
ceived in Bolivia at all levels, including the President of the Repub-
lic who has taken a very personal interest in making sure that the
fund serves a useful purpose for Bolivia as a whole.

The institutional framework is beginning to take shape, in a way
that incorporates broad participation from government and private
sectors. For instance, the fund has a board that includes not just
government agencies, but also private organizations.

On the private side is LIDEMA, the league of conservation orga-
nization, FAN, the organization that is managing the Parks in
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forts of the Congress, and the Confederation of Indigenous Organi-
zations. We, as a government, have recognized that we do not have
to have all the answers. We must open the decision-making process
to the participation of everyone involved.

Bolivia's commercial debt accounts for only 6 percent of our total
external debt. We owe approximately $200 million to private
banks. Thus, the potential for commercial debt swaps to finance
both conservation and sustainable development projects is rather
limited.

For this reason, when the announcement of the Enterprise for
The Americas was made we were, needless to say, very pleased. It
opened the possibility of doing bilateral debt swaps with the $400
million that Bolivia owes the United States.

I want to use this opportunity to thank you for creating that op-
portunity for us. The United States is leading the way, and we
hope, within the framework of the fund, to make sure that what-
ever gets started with the U.S. will encourage other creditor coun-
tries to consider bilateral debt-for-nature swaps. Our fund has been
designed specifically to attract investments of this type.

Now, the Enterprise for The Americas Initiative, in a broader
context, imposes conditions that cannot easily be met by most
countries in the hemisphere. For countries like Brazil to partici-
pate, they would have to undergo serious economic reforms. In the
case of Bolivia, those reforms have been taking place since 1985. In
a sense, we have been pre-adapted to the requirements of the En-
terprise for The Americas Initiative. Including our fund which was
being designed at the time of the announcement by President
Bush.

We have already submitted a proposal to the U.S. Treasury
under the EAI, and we are waiting to hear their answer. We know
that there are many steps that need to be taken before it is ap-
proved. But we are ready to act now. Thank you.

Senator BRADLEY. Thank you very much, Mr. Quintela, for your
testimony and comments.

Mr. Gibson.

STATEMENT OF J. EUGENE GIBSON, CONSULTING ATTORNEY,
NATURAL RESOURCES DEFENSE COUNCIL, ON BEHALF OF THE
NATIONAL WILDLIFE FEDERATION AND THE SIERRA CLUB,
WASHINGTON, DC
Mr. GIBsON. Mr. Chairman, Senator Grassley, I thank you for the

opportunity to discuss debt conversions and their potential to assist
sustainable development and the protection of natural resources.
This testimony is also submitted on behalf of the National Wildlife
Federation and the Sierra Club. I would request that our prepared
statement be made part of the permanent record.

Senator BRADLEY. Your statement will be in the record in full.
Mr. GIBSON. All right, thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Gibson appears in the appendix.]
Senator BRADLEY. And if you can summarize, that would be fine.

Take your time and do what you like.
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Mr. GiesoN. I understand, time is fleeting. Our testimony today
focuses primarily on the debt-for-nature component of the adminis- J
tration's Enterprise for the Americas Initiative. The other speakers
have quite eloquently laid out the link between the debt crisis and
environmental degradation. In this regard, I would comment that
debt-for-nature swaps have helped focus attention on the link be-
tween the debt and the environment. Moreover, debt-for-nature
swaps afford an effective mechanism for a few non-governmental
organizations to finance conservation programs in the highly in-
debted countries.

There are limits, however, to how much debt NGO's can afford to
buy. The $100 million converted so far is insignificant compared to
the magnitude of the developing countries' external indebtedness-
over $1.3 trillion-and their environmental financing needs.

Consequently, we need to consider how the debt-for-nature con-
cept can be expanded. The debt-for-nature component of the Enter-
prise for The Americas Initiative is one such mechanism for ex-
panding the concept.

As you know, the EAI legislation passed by the 101st Congress
contained in the 1990 Farm Bill authorizes the Administration to
restructure the P.L. 480 Food-for-Peace debt for eligible Latin
American and Caribbean countries.

S. 553 and H.R. 964, now pending in Congress, expand the EAI to
include Foreign Assistance Act Debt, and track the language in the
Farm Bill. NRDC, the National Wildlife Federation, and the Sierra
Club, support the principle of debt relief linked with initiatives
that set debtor countries on broad-based environmentally sustain-
able development-paths. For these reasons, we support the adminis-
tration's proposal to link reduction of bilateral debt with the estab-
lishment of local currency environmental funds. Although we wel-
come the attention focused on the Western Hemisphere, we believe
that at some point, similar debt reduction strategies should be of-
fered to other regions.

In this regard, we are pleased that Poland's debt relief program
has an environmental component. We would welcome the opportu-
nity to work with Congress and the administration in defining the
details of this program, which we hope will involve significant
NGO participation.

The EAI debt reduction legislation for P.L. 480 debt provides a
useful model for restructuring the FAA debt. We believe, however,
that some refinements are necessary. Our statement provides a de-
tailed critique of the EAI, and proposes five recommendations,
which I will now summarize.

One, a mechanism to determine whether the International Mone-
tary Fund and World Bank macroeconomic conditionality require-
ments will have an adverse impact on the poor and the environ-
ment.

Two, clarification of the investment reform conditionality re-
quirement and consideration of environmental concerns in the de-
velopment of an Inter-American Development Bank investment
reform lending program.

Three, a broad range of non-governmental organizations serving
on the Environment for the Americas board, and a clear preference
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for host country NGO's in the award of grants from the environ-
mental funds.

Four, encouragement of commercial bank donations to the envi-
ronmental funds. In this regard, we are especially disturbed by a
proposed IRS rule which will have a chilling effect on not only po-
tential commercial bank debt donations, but on any donation for
international charitable activities.

Five, an environmental review of the projects to be funded by the
Export/Import Bank and Commodity Credit Corporation debt
swaps.

In addition to the EAI, the U.S. Government can promote other
debt-for-nature mechanisms. Specifically, the U.S. Agency for Inter-
national Development could provide increased grant assistance to
NGOs for commercial debt purposes for debt-for-nature swaps.
. Also, the U.S. Government should support Multilateral Develop-

ment Bank financing for debt buy-backs for environmental pur-
poses. In particular, we hope the administration supports a debt-
for-nature pilot program the Inter-American Development Bank is
developing. Such effort is mandated by Section 512 of the Interna-
tional Development and Finance Act of 1989.

Finally, natural resource management initiatives should be in-
corporated into Brady plan debt reduction agreements. We are dis-
appointed that the administration has failed to do this, despite con-
gressional mandates in the Foreign Operations Appropriations Act
for fiscal year 1990.

I will conclude my remarks by saying that the time has come for
the governments and NGO's in the North and South to strike a
global bargain to address the twin problems of debt and environ-
mental degradation. The debt-for-nature concept, if expanded, could
help achieve this bargain. Thank you.

Senator BRADLEY. Thank you very much, Mr. Gibson. Let me
thank all members of the panel for their testimony. And we will
limit our questions to five minutes, and then we will alternate
every five minutes.

Mr. Lovejoy, if you could, give us some sense of what is at stake
here. You talked about the financial opportunities of debt conver-
sion for developing countries in some kind of sustainable develop-
ment.

So often, these countries are presented with the choice of de-
stroying their rain forests in order to get foreign exchange to pay
debt, or continuing the inability to deal with the debt crisis and
lower standards of living in their countries. How might a country
make money, at the same time, not destroy the rain forest? Can
you make money in the rain forest?

Mr. Lov~ioy. Well, it is both a short-term and a long-term re-
sponse to that. The short-term response is that there are certain
rain forest products for which there are already markets, which
are simply extracted from the forest without destroying it.

Although some people would contest it, there are, in fact, ways to
- selectively log in tropical forests and take the particularly valuable

timbers out and get economic return and still have forest.
Those are the kind of short-term things that need to be devel-

oped and encouraged so that the people already living in those for-
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ested regions have a reasonable way to make a living without de-
stroying forests.

The longer term is, in fact, of enormous promise as we enter the
age of biological engineering when a set of genes from one orga-
nism can be put into another and create an extremely valuable
product, whether it is an enzyme, or whatever it may be.

The tropical countries have the majority of the genetic capital,
but they do not have the technological know-how for biotechnology,
and obviously, they have limited financial capital. And it seems to
me in the long run there could be enormous gains made by some
form of joint venturing where genetic capital comes from the tropi-
cal countries, and technology, financial capital comes from a coun-
try like our own. The income thereby generated could be spirit in
some equitable way between the two.

Senator BRADLEY. So you see that kind of cooperation as a way to
explore the diversity of the rain forest for essentially pharmaceuti-
cal purposes?

Mr. LovEjoy. For pharmaceutical purposes, but it can go beyond
pharmaceutical. It can go into things which can be of benefit to ag-
riculture, which has its own diseases, et cetera.

Senator BRADLEY. It think it is very difficult for many people to
understand in the United States how the rain forests of South
America are directly relevant to their lives. You have thought
about this an awful lot.

If you were speaking before an audience of skeptical Americans
about the need to protect the rain forests, what would you say to
them that would convey your own sense of why protecting the rain
forest is important to a shoe store salesman in Iowa City and Eliza-
beth, New Jersey as it is to someone living in Minaus.

Mr. LOVEJOY. Well, what I would do is offer some extremely con-
crete examples of how many people's daily lives are affected by
products from the tropical rain forest. Just to start with, almost
every major abdominal operation in this country uses a muscle re-
laxant that comes straight out of the Amazon forest: it is not a
compound which has been successfully synthesized in pharmaceuti-
cal laboratories.

Further, the preferred prescription drug for high blood pressure
in this country stems from biological knowledge of how the venom
of a particular poisonous snake in the Amazon forest works.

So, literally tens of millions of people are living healthier, longer,
and more productive lives, and contributing to GNP because of
products that come out of these forests.

Senator BRADLEY. And you probably have a list that goes on, and
on, and on of examples of that, but I think that those two are very
good examples which clearly would not have been developed had
there been no rain forest, or had the rain forest been destroyed.

Mr. LovEjoy. Exactly. And, in fact, in one of the drugs being
used on the President at the moment is not a tropical forest drug,
but it is originally a tropical country drug derived from foxglove
native to Asia.

Senator BRADLEY. Senator Grassley.
Senator GRASSLEY. This hearing is obviously on the United

States' leadership in this area, and what we do about debt owed to
us. But I am also interested in knowing what some of our major
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tradihag competitors, such as Japan or Germany, are doing in
regard to providing debt relief in return for protecting the environ-
ment. Because we know that Japan, for instance, has a very inter-
esting record of restructuring aid to future trade rather than
merely providing help. Could any of you provide information on
this? And also, how you see the United States going it alone in
regard to this, or whether we would be more successful in doing it
multilaterally.

Mr. SPErH. Senator Grassley, I can just provide a bit of informa-
tion. I think there are others who could provide more. My general
impression is that many of the European governments-particular-
ly with regard to the quite substantial debts owed to them from Af-
rican countries are taking very major strides at debt relief and
debt reduction.

Japan, on the other hand, in my view, is moving very slowly on
this front. I am not an expert on that, but that is my impression. I
read recently a statement by Prime Minister Kaifu, which was
quite negative on the subject of debt reduction. And so, I think
there is a way to go in Japan.

With regard to your last question, certainly the proposal of our
task force that I presented to you today was very much a multilat-
eral proposal in which the other major aid-giving countries, or in-
dustrial countries of the OECD, would be participants.

Mr. LOvEjoy. If I might add to that, the Japanese a year or two
back offered to buy up all of Brazil's foreign debt in return for
rights to do anything they wished in the Amazon Basin, and the
Brazilians turned that down, thank goodness.

I do know that Swedish Foreigm Aid has contributed cold cash to
debt-for-nature in Costa Rica, and I have with me a booklet pre-
pared by the International Man and Biosphere Program which
summarizes most of the debt-for-nature activities to date, which we
will provide to you.

[The information appears in the appendix.]
Mr. LovEJoY. It also talks about sort of co-opting all debt-for-

nature through the Man and Biosphere mechanism, and I am not
proposing that.

Senator GRASSLEY. Maybe it would lead to a philosophical point
of view that I would ask you your thoughts on, and I am asking
you what your point of view is. Do you think that this is something
that the United States should unilaterally do for the good that it
will accomplish, or because you believe that if the United States
takes a major lead in this, it is going to bring these other nations
along? And in the final analysis do you think that bringing the
other nations along is essential towards the success?

Mr. LovEJoy. Well, if I may offer an answer to that. I think it is
important to think about both aspects; both what can be done im-
mediately because some of these problems are very pressing, and
which we can make a contribution to by unilateral action. But I
think it is also extremely important to try and bring along other
nations, and I do understand that this has been discussed on at
least one occasion in the G-7 meetings.

Senator GRASSLEY. All right.
Mr. QUINTELA. Although we have not had much success with the

Japanese, either, we will continue to see how we can work with

j~.
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them. Europeans, on the other hand, have been very interested in
this type of transactions.

But going back to what I think is the key issue, you can have
any number of financial mechanisms, like debt swaps, but it is a
rational level institutional and programmatic framework that will
ultimately turn those opportunities into reality.

The United States has been very helpful to us in setting up the
fund, which will allow us to go to many donors, to seek their sup-
port. The leadership of the United States in helping us create the
proper institutional framework will allow us to realize potential op-
portunities with other countries.

Senator BRADLEY. Mr. Quintela, if you could, tell us specifically
what is the fund, how is it created, and what has it done?

Mr. QUINTELA. The idea of the fund got off the ground in Janu-
ary 1990 when President Paz announced the Pause for the Environ-
ment, or La Pausa Ecologica. The idea of La Pausa, or the Pause,
was to stop all the timber concessions for 5 years.

And you have to look at it in the context of what it meant; Boliv-
ia earns $40 million a year in timber exports. And for a country
the size of Bolivia, that is no small change.

Shortly after the pause was announced the idea began evolving
into the broader issue of sustainable development. The environ-
mental problems of Bolivia are not limited to logging. They are
rooted on the misconception that we must destroy in order to grow.
Witb the Pausa, we have reformulated our position in search of a
new style and conception of economic development. We want to
make sure that economic development takes place for a very, very
long time, in harmony with the environment.

One of the things that the Pausa calls for is the establishment of
alternative mechanisms to expand the pool of financial resources
available. So we have designed the fund to be a multi-account fund.
We are going to be handling each donor separately so that each ac-
count will have a great deal of autonomy, and we can engage in
bilateral negotiations with one country without affecting what we
do with another country.

One important characteristic of the fund is that it is open to
NGO participation. It is unprecedented, at least in the govern-
ments that I am familiar with, to allow NGO's to participate di-
rectly in the decisions of how government money is spent. We call
that the privatization of government money, and I think that will
go a long way.

Senator BRADLEY. Examples of NGO's that sit at the table?
Mr. QUINTELA. The Board of Directors has three NGO's: The

League of Conservation Organizations (LADEMA), the Fundacion
Amigos de la Naturaleza (FAN), and the Indigenous Confederation
(CIDOB). Now, each account will have their own board, and then
the rest of the NGO's could participate in a given account.

Senator BRADLEY. And the fund does?
Mr. QUINTELA. Well, the fund raises money, manages money, and

then it provides technical support to the smaller groups that re-
quire technical assistance in order to participate in the programs.

Senator BRADLEY. Mr. Gibson and Mr. Lovejoy referred to prob-
lems with the IRS regulation. What is the IRS regulation that trou-
bles you, Mr. Gibson?
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Mr. GIBSON. This is a proposed rule which appeared in the Feder-
al Register on March 12, 1991 at page 10395, and it would control
how taxpayers allocate tax deductions for charitable contributions.

Tax deductions for contributions used inside the United Sates
would be allocated entirely to U.S.-source income; and deductions
for contributions used outside the United-States would be allocated
entirely to any foreign-source income.

Now, taxpayers prefer to allocate deductions against domestic
source income, and the proposed rule will have a discriminatory
effect on international charitable activities. This goes just beyond
any potential donation from a commercial bank for a debt-for-
nature swap to any corporate contribution for any international ac-
tivity. We believe this rule should not be adopted and that there
should be no discrimination among charities based on the locale in
which they work, or the end use of the contribution.

Senator BRADLEY. Would anyone else like to comment on this
regulation?

Mr. LovEjoy. Well, I would only say that in contemplating trying
to comply with it, it becomes a nightmare.

Senator BRADLEY. The thought is that, therefore, what charity
will buy up debt; nobody will donate debt. Is that the idea?

Mr. GIBSON. Yes, sir. But it goes just beyond the idea of debt-for-
nature. It goes to any international program that any U.S. non-
profit is doing. Nevertheless, it will clearly have a totally chilling
effect on debt donations for debt-for-nature.

Senator BRADLEY. Mr. Speth, I was particularly interested in
your comments on the need for less tax on things we like, such as
income, and more tax on things that we do not like, such as pollu-
tion. Would you expand on that? I mean, is this a big source of rev-
enue, in your perspective?

Mr. SPETH. Mr. Chairman, I think it is, and I think this idea is
beginning to catch on, not only among some people in this country,
but also in Europe.

There was a recent study done by Dale Jorgensen and Peter Wil-
coxsen for the Environmental Protection Agency, and it estimated
that a $60 a ton carbon dioxide tax would reduce U.S. carbon diox-
ide emissions by 20 percent-carbon dioxide being the principal
greenhouse gas contributing to the climate change threat. We
could reduce 002 emissions by 20 percent between 1990 and the
year 2005 at a cost of 1.6 percent of U.S. GNP.

And this relatively low cost, given the risks involved and the
benefits to be realized, would, in part, stem from using the roughly
$76 billion in annual revenues that such a carbon tax would gener-
ate. $76 billion. That money in their model and their scenario was
plowed back into reducing other taxes, and principally, as I recall,
the payroll tax reductions.

Senator BRADLEY. Well, what does a $60 per ton carbon tax mean
on a gallon of gasoline?

Mr. SPETH. About $.15-15 cents a gallon.
Senator BRADLEY. So you could take that money and provide a

tax cut for middle income taxpayers.
Mr. SPETH. Absolutely. And in that way, you minimize the

impact on the economy and you minimize impact on middle and
low income consumers. It is basically just an effort to increase U.S.
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energy efficiency, reduce our vulnerability to imports, contribute to
pollution reduction, and makour tax system more equitable and
more stimulative of the econo 

ay.

There have been estimates in our current tax system that by put-
ting a burden on savings and labor creates tens of billions of dol-
lars a year drag on GNP.

Senator BRADLEY. Yes. Senator Grassley.
Senator GRASSLEY. Mr. Speth, before I ask you a question, I

notice that your Task Force Recommendations 9 and 10 support re-
newable fuel initiatives. And along that line, I want to tell you I
strongly agree with what you have said about moving away from
fossil fuels towards these renewable fuels. Along that line, and in
relationship to the President's energy conservation and national
energy policy, the President did leave out one recommendation
from the Energy Department. The White House cut it out.

Senator Daschle and I have introduced legislation on a produc-
tion tax credit for the production of renewable fuels, and it also ex-
tends the business investment tax credit so that that would put
that program then back into what the White House deleted out.
And I guess I would like to take this opportunity to call that to
your attention, to maybe ask you for your support of that recom-
mendation.

Mr. SPETH. I will make a point of looking at it, Senator.
Senator GRASSLEY. All right. That will be S. 466. My question

would be-to kind of challenge you on a point that I think you are
making on page 6-where you talk about the benefit to the U.S.
economically because we have 40 percent of our export markets
with developing countries, that this debt reduction then would be a
good investment for us, besides the ecological benefits that would
come from the swap.

I would like to know why you think-not disagreeing with you
entirely, but the assumption that we are going to benefit economi-
cally-that these economic benefits will flow to the United States
whereby I think that some of the benefits are going to flow to other
trade competitors.

Mr. SPETH. Well, I think we always have to watch out for our
competitors, and there is no guarantee that we would capture the
benefit of the increased growth in the developing world thw' these
measures would promote. There would be no guarantee.

I think with the degree to which our economy today is linked
with the developing world's economy, however, if they grow and
our enterprises are aggressive about capturing a share of that
growth through increased U.S. exports, it could have a tremendous
effect on the U.S. economy.

There have been estimates made of what the slow growth in the
developing world due in part to the debt crisis has cost the U.S. in
terms of jobs in the 1980s.

The right figure is in our report, but as I recall, it is almost 2
million jobs that have been lost in the United States that would
have been created if the developing world had, in fact, grown
during the decade of the 80s as it was doing prior to the debt crisis.

Senator GRASSLEY. Well, I do not dispute that, because a billion
dollars worth of increased foreign trade would bring 25,000 new
jobs to Americans. I accept your response. I guess that would bring
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me back to a point that was implicit in my first question during
the first round, and that is that the United States' leadership is
very important, and there would be some good accomplished even
if the United States were the only nation to do this.

But I wonder if we do not get more bang for our buck spending
our energy on pushing it multilaterally. Then not only do you ac-
complish more by getting everybody involved, but then the econom-
ic benefits are going to flow proportionately to the respective coun-
tries. Maybe not direct proportion, but somewhat proportionately
to the countries involved.

Because I do not think that we may benefit as much as others.
We would do the investment, accomplish the ecological good that
would come from it, but probably not benefit economically as well
as some other countries that do not have the investment.

Mr. SPETH. I do understand your point. I think one thing that is
worth bringing out is that if you look at the various proposals that
have been mentioned by the panel, we are talking about a menu of
options for linking debt reduction and sustainable development and
environmental protection. Some of those make a lot of sense to do
unilaterally, it seems to me, and some make sense to do on a hemi-
spheric basis. And I think that some-including the recommenda-
tion that I put forward from the task force-make sense mostly in
the context of broad multilateral approach.

Senator GRASSLEY. Thank you.
Senator BRADLEY. Let me thank the panel very much for your

testimony. I think that it is extremely helpful, and I appreciate you
taking the time, and I hope that you would be available for follow-
up at some point. Thank you very much.

The next panel consists of Michael Chamberlin of Sherman &
Sterling in New York, and Lamond Godwin, senior director of
American Express Bank, Ltd. New York.

Mr. Chamberlin, Mr. Godwin, welcome to the subcommittee.
Mr. CHAMBERLIN. Thank you very much.
Mr. GODWIN. Thank you.
Senator BRADLEY. We look forward to hearing your testimony. If

you can give us a 10-minute version, and then we will get into
questions. Mr. Chamberlin, the floor is yours.

STATEMENT OF MICHAEL CHAMBERLIN, SHEARMAN &
STERLING, NEW YORK, NY

Mr. CHAMBERLIN. Thank you. Mr. Chairman, I am very pleased
to be here today to discuss debt-for-nature swaps. I will briefly ex-
plain why they have not been more prevalent, and then suggest
how debt-for-nature can be encouraged in the context of the Brady
Initiative to reduce the external debt owed by the lesser developed
countries ("LDC's") to commercial banks.

By way of introduction, I am a partner in the New York law
firm of Shearman & Sterling, and led our representation of the
Bank. Advisory Committee in connection with Mexico's recent fi-
nancing package under the Brady Initiative.

Since 1987, 1 have also advised the World Wildlife Fund and the
Smithsonian Institution on a pro bono basis in the area of conser-
vation finance. My views today, however, are solely my own, and
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do not necessarily reflect those of my law firm, or of my banking or
conservation clients.

I believe that debt-for-nature as a concept is a brilliant one, and I
applaud the handful of them that have been completed. But I am
extremely frustrated by the failure of debt-for-nature to catch on
and realize its full potential.

In the mid-1980's, commercial investors recognized that an LDC's
debt could be bought from some commercial banks at a discount,
and then re-sold to the debtor LDC at a profit, provided that the
proceeds of the swap were kept in local currency and invested in
the LDC country itself.

These purely voluntary transactions would enable banks to
reduce their exposure to the LDC; would permit LDC's simulta-
neously to reduce their overall levels of debt and to encourage com-
mercial investment; and would allow commercial investors to pur-
chase *their investment funds more cheaply than through the
normal foreign exchange markets.

At about the same time, Tom Lovejoy first suggested the oppor-
tunity to direct a portion of the savings obtained from debt reduc-
tion to the promotion of conservation.

Although implementing these swaps initially proved somewhat
difficult from a legal standpoint, these legal problems proved re-
solvable so long as all parties shared a strong commitment to com-
plete their specific transaction.

If all parties-the debtor countries, the creditor banks, and the
conservation groups-seem to benefit from these swaps, and the
legal barriers can be hurdled, why are debt-for-nature swaps not
more prevalent?

I think there are several obvious reasons. First, as a general rule,
many LDC's do not seem to like them very much, partly because of
perceived macroeconomic problems, and partly because of a
common suspicion of schemes that are promoted by foreigners.

In my view, this criticism is unjustified, but nevertheless, as a
result, debt-equity and debt-for-nature swap windows seem to open
and close unpredictably. Although some LDC's are notable excep-
tions, such as Bolivia, Costa Rica, Ecuador, and the Philippines, in
most countries there are few actual swaps, because no local con-
stituency can effectively demand them. Specific transactions occur
only as a result of a combination of connections, hard work, and
blind luck.

Secondly, banks are reluctant to donate their debt for a variety
of reasons. Those banks that are willing to dispose of their debt at
all are economically better off selling it than giving it away, in
part, because the current tax treatment of a donation does not pro-
vide sufficient advantages.

And I would also note the concern expressed by a prior panelist
that the IRS has recently proposed new tax regulations which, I
think in many cases, would further discourage debt-for-nature
swaps either through donations by banks, or through the purchase
of debt.

What is the likelihood that debt-for-nature swaps, absent an un-
foreseen breakthrough, will somehow become more prevalent in
the future? Well, although the circumstances of each LDC are dif-
ferent, generally speaking as the LDC economies improve and their
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debt appreciates in value, the economic advantages of debt-for-
nature are slowly deteriorating.

The window of opportunity for debt-for-nature is slowly closing
in a number of countries; Chile and Mexico are very good exam-
ples. But this is not necessarily a bad thing. We should all hope, for
the sake of their economies and peoples and the environment we
share, that other LDC's will soon be following the Chilean and
Mexican examples.

So, where does this all leave debt-for-nature?
The use of creditor government resources in the form of in-

creased foreign aid, or reductions in bilateral or development bank
debt levels can greatly contribute to conservation in the LDC's. As
such, the Enterprise for The Americas Initiative is a great step for-
ward, representing a new U.S. Government policy that expressly
recognizes the critical linkage between economic and environmen-
tal measures. Economic policy-makers in the current administra-
tion now recognize that economic progress in the LDC's will be sus-
tainable only in the context of sound environmental practices, and
that environmental considerations must be integrated more effec-
tively into the ongoing operations of the international financial in-
stitutions. In this spirit, it is clear that new ways could be found to
encourage the LDC's to adopt and implement debt-for-nature, or
other conservation programs.

Perhaps there is still an opportunity for debt-for-nature to be in-
tegrated into one or more of t he remaining country debt financing
packages under the Brady initiative, but how would this work?

Neither debt reduction, nor debt-for-nature seems to occur spon-
taneously. Each requires a catalyst. In the case of debt reduction,
one such catalyst has been the funding provided by the internation-
al financial institutions expressly for that purpose.

Just as they have tried to incorporate greater environmental
awareness into their lending policies, it is entirely appropriate that
their efforts to encourage the commercial banks to reduce their
debt should also include measures designed to ensure that the eco-
nomic growth in the LDC's is consistent with the wise use of their
natural resources.

In my written statement, I have suggested several specific alter-
native approaches. In each case, the point would be to create in the
context of a Brady-style financing package a framework that en-
courages the LDC to dedicate greater resources to conservation.
Those resources could be obtained by the LDC, for example, either
from the proceeds of loans from the international financial institu-
tions, or from the savings in net external transfers that would
result from a successfully completed financing package.

Designing a country debt financing plan is already an extremely
complicated undertaking, and it is quite ambitious to suppose that
environmental concerns could easily be integrated into the Brady
initiative.

But with the striking example of the Enterprise for the Americas
Initiative now before us, perhaps it is time to redefine the Brady
initiative to include an environmental component. Thank you. That
is my statement.

I would just like to mention in response to a point made by Mr.'
Grassley that the State of California is, at this time, attempting to
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arrange a domestic debt-for-nature swap, which, if successful,
would help preserve a large tract of primary forest in Northern
California.

And I think that this effort indicates that the debt-for-nature
technology currently being developed in Latin America dnps have
domestic applications. [The prepared statement of Mr. Chamberlin
appears in the appendix.]

Senator BRADLEY. Thank you very much, Mr. Chamberlin. Mr.
Godwin.

STATEMENT OF LAMOND GODWIN, SENIOR DIRECTOR,
AMERICAN EXPRESS BANK LIMITED, NEW YORK, NY

Mr. GODWIN. Mr. Chairman, I thank you for inviting me to
present testimony to this very important subcommittee. I come
before you today as an international banker with a special interest
in engineering innovative solutions to financial, environmental,
and human development problems in debt-distressed, developing
countries.

I appreciate and applaud the leadership that you are providing
through the work of this committee in finding and exploring solu-
tions to these same problems.

As you may know, Mr. Chairman, American Express Bank
helped to pioneer the use of debt-for-nature swaps, as well as debt-
for-development swaps in partnership with the Nature Conservan-
cy and other non-governmental organizations, such as the Interna-
tional Foundation for Education and Self-Help, which is undertak-
ing debt-for-development swaps in Africa under the leadership of
Leon Sullivan.

Within our company, I either initiated or coordinated each of
these transactions with strong support from our Chairman, Jim
Robinson, and the other senior management of our company. In
most of the debt-for-nature swaps transactions, we sold debt to the
Nature Conservancy at deep discounts on face value, and provided
technical assistance and structuring the terms of the conversions.

In some swaps, we used debt from our own portfolio, in others,
we sourced debt through the secondary market. In a few instances,
we donated debt, or. made cash contributions through our parent
company foundation that the Conservancy and its partners used to
fund conservation projects.

To date, we have assisted the conservancy to complete swaps in-
volving debt with a face value of $11 million, that has been used to
protect about 9 million acres in Costa Rica, Ecuador, Argentina,
and Brazil; a number of other swaps are currently in the pipeline.

In most of these transactions, the debt acquired by TNC was con-
verted to local currency bonds, providing an interest income stream
to fund conservation activities over a long period of time.

In addition to these swaps, our company recently initiated an ex-
periment in partnership with the Ramada Hotel chain to generate
funding for conservation activities in Asia through what we call a
"cause related marketing" strategy. We have agreed to donate $1
to the Nature Conservancy each time an American Express card-
member stays at a Ramada Hotel. These, and other initiatives, in
support of environmental conservation, are described in a new
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report we released just a couple of weeks ago, calle "The Greening
of the Blue Box," which I am happy to make available to the com-
mittee.

I want to focus on the potential for expanding debt-for-nature
swaps. As you requested, my statement will be brief, and I will
focus on five interrelated points.

The first point is that from a financial point of view, there is no
question that the use of debt conversions to assist in the deveiop-
ment of conservation of natural resources in these debt-distressed
LDC's makes sense.

When these transactions are properly structured, they can
produce benefits for all of the parties involved; commercial banks
can gain important cash and tax benefits, and at the same time,
reduce their exposure to default and currency devaluation risk.

The debtor countries can reduce the strain on the scarce foreign
exchange reserves, and make internal investments with money
that otherwise would have gone to pay foreign creditors. Conserva-
tion organizations can leverage scarce hard currency by using
these swaps.

For example, in the swaps we complete with the TNC in Creta
Rica, they were able to leverage their dollar funding by a factor af
3:1. In Ecuador, they were able to leverage their dollar funding by
a factor of 10:1. Moreover, by converting the debt to local currency
bonds with staggered maturities, they were able to reduce the in-
flationary impacts in these countries.

The swaps done so far are too few in number, and too small to
have much impact either on the debt problem, or on conservation
problems in these countries. But they do represent an important
beginning and offer a model for funding of conservation efforts that
could be an important element of a comprehensive debt reduction
strategy.

My second point is that there are some obstacles to the expan-
sion of these debt-for-nature swaps that need to be addressed. I
would identify three as being the major obstacles. First, would be
inadequate incentives for debtor countries to support debt-for-
nature swaps.

Second, the limited resources available to the conservation orga-
nizations for the purchase of debt. These organizations are the
main entities interested in promoting these swaps, and to the
extent that they have limited financial resources, is a significant
expansion in this activity is unlikely.

Third, a major obstacle is inadequate tax and other incentives to
encourage private creditor banks to donate debt for these swaps.
My fourth point is that I am convinced that support for environ-
mental conservation can, and should be a key element in all U.S.
Government bilateral debt reduction strategies because debt for-
giveness and debt relief are the most powerful incentives our gov-
ernment can offer to a debt-distressed developing coun' .:y. Without
powerful incentives like this, it is unlikely that thee countries are
going to support efforts in this area.

The environmental component of the administration's Enterprise
for The Americas Initiative is an important step in the right direc-
tion because it makes available not only local currency denominat-
ed interest payments, but for the first time, Exim Bank loans, Com-
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modity Creditor Corporation loan, and USAID debt that can be
used for swap transactions.

The approach taken in the Enterprise for The Americas Initia-
tive should be extended to the debt relief packages the administra-
tion has negotiated with Poland, and with several African coun-
tries.

Another way to provide strong incentives to developing countries
would be to include conservation reform conditions in the structur-
al adjustment programs of the IMF and the World Bank along with
the traditional targets for inflation, real GNP growth, investment
policy reform and balance of trade. In this regard, a portion of the
recently created $1.5 billion Global Environmental Facility of the
World Bank could be an important source. My fourth point is that
the quickest and most effective way to expand debt-for-nature
swaps would be to increase the funding available to NGO's that are
the major promoters of these swaps, by expanding the amount of
money in the U.S. Agency for International Development Debt-for-
Development Program, and by ensuring greater access to other
funding that is already in place.

For example, the $1.5 Billion Global Environmental Facility of
the World Bank, has not yet been used for debt-for-nature swaps,
but World Bank officials tell me they are eager to do it.

Similarly, another fund within the World Bank, which presently
has a balance of about $90 million, is available for debt buy-back
transactions in the IDA countries. And a portion of this money
could be used for debt-for-nature and debt-for-development swaps.

The main point here is that there has been a significant increase
in potential funding for these swaps, but to date, the organizations
interested in swaps and the entities that have the funding have not
connected, and this is a problem that needs to be overcome.

The next couple of years could see a significant increase in the
number and size of these swaps. We are assisting the Nature Con-
servancy now to negotiate a transaction in Panama that could be a
very large swap in comparison to what has been done before. This
one could involve debt with a face value of $150 million.

My fifth and last point concerns the role of the private financial
institutions. Commercial banks can do a number of things to assist
in the expansion of these efforts.

For example, banks can provide very valuable technical assist-
ance and advising in structuring these transactions, and navigating
around the obstacles to completing these transactions in the devel-
oping countries.

You cannot minimize the significance of this role, because some
of these swap transactions have been very difficult to structure,
and a tremendous amount of time has been required to straighten
out problems.

Another indispensable role for the banks, of course, would be
sourcing the debt through the secondary market, which is con-
trolled by the banks. There is really no other way to do that.

Banks can also assist in expanding these swaps by donating debt,
or making cash contributions that could be used to buy debt or sup-
port conservation activities. I want to emphasize, however, that I
am not at all optimistic about the prospects for a significant in-
crease in the donations of LDC debt by banks. From the perspec-
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tive of the banks, it makes no sense to donate debt for environmen-
tal conservation, or, for that matter, for any other purpose. Many
bankers have a special aversion to the idea of forgiving the debts of
what they consider to be "deadbeats."

Moreover, under existing tax and accounting regulations, selling
debt and other alternatives are clearly more beneficial to banks
than donations. And there are many other alternatives in addition
to sales in the secondary market. Debt equity conversions, debt-for-
product swaps, and even write-offs. When banks have made dona-
tions, they have done so primarily for non-financial reasons, or on
the basis of non-financial considerations.

For example, in the case of ray own bank, which has made dona-
tions for debt-for-nature swaps, as well as for debt-for-development
swaps, we first made a decision that we wanted to support the
work of the Nature Conservancy. And we then determined that we
could make a larger contribution by using low value foreign debt
than we could by providing a cash donation.

Even still, a complex set of factors determined which debt we
would use. These factors included: the secondary market price of
the paper and our predictions and expectations about the future
price and value of the paper. It included considerations as to how
the debt was carried on our books, both for accounting purposes
and for tax purposes, and we book the same piece of paper differ-
ently for accounting purposes and tax purposes. Our long-term
strategy with respect to particular LDC's; particular countries and
the composition of the portfolio; the size of the donation; public re-
lations issues; as well as the increasing interest of our parent com-
pany in environmental conservation. So, it is not a simple matter,
even when you decide that you want to give debt to an NGO.

There is a widespread belief that one sure way to increase bank
donations of foreign paper would be through changes in the tax
and accounting treatment of foreign debt donations that would
narrow or eliminate the advantage of selling the debt versus donat-
ing it, and some have proposed tax credits, and other types of en-
hancements.

In this regard, I want to comment on the IRS rules proposed ear-
lier and say that if that is any indication of what is going to
happen, then the trend is going in the opposite direction, because
those rules will do more to discourage an already reluctant bank-
ing community from making donations.

And also in this regard, beyond the question of debt donations,
these proposed IRS rules create serious problems for companies
that have matching programs. For example, if an American Ex-
press employee gives money to the United Way or to the Nature
Conservancy, we have to know whether or not the Nature Conser-
vancy will use that money in a foreign country, or in the United
States. If they use it in a foreign country it will have one tax conse-
quence; if they use it in the United States, it will have a different
tax consequence. So, it is a very complicated and troublesome prob-
lem we are faced with here.

Although changes in the tax code might encourage some banks
to donate some of their low value, non-performing foreign debt,
there will still be resistance in the banking community to taking
an aggressive leadership position in advocating-tax credits for this
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purpose, because it would have the appearance of a bail-out The
attitude in the ban!.ing communities is that the public would prob-
ably react negatively to anything that appeared to be a bank bail-
out.

Some advocates, even here, have talked about including these
debt-for-nature in the debt restructuring process. To date, little
progress has been achieved in that area, but a breakthrough is pos-
sible if it is voluntarily negotiated and not imposed.

So, in sum, Mr. Chairman, I want to say that I believe that debt-
for-nature swaps can be structured to add value to both debt reduc-
tion and environmental conservation efforts, and that these swaps
should be expanded. I think the most effective way to eliminate the
obstacles to this expansion would be by incorporating the environ-
mental conservation conditionality into multilateral structural ad-
justment programs and bilateral debt relief and forgiveness initia-
tives, and through increased public and private funding to NGO's
to purchase the debt of commercial banks in the secondary market,
as well as the debt of the Exim Bank and the Commodity Credit
Corporation. That concludes my statement, Mr. Chairman. Thank
you very much.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Goodman appears in the appen-
dix.]

Senator BRADLEY. Let me thank both of you very much for your
testimony. It is wonderful to have people come before the commit-
tee who have actually done it and can convey to us the how-to, be-
cause that is really what has to happen if this is going to be serious
in terms of much larger debt-for-nature swaps. \

I must say your reactions, Mr. Chamberlin, when you start out
saying, well, the problem is the LDC's do not like it, and the banks
do not like to donate either, that is not a prescription of great
hope. But I do think that you each have made a number of very
helpful suggestions.

What I would like to do is I would like to pose a situation and
ask you to-for the committee's benefit-work it through right
here. And let us say the situation is that with Brazil we have $3 to
$4 billion of government to government debt-AID, CCC, what-
ever-and our objective is to maximize the impact of that debt in a
debt-for-nature swap. Could you go through that step one, two,
three, four, five? What would we do, in your opinion, to do that
most effectively? And do not feel like you are talking down to the
subco-iiinittee if you go through the very basics of the process so
that we can understand the payoff, because what I think people do
not see is the difference between the dollar impact and the-local
currency impact. So we will start with either one of you. You can
draw straws, or pick. Mr. Godwin, why do you not go ahead?

Mr. GODWIN. All right. Well, I think, for example--
Senator BRADLEY. First step, second step, third step.
Mr. GODWIN. All right. The first step, of course, would be to

design a comprehensive strategy which would involve not simply
identifying the financial goals to be achieved, but also the conser-
vation goals. Once the goals were established, then I think that
something could be structured along the lines of what is contained
in the administration's Enterprise for the Americas Initiative
which involves outright forgiveness of a substantial amount of the
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debt-it can go up to 80 percent, I am told-and a restructuring ofthe remaining 20 percent to provide an interest income stream
over a period of several years.

For example, the remaining 20 percent of the debt could be re-
structured over a 30 year period.: The payment of the principal
could be in dollars; the payment of the interest could be in local
currency, and these resources could be used to fund conservation
activities directly, or to buy additional debt for swaps and so forth.

Senator BRADLEY. You have lost me. Let us go back. So, 80 per-
cent is forgiven.

Mr. GODWIN. Yes.
Senator BRADLEY. And that is pretty easy to understand.
Mr. GODWIN. That is a very powerful incentive to cooperate.
Senator BRADLEY. Now, the remaining 20 percent, let us say

Brazil has $5 billion. So you wipe $4 billion off. Now, what do you
do with the other billion dollars that is now on the bank's books?

Mr. GODWIN. All right. You restructure the terms for the repay-
ment of this debt.I

Senator BRADLEY. So that the 20 percent principal will be repaid
in dollars.

Mr. GODWIN. Yes.
Senator BRADLEY. The interest will be---
Mr. GODWIN. Now are we talking about bank debt, or bilateral

debt?
Senator BRADLEY. Bilateral.
Mr. GODWIN. All right.
Senator BRADLEY. Government to government.
Mr. GODWIN. All right. Governments. All right.
Senator BRADLEY. Paid in dollars, with the interest paymeilits

made in local currency. Is that correct?
Mr. GODWIN. Yes, over a period of 30 years. And this would be a

burden that the country could easily carry. All of this money could
be dedicated to environmental conservation activity. The local cur-
rency would generate funds that could be used directly to support
conservation activity, and the main advantage of receiving the
principal payment in dollars is that it vould be a hedge against in-
flation, currency devaluations, and so iorth.

Senator BRADLEY. Mr. Chamberlin, what do you think?
Mr. CHAMBERLIN. Well, I think, in a nutshell, the question you

have asked and the response that you have gotten describe the sit-
uation facing the U.S. Treasury in developing the Enterprise for
the Americas Initiative.

And I think the payment of interest on the remaining debt, after
the reduction has occurred, in local currency is a very good way to
go about dedicating a small stream of benefits to conservation. But
I think essentially what you are talking about is a negotiation
where the creditor, the bilateral government that is the creditor,
says we will reduce the debt if the debtor does take certain steps-
conditionality, in effect.

Senator BRADLEY. Well, let me ask you this. Concern in a lot of
developing countries is, of course, the inflationary impact.

Mr. CHAMBERLIN. Yes.
Senator BRADLEY. How do you manage that?
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Mr. CHAMBERLIN. Well, I think I have two responses to that. The
first is although the amount of debt we are talking about is a very
large amount, in terms of debt-for-nature, the amount of debt that
would ever be exchanged in a debt-for-nature transaction is prob-
ably a very small fraction of the overall amount, so that the magni-
tude of the macroeconomic effect is likely to be fairly small.

But more importantly, I think the LDC's have worked with the
commercial banks, for example, in their governing agreements, to
develop a mechanism that minimizes the surge of local currency
into the local economy by providing for these swaps to be an ex-
change of hard currency debt for local currency debt which pays
out over time.

And hopefully, the timing of those local currency pay-outs coin-
cides with the needs of whatever the conservation or developmen-
tal project is that is being financed so you have a timed release of
the currency into the local economy.

Senator BRADLEY. And the swap is made between the market
price of the debt and that market price equivalent in bonds?

Mr. CHAMBERLIN. Normally what is done-we are talking about
the private transactions, not the bilateral transactions.

Senator BRADLEY. No, I am not.
Mr. CHAMBERLIN. There is a so-called "splitting of the discount."

The debt is available in the secondary market at a low price, say 30
cents. And what the countries are doing these days is not convert-
ing the full face amount, or a hundred cents on the dollar, into a
local currency instrument, but they are converting, let us say, 70 of
the 100 cents.

So, from the standpoint of the conservation group, it is purchas-
ing the debt for 30 and it is obtaining 70 cents in local currency.
Similarly, from the standpoint of the country, it is relieving a 100
cent obligation in hard currency and paying 70 cents of its own
currency.

Senator BRADLEY. And that is a negotiation between the country
and the creditor.

Mr. CHAMBERLIN. That is typically a negotiation between the
country and the conservation group.

Senator BRADLEY. Yes.
Mr. CHAMBERLIN. The creditor, presumably, isl willing to sell its

debt in the second market at the lower price.
Senator BRADLEY. Right.
Mr. GODWIN. I think the important point, Mr. Chairman, is that

if we are serious about this, then we should approach it the same
way we approach any other type of structural reform program.
There are probably a hundred different ways we could design a
transaction to mitigate against adverse inflationary consequences
in the debtor countries, and other problems.

The point I have tried to make in my presentation is that we
have a lot to work with. For example, the Global Environmental
Facility of the World Bank provides resources that can be used to
offset these types of adverse consequences, and to engineer other
types of enhancements in a package that would be designed to
achieve environmental policy reform in Brazil.

So, if you sit down to the table and take into account everything
that is available-the resources of the IMF, the resources of the
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World Bank, as well as the incentives we could provide through
debt forgiveness, the role of the NGO's and commercial banks-
then we could put together something that would probably be
unique, but not a simple structure.

Senator BRADLEY. Do you agree, Mr. Chamberlin, with Mr. God-
win's suggestion that the most effective and clearest way to achieve
environmental benefits out of the debt issue would be to include
environmental aspects of conditionality foir World Bank or IMF
conditionality?

Mr. CHAMBERLIN. I think that is a very important part of it.
From an historical standpoint--

Senator BRADLEY. So that the idea would be that, look, if you
want us to provide debt reduction, or this benefit, or that benefit,
you are going to have to do X, Y, and Z on inflation, exports, et
cetera, and also on environment you are supposed to do X, Y, andZ?

Mr. CHAMBERLIN. Exactly. Exactly. Done through a consultative
process.

Senator BRADLEY. Is the World Bank and the IMF capable of tell-
ing Brazil what specific environmental actions it should take? I
mean, my impression is that these are not environmental scientists
at the World Bank.

Mr. GODWIN. No, but they can hire environmental scientists. The
point is, they can tell Brazil what GNP targets to reach and what
types of investment reforms, and they get results.

Senator BRADLEY. So a reasonable objective would be to say that
we are part of this package if you reduce your CO2 emissions, since
Brazil is third in the world in CO2 emissions. That we are basically
telling them you have got to stop burning your forests, because
that is where the bulk of CO2 emissions come in Brazil. So, you are
saying put that right out there and make that a part of the condi-
tionality process.

Mr. GODWIN. I think that is probably the most significant thing
that could be done. And I would also like to emphasize, Mr. Chair-
man, that I believe the issue of the environment is the issue of the
decade, and probably of the century. I believe that environmental
conservation will be on the economic policy agenda, along with
trade and Third World debt. And we already see evidence of this in
the summit meetings, and it will be the agenda in future summit
meetings. I am convinced that this will be a major topic for discus-
sion. It is a global problem. The international community is slowly

' but surely beginning to appreciate not only the biological aspects,
or ecological aspects of the problem, but the financial implications.

Senator BRADLEY. Coming out of this hearing, I have heard a
couple of specific recommendations. One is, my goodness, do not let
the IRS regulations stand on different treatment, not being able to
take international donations against domestic.

Mr. GODWIN. Yes.
Senator BRADLEY. And second, environmental conditionality.
Mr. GODWIN. Yes.

X Senator BRADLEY. Those are the two major ones that I take from
here. Do you have any others that you want to reiterate?

Mr. GODWIN. The only other--
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Senator BRADLEY. Like push the Enterprise for the Americas ag-
gressively because it makes sense and leverage the 20 percent and
30 percent as best you can.

Mr. GODWIN. And the other recommendation which my friends
from the Nature Conservancy, The World Wildlife Fund, the
Smithsonian, and other conservation groups would appreciate,
would be to increase public funding available to these groups for
conservation efforts, including the purchase of debt through the
secondary market.

Senator BRADLEY. Now, your company does what, one dollar to
the Nature Conservancy for--

Mr. GODWIN. Yes. This is an experiment that we are currently
undertaking in our Hong Kong office. It involves cash donation to
the Conservancy each time--

Senator BRADLEY. Somebody stays at a Ramada Inn?
Mr. GODWIN. It is a joint effort between Ramada and ourselves.
Senator BRADLEY. So it is a form of environmental discount.
Mr. GODWIN. Yes. And we may decide to expand it to other re-

gions and other business partners. We are testing the concept now,
and the results will determine whether we do anything more with
it in the future.

Senator BRADLEY. Mr. Chamberlin, do you have any other
thoughts, since I know you probably strongly disagree with his last
suggestion.

Mr. CHAMBERLIN. Yes. The only thing I would add is that I think
these are good ideas. The process of translating this good idea into
something more tangible is not going to happen by itself. It is going
to require a catalyst. Just like debt reduction from the standpoint
of the commercial banks require a catalyst. And that catalyst was
the international financial institutions, and that effort was cata-
lyzed, and I think coordinated by-a large part at least-by the
U.S. Treasury. That might be a place to start here.

Senator BRADLEY. Yes. Well, I thank you both very much for
your testimony. I think it was very helpful today, and you have
given us a couple of things to chew over, and I hope that you will
be available for further consultation by the subcommittee.

Mr. GODWIN. I certainly will.
Senator BRADLEY. Thank you very much.
Mr. CHAMBERLIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BRADLEY. The subcommittee is adjourned.
[Whereupon, the hearing was concluded at 12:00 p.m.]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR BiLL BRADLEY

Americans have recently been shocked by the devastation of one of the planet's
most valuable resources-the rain forests of South America. Few people, though,
know why this has happened. It is not merely greed-a big part of the reason is
debt.

The debt burdens facing developing countries are not sustainable. There is only
one way for many of these countries to come up with the cash to pay these bur-
dens-destroying their natural resources. It is a lot like a family selling its heir-
looms and family jewels to pay off an unwise debt. In that case, we might be able to
say, too bad-they shouldn't have taken on the debt in the first place. But in the
case of the developing countries of Latin America, the family treasures they are ru-
ining are our treasures too. They belong to our planet, and it is up to all of us to see
that they are preserved for our children.

I first became interested in Third World debt nearly a decade ago. At the time, it
was dis,=issed as an abstract issue that would show up only on a balance sheet of
banks. But in the rainforest you realize that you can seel hear, smell and touch
the effects of the debt burden. It's the wide road carved through the middle of the
rainforest. It's the sound of bulldozers echoing among the chirps and squeals of the
immense variety of birds and mammals living from tree to tree. It's the smell of
gasoline and burning wood overwhelming the natural cycle of rot and renewal.

The debt of developing countries has soared from barely $3i0 billion in 1970 to an
estimated $1.2 trillion last year. In many countries, there is only one word for the
level of growth required to meet this debt load-unsustainable. It is unsustainable
for people. It is unsustainable for the planet. And it is unsustainable for our own
economy. How long can we keep drawing off the potential for real growth in these
countries to meet debt payments before the contraction of export markets begins to
eat away at the competitiveness, health and security of the United States? I believe
the debt burden in developing countries is already costing Americans billions of dol-
lars in foregone exports, hundreds of thousands of jobs, and it is certainly running
up a bill for future generations.

The object of this hearing is not to relieve debt per se. The object is sustainable
growth. We will explore options and new ideas for debt conversions, financing and
management that will reconcile debt with the absolute requirement of sustainable
growth. The urgency of protecting the world's base of natural resources must figure
into any discussion of debt management. The earth must have a place at the table.
At the same time, I believe that the debt crisis may offer an opportunity for all of
us to build a base of security for our planet and our future prosperity.

Our two panels consist of recognized experts on the environmental aspects of debt
reduction initiatives. We are pleased they have agreed to contribute their experi-
ence and thinking on how we might turn the debt crisis into an opportunity for sus-
t ainable development.

I look forward to a productive hearing that I hope will be the beginning of a long
effort to restore growth in the developing countries and protect our own economic

Sand environmental security.

Attachments.
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UNITED STATES SENATE,
Washington, DC, May 15, 1991.

Hon. DAVID C. MULFORD,
Under Secretary for International Affairs,
Department of the Treasury,
1500Pennsylvania Avenue, N. W,
Washington, DC.

Dear Mr. Mulford: As you are aware, on Friday, May 10, I chaired the Finance
Subcommittee on Deficits, Debt Mangement and International Debt hearing on
debt conversion steps to aid development and to protect natural resources.

Since you were unable to appear in person, the Subcommittee requests that you
provide written testimony for inclusion in the hearing record. 'he Subcommittee
also requests that your testimony outline the Administration's policies and pro-
pams to integrate debt restructuring efforts with environmental concerns and that
it address specifically the following questions:

-Describe what steps the Administration is taking to determine the social and
environmental aspects of proposed economic adjustment programs as part of
debt restructuring packages negotiated under the Brady plan.

-Several witnesses at Friday s hearing expressed concern that the austerity poli-
cies usually called for in IMF/World Bank programs have adverse social and
environmental impacts. Describe any efforts to ensure that such potential im-
pacts are considered as part of the IMF/World Bank adjustment programs.

-Describe the requirements for debt conversions under the Enterprise for the
Americas Initiative (EAI) which will contribute to environmental protection and
sustainable resource management.

-How will the Administration determine the amount of debt reduction under
EAI?

-If a country continues to pay the same amounts as before and also has to make
additional local currency payments to the environmental funds, how does it
benefit from debt relief?

Testimony must be received by the Finance Committee by May 31, and a copy of
the press release explaining Committee procedure is attached for your information.
Also, I ask that you send a copy of your statement to Alix Sundquist, of my staff, for-
my review. Should you desire further information or have any questions, please con-
tact Alix on 224-3224.

Thank you for your cooperation in this matter.

Sincerely,
BILL BRADLEY.

Enclosure.

STATEMENT BY HON. DAVID C. MULFORD, UNDER SECRETARY FOR INTERNATIONAL
AFFAIRS, DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY

It is a pleasure to provide you with a written statement on the critical interac-
tions between debt restructuring and environmental conservation in developing
countries. Environmental considerations play an increasing role in economic policy
decisions, since sustainable growth depends upon appropriate use of scarce environ-
mental resources.

The U.S. Government has moved to provide potentially significant resources for
the environment in Latin America and the Caribbean. On June 27, 1990, President
Bush announced the Enterprise for the Americas Initiative, which aims to support
economic growth in Latin America and the Caribbean through increased trade, in-
vestment flows, and official debt reduction. The Initiative will be a major force for
environmental action. Increased trade, investment, and growth will ease the pres-
sure on scarce resources and permit more attention to pressing environmental prob-
lems. The Initiative also contains specific programs aimed at promoting environ-
mental conservation in the region with the participation of non-governmental orga-
nizations.

DEBT REDUCTION UNDER THE ENTERPRISE FOR THE AMERICAS INITIATIVE

Under the Enterprise for the Americas Initiative (EAI), the United States will
reduce substantially the bilateral official debt obligations of Latin American and
Caribbean countries that have strong economic and investment reform programs. In
last year's farm bill, the Administration gained authorization to reduce PL-480 debt
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for qualifying countries. Under the legislation, countries qualify for debt reduction
if they: (1) have in effect, or in exceptional circumstances are making significant
progress toward, International Monetary Fund reform programs and, as appropri-
ate, World Bank adjustment loans; (2) have in place major investment reforms in
conjunction with an investment sector loan from the Inter-American Development
Bank (IDB) or are making significant progress toward open investment regimes; and
(3) where commercial bank debt is a large share of outstanding debt, have negotiat-
ed agreements to reduce debt and debt service, as appropriate. The Administration
is currently seeking authorization to reduce AID debt based on the same criteria.

Many countries currently can make only minimal or no principal payments and
are also forced to reschedule through the Paris Club a significant portion of interest
payments. The rescheduled interest is capitalized-added to the stock of debt-
thereby increasing debt service obligations. Over time, ri-schedulings can significant-
ly increase the stock of debt, aggravating the disincentives to trade and investment.

Debt reduction under the Initiative will change this dramatically. The stock of
concessional PL-480 and AID debt will be substantially reduced at the outset. New
dollar payments will be at or below the level of payments currently expected from
these countries based on their past payment levels and economic circumstances. The
extent of debt reduction will be determined on a case-by-case basis through the Na-
tional Advisory Council (MAC). Moreover, new dollar payments on this reduced debt
will go directly to retire principal. As a result, a country's concessional debt to the
United States could be eliminated within a period ranging from 5 to 20 years. This
mechanism will significantly benefit debtor countries by making debt burdens more
manageable, eliminating the debt overhang, and improving investor confidence. As
a creditor, the U.S. government would be assured of repayment of a realistic sum.

This approach is a significant improvement over the rescheduling process in other
ways as well. The relief from scheduled payments through EAI debt reduction is
permanent, while the Paris Club ordinarily provides cash relief only on an annual

basis. Reschedulings cannot be relied upon as routine methods of relief far into the
future. The certainty of sharply reduced payment obligations under the EAI can
provide a major benefit for debtor countries weary of continual renegotiations, per-
mitting them to focus on the priority needs of domestic growth and development.

ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS OF EA!

The debt reduction aspect of the Initiative includes specific provisions to support
environmental activities in the Americas. Interest on the new, reduced debt will be
paid in local currency if a qualifying country has entered into an Environmental
Framework Agreement establishing an Enterprise for the Americas Environmental
Fund into which these interest payments would be deposited. This encourages a
commitment to allocate domestic resources to the environment in exchange for sig-
nificant debt reduction. The Environmental Funds will be administered by local
committees-composed of one or more host country and U.S. government represent-
atives, and representatives of local non-governmental organizations, who will be in
the majority. A public/private Environment for the Americas Board is being estab-
lished in Washington to review the implementation of this element of the Initiative.

This process for funding environmental projects with local currency interest pay-
ments on reduced debt is designed to nurture grass roots support for the environ-
ment in Latin America and the Caribbean. With a limited amount of resources, we
believe that this program can make a significant contribution by targeting small
projects and building local community infrastructure for addressing environmental
issues. Furthermore, by bringing the government and non-governmental organiza-
tions in individual countries to serve together on the local committees, we can pro-
mote a partnership that v ill help these countries devote greater attention to the
protection and preservation of their invaluable environmental resources.

Although the local currency payment will be in addition to a country's expected
* hard currency payment, it would not be a major burden for participating countries

in the context of a significant reduction of their debt stock. Furthermore, we are
prepared to consider alternative payment structures, as appropriate, .to meet indi-
vidual countries' financing capabilities.

In addition, the Administration has taken the lead in promoting debt-for-nature
swaps with official debt. Debt-for-nature swaps are an effective way to transform
limited hard currency resources into substantial environmental/conservation com-
mitments by debtor governments. In a traditional debt-for-nature swap, an environ-
mental organization purchases a country's debt paper at a discount and relinquishes
it to the country's Central Bank in exchange for an environmental commitment.
Such commitments can include the creation of a nature preserve or natural park,
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specific policy actions, or provisions of local currency-often in the form of bonds-
to local non-profit groups to carry out environmental projects.

In order to facilitate debt-for-nature, debt-for-development, or debt-for-equity
swaps in qualifying countries, the Administration is seeking authority to sell or
cancel a portion of Export-Import Bank loans- and Commodity Credit Corporation
(CCC) assets acquired through CCC's export credit guarantee programs. Qualifica-
tion for sale of Eximbank and CCC debt would depend on a country's progress in
implementing the market-oriented reforms neededfor debt reduction under the
EAI. In addition, countries would need to have a national debt swap program in
place.

The MAC would determine whether the necessary reforms were in place and the
portion of eligible debt, which would normally be up to 20 percent of a country's
outstanding obligations. To ensure that the official debt swaps do not compete with
commercial swaps, the United States would inform the debtor nation of the amount
of potentially eligible debt and secure a commitment that the country would expand
its existing swap program.

The debt reduction provisions of the Enterprise for the Americas Initiative were
designed to help increase the incentives for countries to undergo the reforms neces-
sary to attract the investment they need to grow. By encouraging a commitment of
local currency to support the environment and promoting official debt swaps, we
can help ensure that the growth they achieve will be sustainable.

ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIAL IMPACT OF IMF AND WORLD BANK PROGRAMS

The Administration recognizes that it is crucial to incorporate, as appropriate, en-
vironmental and poverty concerns into reform programs supported by the IMF and
the World Bank. Increased attention to environmental and social issues in lending
by the international financial institutions will reinforce our efforts to promote envi-
ronmentally sound and broad-based development. We are committed to working
with the Fund and Bank to address adverse environmental and social effects of nec-
essary economic reforms.

Treasury has been working hard to ensure that IMF and World Bank adjustment
programs incorporate environmental and social concerns. In speeches at the annual
meetings of the World Bank and the IMF last September, President Bush and Secre-
tary Brady emphasized the importance of environmental issues. U.S. representatives
at the spring and fall meetings of the Development Committee of the World Bank
also stressed these points, including the need for environmental impact assessments.
We have also strongly supported IMF and World Bank steps to address the social
impact of adjustment lending. -

IMF policy advice and financial support offer countries a more orderly path
toward the economic reforms needed to achieve sustained growth and the allevi-
ation of poverty. There are, however, inevitable short-term costs associated with
macroeconomic structural reforms. The Fund has devoted much attention and con-
siderable resources to protecting the poorest and most vulnerable segments of popu-
lations from these costs. These efforts are showing positive results. Virtually every
Fund program includes support for social safety-nets such as targeted subsidies and
unemployment compensation. For the poorest countries, IMF Policy Framework
Papers (PFPs) include an assessment of the adjustment program's effects on the
poor and steps to reduce potential negative side-effects. The U.S. Executive Director
at the Fund continues to promote increased attention to poverty issues in IMF pro-
grams.

IMF adjustment measures at times can have indirect effects on environmental
concerns. At the urging of the United States, the Fund has established a group of
economists to serve as a liaison with other organizations on environmental research
and advise the Fund on addressing environmental concerns. With World Bank as-
sistance, the Fund has begun incorporating measures consistent with environmental
protection into PFPs and some stand-by and extended arrangements. IMF Article
IV consultations have included discussions of environmental issues. These steps are
a significant move in the right direction, and the Administration will continue to
advocate expanded consideration of IMF programs' environmental impact, consist-ent with the Fund's mandate.

The World Bank is also making strong progress on social and environmental
issues. In designing structural adjustment programs, the Bank has pinpointed labor
intensive growth policies as the way to assure equitable economic development. Job
creation is an essential ingredient in achieving broad-based growth in developing
countries. The Bank recognizes that structural adjustment can adversely affect the
poor in the short-term through tighter government budgets and economic austerity.

Toforstal this result, the Bank emphasizes the improvement and expansion of

M.
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basic social services to the poor, such as women's health care and potable water and
sanitation projects. In addition, to ease the effects of poverty, the Bank engages in
specifically targeted measures, such as direct transfers for food security for house-
holds headed by elderly or handicapped people.

The Bank has increasingly integrated environmental protection into its structural
adjustment lending. Environmental objectives are often built into adjustment lend-
ing; four structural adjustment loans in FY 1989 explicitly addressed environmental
issues, and there were nine such loans in FY 1990. These programs encourage re-
forms to improve the management of individual countries' natural resources. Even
where there is no explicit environmental component, structural adjustment lending
often has positive effects on the environment. For instance, reduced government
subsidies for pesticides will improve water quality. Furthermore, the Bank has rec-
ognized the need to anticipate potential adverse environmental consequences in de-
signing adjustment programs, and to avoid undesirable consequences through com-
pensatory mechanisms when appropriate.

We believe that the World Bank and the IMF have been making significant
progress on environmental and social impact assessment over the past year. We will
continue to push hard in these institutions for rapid progress on specific issues.

ENVIRONMENTAL LINKAGES AND THE BRADY PLAN

Some NGO's have proposed broader linkages between environmental concerns
and the international debt strategy in order to require both debtor governments and
commercial banks to facilitate debt-for-nature swaps. In our judgment, there are
two major constraints on incorporating environmental concerns into commercial
bank debt and debt service reduction under the Brady Plan. First, an environmental
linkage must not impede the negotiation of commercial bank debt/debt service re-
duction, which is vital to debtor countries' efforts to reform their economies and
achieve sustainable growth. Adding independent environmental criteria to the de-
termination of countries' eligibility for debt/debt service reduction could block
progress in negotiating such accords. Debtor countries already must secure an IMF/
World Bank program, implement necessary economic reforms while negotiating
with commercial banks, and finalize financing packages by coordinating various
forms of official support. Requirements outside IMF/World Bark programs would
complicate the process further, reducing the incentive for countries to undertake es-
sential economic policy reforms.

Second, it must be recognized that the United States has a limited ability to influ-
ence negotiations carried out directly between debtor countries and commercial
banks. The U.S. Government is not in a position to advocate particular options or to
impose unilaterally additional conditions on the negotiations.

With these constraints in mind, Treasury has encouraged both debtor nations and
commercial banks to consider deb,-for-nature swaps as an item on the menu of op-
tions negotiated by debtor countrio's and their commercial banks. While such an
option might not be appropriate foi all countries, it could provide a means of at-
tracting participation by banks willing to contribute a portion of their portfolio for
environmental purposes. .Nonetheless, commercial banks may consider such dona-
tions financially less advantageous than other options under consideration.

CONCLUSION

The environment has been an extremely important element in the United States'
approach to economic issues in recent years. International debt policy offers a prom-
ising opportunity for the United States to promote far-reaching environmental pro-
tection and preservation in debtor countries.

The Administration has worked actively toward this end by putting forth a cre-
ative and feasible program to convert official debt into funding for environmental
programs in Latin America and the Caribbean. We look forward to working with
Congress to implement this program and lay the foundation for sustainable econom-
ic growth in our hemisphere.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MICHAEL CHAMBERLIN

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, I am very pleased to testify before
you today on the subject of debt-for-nature swaps. I -will briefly describe the concept
of debt-for-nature swaps from a legal standpoint, explain why they have not been
more prevalent and then suggest ho w debt-for-nature can be encouraged in the con-
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text of the Brady Initiative to reduce the external debt owed by lesser developed
countries ("LDC's") to commercial banks.

By way of introduction, I am a partner in the New York law firm of Shearman &
Sterling and led our representation of the Bank Advisory Committee in connection
with Mexico's 1989-92 Financing Package under the Brady Initiative. Since 1987, I
have advised World Wildlife Fund and also the Smithsonian Institution, on a pro
bono basis, in connection with the financing of various conservation projects. My
views today are solely my own and do not necessarily reflect those of my law firm
or of my banking or conservation clients.

(A) THE DEBT-FOR-NATURE CONCEPT

I believe that the concept of debt-for-nature is a brilliant one, and I applaud the
handful of them that have been completed. But I am frustrated by the failure of
debt-for-nature to catch on and realize its full potential.

From a legal standpoint, debt-for-nature swaps are relatively simple in concept
but often difficult in practice.

Soon after the secondary market in LDC debt began to develop in the mid-1980's,
commercial investors recognized that an LDC's debt could be bought from some
commercial banks at a discount from its face value, and then resold to the debtor
LDC at a profit, provided that the proceeds of the swap were kept in local currency
and invested in the LDC. These purely voluntary transactions would enable banks
to reduce their exposure to the LDC, would permit LDC's simultaneously to reduce
their overall levels of debt and to encourage commercial investment and would
allow commercial investors to purchase their investment funds more cheaply than
through the normal foreign exchange markets. At about the same time, Tom Love-
joy, then of World Wildlife Fund and now at the Smithsonian, first suggested the
opportunity to direct a portion of the savings obtained from debt reduction to the
promotion of conservation in the LDC's.1

Implementing these transactions (called debt/equity and debt-for-nature swaps)
initially proved somewhat difficult from a legal standpoint for two basic reasons:

First, the syndicated debt agreements that governed most of the debt con-
tained sharing and other clauses that effectively prevented individual banks
from participating in transactions that did not provide direct and equal benefits
to all bank creditors in the syndicate. These clauses existed for good and histori-
cal reasons, and it took several years to develop and bring effective new clauses
that permitted debt/equity and debt-for-nature swaps (as well as the debt-for-
debt exchanges that were later used to implement the debt reduction packages
under the Brady Initiative). The debt agreements now in place for most debtor
countries do permit these debt exchanges, so long as certain guidelines and pro-
cedures are followed.

Second, debt/equity and debt-for-nature swaps in all cases require the approv-
al of the host country's government and compliance with existing laws and reg-
ulations regarding foreign investment generally. How to satisfy these local re-
quirements was not always straightforward, and the linkage of the issues of
debt and foreign investment often seemed to complicate and delay the process
of obtaining local approvals and satisfying local requirements.

As a general matter, these legal problems (both the contractual and the local
issues) proved resolvable, so long as all parties shared a strong commitment to com-
plete their specific transaction. 2

(B) WHY ARE DEBT-FOR-NATURE SWAPS NOT MORE PREVALENT?

I think there are several obvious reasons.

(1) As a general rule, the LDC's don't like them very much. Doing these deals is
worse than pulling teeth. have often wondered whether my time on small debt-for-
nature deals would have been better spent trying to figure out ways to influence the
lending and investment policies of the multilateral development banks. But I will
come back to that in a few moments.

LDC's often seem to dislike debt exchanges generally (including both debt/equity
swaps as well as debt-for-nature exchanges), partly because they inject local curren-
cy into the domestic economy outside of the normal budgetary process (and arguably

Lovejoy, "Aid Debtor Nations' Ecology," The New York Times, October 4, 1984, at A-31.
2 See generally Chamberlin, Gruson and Weltchek, "Sovereign Debt Exchanges," University

of Illinois Law Review (1988), pp. 419-50.
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in a marginally inflationary way) and partly because they are prone to internal crit-
icism as being used primarily for the benefit of foreigners or the privileged classes.
In my view, this criticism is unjustified, but nevertheless, as a result, debt/equity
and debt-for-nature windows seem to open and close unpredictably. There are few
actual swaps because no local constituency can effectively demand them. Although
some LDC's are notable exceptions (such as Costa Rica, F.uador and the Philip-
pines), in most countries this has left debt-for-nature as somewhat of a poor orphan.
Specific deals occur only as a result of a combination of connections, hard work and
blind luck.

(2) In the few deals that have been completed, the economic advantages of the
debt exchange mechanism have generally justified the purchase of debt, but the
greater potential of debt-for-nature clearly lies in converting it from a mere foreign
exchange mechanism into a source of additional funds. Banks are reluctant to
donate their debt for a variety of reasons, but there are two major ones:

(a) large banks that intend to remain a creditor of the LDC generally prefer
to hold onto their loans, partly because they believe that loan donations will
prejudice their ability to negotiate with the LDC for maximum repayment; and

(b) banks that are willing to dispose of their debt are economically better off
selling their debt tha giving it away, in part because the current tax treat-
ment of a donation, doe6 not provide sufficient advantages to outweigh the op-
portunity costs.

In short, banks do not generally consider donating debt to be in their best business
interests.

As an aside, although there have been helpful proposals to change the tax laws to
create greater incentives for American banks to donate debt, I personally doubt if
changes in tax policy would alone result in significantly greater levels of donations.
Donating debt is simply contrary to a banker's instincts or the business of commer-
cial banking. Portfolio considerations are strong, and they generally outweigh other
factors such as public relations. It is very difficult to persuade a debt portfolio man-
ager who spends most of his day defending the value of his portfolio against calls for
debt write-offs or renegotiation that he should give a portion of it away.

I suspect that widespread debt donations will not materialize, and that occasional,
small donations by individual banks will continue to occur from time to time, but
only in rare instances where they are justified by business considerations.

It is perhaps better to ask banks to donate a commodity that is equally valuable
but far easier for them to part with-a portion of their time, talent and resources
necessary to financially engineer transactions that use the leverage of purchased
debt.

(3) Finally, what is the likelihood that debt-for-nature swaps, absent an unfore-
seen breakthrough, will somehow become more prevalent in the future? Although
the circumstances of each LDC are different, generally speaking, as the LDC econo-
mies improve and their debt appreciates in value, the economic advantages of debt.
for.nature are slowly deteriorating. The window of opportunity for debt-for-nature is
slowly closing in a number of countries. Chile and Mexico are good examples. But
this is not a bad thing. We should all hope, for the sake of their economies, peoples
and environments, that other LDC's will soon be following the Chilean and Mexican
examples.

(C) WHERE DOES THIS LEAVE DEBT-FOR-NATURE?

There is no doubt that the use of creditor government resources in the form of
increased foreign aid or other fundings and reductions in bilateral or development
bank debt levels can greatly contribute to conservation in the LDC's. As such, the
Enterprise for the Americas Initiative is a great step forward, and it provides a
striking example of a new US. government policy that expressly recognizes the criti-
cal linkage between economic and environmental measures. Economic policyrnw.kers
in the current Administration now recognize that economic progress in the LDC's
will be sustainable only in the context of sound environmental practices and that
environmental considerations must be integrated more effectively into the on-going
operations of the international financial institutions.3

3 See Statement of the Honorable David C. Mulford, Under Secretary of the Treasury for
International Affairs, before the Subcommittee on International Economic Policy, Trade, Oceans
and the Environment, Committee on Foreign Relations, United States Senate, April 23, 1991.
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In this spirit, it is clear that new ways could be found to encourage LDC's to
adopt and implement debt-for-nature or other conservation programs and while at
the same time encouraging commercial banks to supply debt to support them. This
must occur in a manner consistent with LDC economic and political policies, the
business interests of the commercial banks and the debt and economic strategies of
creditor governments.

Perhaps there is still an opportunity, albeit only a small one, for debt-for-nature
to be integrated into one or more of the remaining country debt financing packages
under the Brady Initiative. But how would this work?

Neither debt reduction nor debt-for-nature swaps seem to occur spontaneously.
Each requires a catalyst. In the case of debt reduction, one such catalyst has been
the funding provided by the international financial institutions expressly for that
purpose. Just as they have tried to incorporate greater environmental awareness
into their lending policies, it is entirely appropriate that their efforts to encourage
the commercial banks to reduce their debt should also include measures designed to
ensure that economic growth in the LDC's is consistent with the wise use of their
natural resources. If the World Bank or the Inter-American Development Bank, for
example, provides pools or set-asides of funds for the debt or debt service reduction
program of an LDC, it should be in a position to help develop some guidelines for
the use by the LDC of a portion of such funds (or, alternatively, a portion of tlie
savings of net external transfers generated by the resulting reduction) in connection
with sustainable growth and conservation programs.

There are perhaps many ways that this could work, and it is essential that LDC's
be given flexibility in how they incorporate environmental considerations into their
economic programs and-financing packages. I can suggest several examples (and I
am sure there are others):

(1) an amount corresponding to a portion of the savings in net external trans-
fers resulting from debt or debt service reduction could be dedicated to support-
ing either the budget of the LDC's environmental agencies or the LDC's leading
non-governmental conservation groups;

(2) the LDC could implement a debt-for-nature swap program as part of a
broader debt/equity program, perhaps on a more favorable basis than generally
made available to commercial investors;

(3) a portion of the debt and/or debt service reductions conceded by the com-
mercial banks could be represented by a credit denominated in local currency
and dedicated for use in connection with debt/equity and debt-for-nature swaps.
Redenominating a small portion of principal or interest from hard currencies
into a conservation credit denominated in local currency help to bridge the gap
between the negotiating positions of the LDC and its creditor banks;

(4) a portion of the proceeds of the development bank's lending as part of the
LDC's economic program could be dedicated to the support of conservation or
sustainable development;

and so on.
In each case, the point is to create, in the context of a Brady-style financing pack-

age, a framework that encourages the LDC to dedicate greater resources to conser-
vation. In some cases, those resources would be obtained by the LDC either from the
proceeds of loans from the international financial institutions or from the savings in
net external transfers that result from the financing package. In other cases, the
resources for conservation would in effect come from a portion of the debt or debt
service reduction agreed to by the commercial banks. In the latter case, banks
would not be asked to donate their debt, but rather would in effect be receiving a
benefit (in the form of a local currency credit that could be sold or perhaps donated)
in exchange for a small portion of the debt reduction agreed to by them.

Designing a country debt financing plan is already a very complicated undertak-
ing, and it is ambitious to suppose that environmental concerns could easily be inte-
grated into the Brady Initiative. And it is clear that environmental concerns will
not be integrated into the Brady Initiative absent some encouraging catalyst. But
with the striking example of the Enterprise for the Americas Initiative before us. per-
haps it is now time to redefine the Brady Initiative to include an environmental com-
ponent. As difficult as this may prove in practice, it is certainly possible and per-.
haps easier than persuading commercial banks simply to give their debt away.
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PREPARED STATEMENT O J. EUGENE GIBSON

Mr. Chairman, members of the Committee, I thank you for the opportunity to dis-
cuss debt conversions and their potential to assist sustainable development and the
protection of natural resources. My name is Gene Gibson, I am a consulting attor-
ney with the Natural Resources Defense Council. NRDC, a non-profit environmental
advocacy organization, has maintained an International Program for more than fif-
teen years, focusing primarily on the relationship between international develop-
ment and the environment. This testimony is also submitted on behalf of the Na-
tional Wildlife Federation and the Sierra Club. We collectively represent over 6.4
million members and supporters. Our testimony today focuses primarily on the
debt-for-nature component of the Administration s Enterprise for the Americas Ini-
tiative (EAI). We will, however, briefly comment on additional debt-for-nature initia-
tives, specifically: increasing U.S. Agency for International Development grant as-
sistance for commercial debt purchases, multilateral development bank financing
for debt buybacks for environmental purposes, and incorporation of environmental
components into Brady Plan debt reduction agreements.

I. THE DEBT CRISIS AND ENVIRONMENTAL DEGRADATION

Many of the developing countries are struggling to repay loans incurred during
the 1970's with the commercial banks and the developed countries. As a conse-
quence of the enormous pressures to service these debts, many highly indebted
countries (HICs) lack adequate funding for natural resource protection. Further-
more, many HICs will exploit their natural resources in- an unsustainable manner
in order to service their debts. As one example, in its recently released book,
Amazon Crude, NRDC examined the ecological havoc caused by American and other
oil companies in the rainforests of eastern Ecuador. The report concluded that subi--
stantial debt relief is essential to reduce the pressure on Ecuador to open new rain-
forests areas to oil development and to mitigate environmental degradation from ex-
isting oil fields.

Debt-for-nature swaps have helped focus attention on this link between the debt
and the environment. Moreover, debt-for-nature swaps afford an effective mecha-
nism for a few non-governmental organizations (NGO's) to finance conservation pro-
grams in the HICs. There are limits, however, to how much debt NGO's can afford
to buy. The $ million converted so far, is insignificant compared to the magnitude of
the developing countries' external indebtedness, over $1.3 trillion, and their environ-
mental financing needs. Consequently, we need to consider how the debt-for-nature
concept can be expanded.

I1. THE ENTERPRISE FOR THE AMERICAS INITIATIVE

The debt-for-nature component of the Enterprise for the Americas Initiative (EAI)
offers an example of how this concept can be expanded. As you know, the EAI legis-
lation passed by the 101st Congress, contained in the 1990 Farm Bill and codified at
7 USC Sec. 1738, authorizes the Administration to restructure the P.L. 480 "Food
for Peace" debt for eligible Latin American and Caribbean countries. These debts
will be reduced and the interest on the new obligations may be paid in local curren-
cy into an environmental fund. S. 553 and H.R. 964, now pending in Congress,
expand the EAI to include Foreign Assistance Act debt and track the language of 7
USC Sec. 1738.

NRDC, the National Wildlife Federation and the Sierra Club support the princi-
ple of debt relief linked with initiatives that set debtor countries on broad based
environmentally sustainable development paths. For these reasons, we support the
Administration s proposal to link reduction of bilateral debt with the establishment
of local currency environmental funds. Although, we welcome the attention focused
on the Western Hemisphere, we believe that at some point similar debt reduction
strategies should be offered to other regions. In this regard we are pleased that Po-
land's debt relief program has a debt-for-nature component. We would welcome the
opportunity to work with Congress and the Administration in defining the details of
this program, which we hope will involve significant NGO participation. We regret,
however, that the debt relief for Egypt and the African countries failed to contain
environmental provisions.

The EAI debt reduction legislation for P.L. 480 debt provides a useful model for
restructuring the FAA debt. We believe, however, that some refinements are neces-
sary. We also have serious concerns regarding the Administration's proposal to sell
credits held by the U.S. Export-Import Bank and the Commodity Credit Corpora-
tion.
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A. &onomic Conditionality
We are very concerned that the Administration's proposed macro-economic condi-

tionality requirements have the potential to undercut the environmental benefits of
debt reduction. The record of many International Monetary. Fund (IMF) and World
Bank macro-economic reform programs raises serious questions as to their effects on
the environment. These programs typically slash government budgets and encour-
age massive increases in exports of natural resources. Social programs, including
public health and environmental protection, are often cut severely. Few developing
countries have adequate mechanisms to check environmental problems associated
with increased natural resource extraction and other export industries.

One of the requirements for debt reduction under S. 553 is that a country "have
in effect or have received approval for, or, as appropriate in exceptional circum-
stance, be making significant progress toward" the establishment of macro-economic
reform agreements with the IMF and World Bank. This language provides some
flexibility in determining compliance. Moreover, the conference report accompany-
ing the P.L. 480 debt reduction legislation provides critical guidance on how to
invoke this flexibility. The report states:

If a country has not yet met these requirements, the U.S. shall consider
potential environmental and social impacts in determining whether to
invoke this flexibility. These requirements are designed to give flexibility
where evidence exists that a proposed World Bank or adjustment program
has adverse social or environmental impacts.

We recommend that Congress adopt similar language to accompany the proposed
EAI legislation and that the Administration exercise this flexibility. In addition, we
strongly recommend that a mechanism to determine whether the macroeconomic re-
forms will have an adverse impact on the poor and the environment be provided for
in the new legislation, so as to provide a trigger for waiving these requirements.

We recommend that Congress require the Administration to document the poten-
tial environmental and social impacts from proposed adjustment programs. The U.S.
Government agencies with environmental and developmental expertise should be di-
rected to consult with NGO's to develop methodologies to evaluate whether the mac-
roeconomic reforms could reasonably be expected to have adverse social or environ-
mental impacts. By performing this analysis the Administration would know of any
adverse impacts and whether a country is making significant progress towards its
maco-economic goals.
B. Investment Reforms

H.R. 964 and S. 553 require that a country have placed into effect an Inter-Ameri-
can Development Bank (IDB) investment loan or otherwise be implementing, or
making significant progress towards an open investment regime. Confusion arises,
however, as to how this requirement should be interpreted. The IDB has yet to im-
plement its investment sector loan program, so details as to IDB investment reform
requirements are unavailable. Moreover, Treasury officials have also failed to pro-
vide details as to how they will evaluate whether a country is "making significant
progress tod-wrds an open investment regime." Critically needed debt reduction and
environmental benefits may be unnecessarily delayed while investment reform cri-
teria are formulated and then further delayed if the criteria are stringently en-
forced.

If the investment reform requirement is enforced, environmental concerns must
be addressed. The IDB should apply its recently adopted procedures for environmen-
tal assessment to all investment sector operations. The IDB's newly established en-
vironmental division is already hard-pressed to implement an environmental assess-
ment program for the Bank's existing loan programs. In light of the role the Admin-
istration envisions the IDB playing in the EAI, we recommend that the Administra-
tion move quickly to make technical assistance available to the IDB's environment
division, as authorized in Section 512 of the International Developmenat and Finance
Act of 1989.

Foreign investment will contribute to environmentally sound development only
where explicit provisions are made for environmental protection. We recommend
that the U.S. Government agencies with environmental expertise be directed to help
the eligible countries develop appropriate environmental standards and regulations
to oversee the environmental impact of the foreign investment. We believe that
good public policy dictates that environmental reform work in tandem with invest-
ment reform.
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C. NGO Participation
We strongly believe that the major role NGO's will play represents one of the

most significant elements of the EAI. By helping empower local NGO's there will be
environmental benefits beyond the immediate programs being funded. We whole-
heartedly endorse this innovative public/private approach to foreign assistance. To
ensure that host country NGO's play the prominent role Congress intends, "e rec-
ommend that the language in the Farm Bill pertaining to eligible grant recipients,
which states that only in "exceptional" circumstances can the beneficiary govern-
ment receive grants, be incorporated into S. 553. Since the local currency grants are
expected to be small and funds are limited, the EAI mechanism is better suited to
NGO orientated activities than government programs.

We particularly applaud the language in the pending bills and the Farm Bill
which call for representatives or individuals from a broad range of environmental
and local community development nongovernmental organizations of the host coun-
try to serve on an Administering Body established in an eligible country. We hope
the U.S. Government leads by example when constituting the Environment for the
Americas Board (the Board). U.S. NGO's offer a diversity of views and expertise,
and the Board would benefit from this diversity. Every interested NGO will not be
able to serve on the Board; nevertheless, we believe the different types of NGO's
should be represented.

We are disappointed that the Administration has so far failed to establish the
Board or commence negotiating the Environmental Framework Agreements, as au-
thorized by the Farm Bill. Expectations in Latin America are high, and we hope the
Administration moves rapidly to follow through on this important initiative. We
recommend that this Committee express concern to the Administration regarding
this inaction and request that the Administration submit a report on progress to
date.

D. Debt Conversions
The Administration proposes to sell credits held by the Export-import Bank (Ex-

Im) and the Commodity Credit Corporation (CCC) for debt-for-equity, debt-for-
nature, and debt-for-development swaps. Such conversions could be potentially valu-
able if they support locally controlled environmental initiatives. We were pleased to
note that President Bush explicitly described these debt sales as means to "improve
our hemisphere's environment.*

In order to realize this salutary goal, the Administration should ensure that all
EAI debt conversions support environmentally beneficial activities. We recommend
that Congress authorize the creation of a Debt Conversion Working Group (DCWG)
to develop detailed environmental guidelines for the use of purchased Ex-Im and
CCC debt. The DCWG should include, inter alia the Chairmen of Ex-Im and CCC,
the Secretaries of State, Treasur), and Commerce, the Administrators of EPA and
AID, and representatives of non-governmental environmental and development or-
ganizations. Potential buyers of Ex-Im and CCC debt would be required to submit
proposals to the DCWG, describing the intended use of the debt. Sales would be
made only to those potential buyers whose proposals satisfy the DCWG guidelines.

We also recommend that the Congress direct Ex-Im and CCC to give priority con-
sideration in the sale of their debts to proposals that involve the participation or
result in the institutional strengthening of host-country environmental and develop-
ment NGO's.
E. Additional Funding Sources

The United States has taken bold action, and we recommend that the Administra-
tion vigorously encourage other creditor countries to adopt similar debt relief initia-
tives. Nevertheless, the United States should not wait for other countries to act
before providing debt relief. If the United States leads, others will follow.

We recommend that the Administration and Congress expand the debt-for-rature
component of the EAI to include commercial debt donations, in addition to restruc-
tured U.S. bilateral debt. H.R. 964, S. 553, and 7 USC Sec. 1738(l) direct that the
President shall make every effort to ensure that programs established through
(EAI) Environmental Funds are able to receive donations from private creditors of
the eligible country. To accomplish this objective, the ambiguities surrounding the

I Remarks by President George Bush in transmittal to Congress" of the Enterprise for the
Americas Act of 1990, September 14, 1990; White House Fact Sheet, "Enterprise for the Ameri-
cas-niciativa Para Las Americas, A New Partnership for Trade, Investment, and Growth,
June 27, 1990.

All
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accounting treatment of charitable donations of commercial bank debt must be re-
solved and modest tax incentives provided.

Such actions would comport with the objectives of the Brady Plan as enunciated
by Treasury Undersecretary David Mulford, who has stated that, "creditor govern-
ments should-review their regulatory, accounting, and tax regimes with a view to
removing impediments to debt reduction, where these exist." 2 Treasury reiterated
this position in a report to Congress, which described Treasury's role in facilitating
debt-for-nature swaps, "as help(ing) reduce tax and regulatory obstacles."

In this regard, we are especially disturbed by a proposed IRS rule which would
increase the disincentive for commercial debt donations and deter contributions for
any international charitable activity. The proposed rule would control how taxpay-
ers allocate tax deductions for charitable contributions. Tax deductions for contribu-
tions used inside the U.S. would be allocated entirely to US source income, and de-
ductions for contributions used outside the U.S. would be allocated entirely to any
foreign source income. Since taxpayers prefer to allocate deductions against domes-
tic source income, the proposed rule will have a discriminatory effect on interna-
tional charitable activities.

1II. USAID GRANT ASSISTANCE FOR DEBT PURCHASES

The U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID) has a debt-for-develop-
ment initiative that encompasses debt-for-nature swaps. USAID will issue grants to
NGO's for debt purchases in the secondary market to fund debt conversions. To date
this initiative has been relatively modest and only a few small grants have been
issued. We recommend that USAID expand its debt conversion initiative. USAID,
however, will be providing significant funds for proposed swaps in Panama and the
Philippines.

The proposed Philippines swap will fund an endowment for a foundation, which
will disperse grants to local and national NGO's. This initiative has raised many
programmatic isues and highlighted the necessity of involving a broad range of
NGOs early on in the planning process. This experience is instructive for forming
the Administering Bodies, which will be established by each eligible country under
the EAI.

IV. THE MULTILATERAL DEVELOPMENT BANKS

The multilateral development banks (MDBs) could provide ioans or grants to fi-
nance a borrower country s purchase of a portion of its commercial foreign debt for
conversion to fund environmental programs and projects. We welcome the news
that the IDB is considering such a pilot program. This program is designed to fi-
nance small scale environmentaL projects, an approach which the NGO community
has long advocated. The IDB Board of Governors will soon consider this debt-for-
environment modality. Section 512 of the International Development and Finance
Act of 1989, directs the Secretary of the Treasury to direct the U.S. Executive Direc-
tors of the MDBs to "actively promote, coordinate and facilitate debt-for-nature ex-
changes." We expect the U.S. Executive Director to the IDB to encourage vigorously
the adoption of this modality.

V. BRADY PLAN

The Brady Plan offers potential for meaningful debt reduction and environmental
protection. The record to date, unfortunately, on debt reduction is mixed. However,
in light of the U.S. Government's willingness to reduce the debt it holds for the
Latin American countries, the U.S. Government now has increased leverage to
apply pressure to commercial banks to agree to substantial debt reductions. For ex-
ample, the U.S. Government could prohibit a commercial bank from taking a busi-
ness loss tax deduction for its impaired loans, if the bank fails to make substantial
debt reductions pursuant to a Brady Plan agreement.

We are disappointed that no attempt has been made to incorporate natural re-
source management initiatives into Brady Plan agreements, despite a Congressional
mandate in Section 533(f) of the Foreign Operations Appropriations Act for Fiscal
Year 1990 to do so. The Treasury Department argues that incorporating environ-
mental issues into a Brady Plan agreement is not feasible-yet the EAI demon-
strates that debt reduction strategies can address environmental issues and that
NGO's can play a role. The options on a debt reduction menu could include a varie-

2 Statement by David C. Mulford before the U.S. Senate Subcommittee on International Fi-
nance and Monetary Policy, 101st Cong. 1st Sess. March 16, 1989.
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ty of environmental initiatives. For instance, a country could agree to undertake en-
vironmental reforms or programs in return for debt reduction. Another option is for
a debt buyback to be structured with a debt-for-nature component, similar to that
proposed by the IDB but on a much larger scale. Moreover, commercial banks could
donate a portion of their debt to an EAI Environmental Fund as part of a debt re-
structuring.

The time has come for the governments and NGO's in the North and South to
strike a global bargain to address the twin problems of debt and environmental deg-
radation. The debt-for-nature concept, if expanded, could help achieve this bargain.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF LAMOND GODWIN

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee, my name is Lamond Godwin. I
am a Senior Director of American Express Bank Ltd., which is the wholly owned
international banking subsidiary of American Express Company.

I thank you for inviting me to present testimony to this very important Senate
Finance Subcommittee on Deficits, Debt Management and International Debt. Like
you, I am convinced that the environment will rank high on the international eco-
nomic policy agenda as a dominant issue of the decade, and probably the next cen-
tury.

I come before you today as an international banker with a special interest in engi-
neering innovative solutions to financial and environmental problems in the debt
distressed lesser developed countries (LDC's); and I appreciate and applaud the lead-
ership you and this Subcommittee are providing in seeking solutions to these prob-
lems.

As you may know, American Express Bank Ltd. helped to pioneer the use of debt-
for-nature swaps as well as debt-for-development swaps in partnership with The
Nature Conservancy (TNC) and other nongovernmental organizations (NGO's) in
several African and Latin American countries. Within our company, I either initiat-
ed or coordinated each of these transactions, with strong support from our chairman
Jim Robinson and the senior management of our company.

In most of the debt-for-nature swap transactions, we sold debt to TNC (at deep
discounts from face value) and provided technical assistance in structuring and ne-
gotiating the terms of the conversions. In some swaps we used loans from our own
portfolio. In others we sourced the debt through the secondary market. In a few in-
stances, we donated debt paper to TNC or made cash contributions through our
parent company's foundation to help TNC and its partners fund conservation
projects. To date, we have assisted TNC and its partners to acquire and convert LDC
debt with a face value of more than $11 million to protect 9.3 million acres in Costa
Rica, Ecuador, Argentina, and Brazil. In most of these transactions, the debt ac-
quired by TNC was converted to local currency bonds providing an interest income
stream to fund conservation activities over a period of several years.

In addition, American Express and the Ramada Hotel Group in Hong Kong are
testing a new "cause related marketing" approach to generate funding for conserva-
tion activities in Asia. In this experiment, American Express and Ramada donate
one U. S. dollar to the Nature Conservancy each time an American Express Card-
member stays at a Ramada Hotel. These and other American Express Company ini-
tiatives on th3 environment are described in a new report we released a few weeks
ago which I am happy to make available to the Subcommittee.

I should state for the record that my remarks today are my own and do not neces-
sarily represent those of my Company or my conservation organization clients.

Mr. Chairman, as you requested, my testimony today will address the potential
for expanding debt-for-nature swaps to assist sustainable development and the pro-
tection of natural resources in the lesser developed countries. Also, as you request-
ed, my statement is brief and will focus on five interrelated points:

First, from a purely financial point of view, the use of debt conversions to assist in
the development and conservation of natural resources in the debt-distressed LDC's
is a viable strategy of demonstrated effectiveness that could and should be greatly
expanded. When properly structured, these swaps can produce real financial bene-
fits for all parties to the transactions. Commercial banks selling the debt can gain
important tax benefits and reduce their exposure to default and currency devalu-
ation risks. The debtor countries can reduce the strain on their scarce foreign ex-
change reserves and make internal investments with funds that otherwise would
have been used to pay foreign creditors. Conservation organizations can leverage
scarce hard currency donations. For example, by using the debt swap mechanism,
TNC was able to leverage its scarce U.S. dollar funding by a factor of 3to 1 in Costa
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Rica and 10 to 1 in Ecuador. Moreover, by converting the debt to bonds with maturi-
ties staggered over a riod of several years, inflationary impacts in the debtor
countries are minimize

The debt-for-nature swaps completed thus far are too small and too few in
number to have much impact on either the debt or environmental problems of
LDC's. But they do represent an important beginning, and offer a model for the
funding of conservation efforts that could be an important element of comprehen-
sive debt reduction initiatives.
_ Second, some of the major obstacles to the expansion of debt-for-nature-swaps are:
(1) inadequate incentives for debtor countries to support debt conversions for this
purpose, (2) the limited financial resources available to conservation organizations
for the purchase of debt, and (3) inadequate tax and other incentives to encourage
private creditor banks to donate LDC debt to NGO's for debt-for-nature swaps. Any
serious effort to expand debt-for-nature swaps must address these problems.

Third, I am convinced that support for environmental conservation can and
should be a key element in all U.S. government bilateral debt reduction strategies
because debt relief and forgiveness are the most powerful incentives for environ-
mental conservation our government can offer to debt distressed LDC's. Without
powerful incentives such as these, support for debt-for-nature swaps and other con-
servation efforts by the LDC's will decrease. The environmental component of the
Bush Administration's Enterprise for The Americas Initiative is a significant step in
the right direction which offers excellent opportunities to use local currency de-
nominated interest payments, and Exim Bank, commodity Credit Corporation (CCC),
and USAID debt obligations to fund conservation efforts. This approach should also
be incorporated into the Administration's bilateral debt forgiveness agreements
with Poland, and African countries under the Authority of Section 572 of the For-
eign Operations, Export Financing, and Related pre,-rams Appropriations Act of
1989.

Another way to provide strong incentives to debtor countries to support debt-for-
nature swaps and other environmental conservation efforts, would be to include con-
servation reform conditions in the Structural Adjustment programs of the Interna-
tional Monetary Fund and the World Bank along with the traditional targets for
inflation, real GNP growth, investment policy reform and balance of trade. A por-
tion of the $1.5 billion Global Environmental Facility established by the World
Bank last year could be used for this purpose.

Fourth, the quickest and most effective way to expand debt-for-nature swaps is
through increased funding of the U.S. Agency for International Development's debt-
for-development initiative that provides grants to Conservation organizations for the
Purchase of commercial bank debt in the secondary market. Greater access by
NO's to these resources, together with the funding available through the World
Bank's Global Environmental Facility, the Administration's Enterprise for the
Americas Initiative and the private resources of-U.S. and international conservation
organizations would permit a significant increase in the number and size of debt-for-
nature-conversions during the next few years.

My fifth and last point concerns the role of private financial institutions. Com-
mercial banks can assist in the expansion of these efforts in a number of ways. For
example banks can provide valuable technical advice and assistance in structuring
transactions and finding ways to navigate around obstacles that may exist in the
debtor countries. The significance of this role should not be minimized. It is an inte-
gral and time consuming component of every-debt-for-nature swap5.

Another indispensable role commercial banks can play involves the sourcing of
debt through the secondary markets controlled by these institutions.

Banks can also assist in the expansion of debt-for-nature swaps b donating debt
or cash that could be used to purchase debt for swaps. However, I am not at all
optimistic about the prospects for significant increases in donations of LDC debt by
commercial banks for environmental conservation projects. From the perspective of
the banks, it makes no sense to donate debt for environmental conservation, or any
other purpose, when more attractive debt disposal alternatives are available. Exist-
ing tax and accounting benefits of donating debt are clearly inferior to those that
can be gained through secondary market sales, debt equity conversions, debt-for-
products swaps, write-offs and other approaches. When banks have made donations
of debt they have done so primarily on the basis of nonfinancial considerations. For
example, in the case of my own bank, we first made the decision to support the
work of the Nature Conservancy and then decided that donating debt made it possi-
ble for us to give a larger contribution than if we made a cash donation. Even still,
a complex set of factors determined which debt we could donate. These factors in-
cluded: the secondary market price of the debt and our expectations about increases
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or decreases in this price; how the debt was carried on the bank's books for account-
ing and tax purposes; the bank's long-term strategy with respect to particular LDC's
and its LDC portfolio; the composition of the portfolio; the size of the donation;
public relations concerns and the increasing interest of our parent company's senior
management in environmental conservation.

There is a widespread belief that one sure way to increase bank donations of for-
eign debt would be through changes in the tax and accounting treatment of foreign
debt donations by banks, to either narrow or eliminate the financial advantages of
selling the debt, such as a tax credit, or some other type of credit enhancement.

Although such changes could help encourage some banks to donate a portion of
their lowest value nonperforming foreign debt, there would still be resistance within
the banking community to taking an aggressive leadership role in advocating these
changes because of a sensitivity to the perception that banks might be seeking a
bail-out.

Some environmental conservation advocates have called for the incorporation of
debt-for-nature swaps into the commercial debt restructuring process. Conservation
initiatives have been discussed in this context, in Mexico and Costa Rica, but have
not yet made it to the final round of negotiations in either these or any other Brady
Plan debt restructuring agreements. Many debtor nation officials, as well as bank-
ers, still consider environmental concerns a peripheral rather than a central issue
that could complicate an already complicated process. But a breakthrough in this
area might be achieved if it is negotiated, and not imposed.

In conclusion, I believe that debt-for-nature swaps can be structured to add value
to both debt reduction and environmental conservation efforts in LDC's and should
be expanded. The most effective way to eliminate the major obstacles to expanded
use of debt-for-nature swaps in LDC's is through the incorporation of environmental
conservation conditionality into multilateral structural adjustment programs and bi-
lateral debt relief and forgiveness initiatives that can provide strong conservation
reform incentives to debtor nations; and through increased public and private fund-
ing for purchases of debt from EXIM BANK, CCC, and commercial banks in second-
ary market transactions.

Thank you.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF THOMAS E. LovEJoY
I am Thomas E. Lovejoy, Assistant Secretary for External Affairs at the Smithso-

nian Institution and President of the Society for Conservation Biology. I would like
to make some comments on the experience of debt-for-nature to date, in particular,
the possible application to Brazil.

First, the need. There is widespread acknowledgement that the scale and rate of
environmental destruction worldwide is without precedent in our history. The waste
gasses of human society through the burning of fossil fuels and tropical forests cou-
pled with the heat trapping capacity of chlorofluorocarbons are changing the very
physics and chemistry of our planet. Tropical deforestation is a very significant por-
tion of that problem, as well as the dominant part of the loss of biological diversity.
The essential point is that tropical nations play a critical role in greenhouse, tropi-
cal deforestation and extinction problems.

These countries have sharply limited financial and manpower potential to address
these challenges. Debt is not only an important root cause of these problems; it also,
through debt conversion, can be an important part of the solution. The amount con-
verted since debt-for-nature was first proposed in 1984 is disappointing. It has been
largely limited by the financial resources available to private conservation organiza-
tions to buy commercial bank debt, and by tax consequences for banks interested in
donating debt. While debt-for-nature is neither a solution to the debt or environ-
mental problems by itself, it can play an important role, especially with environ-
ment.

The sovereignty issue. Debt-for-nature has often been misinterpreted as an inva-
sion of sovereignty, as if the United States was rushing in and forcing a nation to
fork over important land and resources in something akin to an environmental Lou-
isiana Purchase. This is patently without basis, especially when such concerns are
rarely raised about the far more frequent debt-for-equity swaps.

The inflation issue. Central banks and economic planners frequently wave the
spectre of inflation generated by additional currency added to a national economy
without any real addition to productivity. This assumes that environmental activity
is uneconomic, which is simply untrue, but even if it were so, the debt relief in-
volved is anti-inflationary. When Brazil buys dollars on local markets to pay its debt



interest, it is not generating any financial productivity. It should be noted that in-
flation has not been a problem for while , which has carried out the most debt-for-
equity swaps (literally in billions of dollars). Nor has inflation been seen as a prob-
lem for Costa Rica, which has converted 5% of its international debt for environ-
mental purposes. Further, when debt is converted to interest-bearing instruments,
the amount of currency is limited, and stability is provided via an endowment.

The issue of indigenous peoples. Debt-for-nature has sometimes been portrayed as
a mechanism for elite flint-hearted environmentalists to take lands away from in-
digenous peoples. Debt conversion is, in fact, a mechanism which is available to
such peoples for their own uses. COICA, the Coordinating Body of the Indigenous
Organizations of the Amazon Basin, has recently proposed a mechanism for a debt
swap. Furthermore, the environmental community has learned, in general, of the
need to take local people, whether Indians or campesinos, into account. In the end,
no conservation project will succeed unless' it is integrated into the local social, as
well as biological,' landscape.

The accountability issue. The question is sometimes raised how can one achieve
anything lasting with debt- for-nature? There is actually considerable experience in
organizations like Conservation International, the World Wildlife Fund, The Nature
Conservancy, etc. in executing social projects. The key is always in the project
design and in the choice of partners. The local partners in all possible instances
should include private organizations. As always, the benefits to be gained from a
public,' private partnership are key. This should be an integral aspect of the Enter-
prise for the Americas Initiative, both in the countries in question, and on the
United States board.

The nature of debt.for-nature. As always, when there are possible resources, many
interests would like to gather under the tent. While I do believe it is important to
think beyond protection of natural areas in the strict traditional national park or
reserve sense. I believe it is important not to leave the door ajar. It would be useful
to support pilot projects in sustainable extractive use to bring them to the point of
commercial take-off. Traditional development should be left to traditional develop-
ment sources. Urban air pollution could soak up most debt-for-nature contemplated
by the Enterprise for the Americas Initiative-the amounts involved in the Enter-
prise are, after all, not that great-and should be left primarily to industrial sources
and more traditional sources of finance. The desperate long-term needs for global
forest management (and slowing of climate change) and biological diversity should
receive the bulk of attention.

Brazil. With the greatest debt burden and greatest environmental problems,
Brazil has often seemed to many a logical, indeed urgent, prospect for debt-for-
nature. The Sarney administration was unwilling to consider it, but asked for con-
tributions to help with- its Amazon and other environmental problems. The Collor
administration has been considerably more forthcoming on environmental problems,
but has yet to speak publicly in favor of debt-for-nature. Yet the private conserva-
tion groups in Brazil are interested, and in fact prepared a $25,000,000 proposed
package for debt-for-nature in 1990. And the key institutions could be measurably
strengthened and stabilized by endowments funded through debt conversion. I be-
lieve a carefully constructed debt-for-nature package for Brazil could become a har-
monious overture to the 1992 United Nations Conference on Environment and De-
velopment in Rio de Janeiro.

The example of Brazil brings out a fundamental point. Brazil seems unwilling to
consider debt-for-nature until it has some debt relief. Without commenting on
whether debt relief for Brazil is appropriate or not, it seems one risks the loss of an
important opportunity to address environmental problems unless debt-for-nature is
considered along with debt restructuring and debt forgiveness. While it will require
considerable diplomacy, it makes sense to have debt- for-nature as an integrated
part of any nation's debt restructuring. It is all too easy to forgive massive amounts
of debt as in the case of Egypt or Poland, and then be confronted later by environ-
mental problems without the resources that had been available through the debt
conversion mechanism.

Thank you.
Attachments.
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DEBT-FOR-NATURE SWAPS:
U.S. POLICY ISSUES AND OPTIONS

KATY MORAN

In 1984. Thomas E. Lovejoy. then
vice-presidem for sciences the World
Wildlife Fund and deeply concerned
about the accelerating rate or both debt
and deforestation, Fist proposed that
indebted developing countries be al-
lowed to exchange the"de for protec-
tion of natural resources, particularly
tropical forests.' Less than seven years
later, this visionary concept has become
reality through more than $100 million
in debt-for.nas rc swaps. As the U.S.
initiates the use of official debt to cx-
pwnd this concept, policy makers need to
examine more thoroughly the benefits
and constraints of this action and to
clearly define options available for
impierrsentation.

NATURE OF THE DEBT

During the inflationary economic cn-
vironmcst of the '70s, the Third World
borrowed heavily from trice types of
creditors--commercial banks. multilat-

Katy Moran is program analyst for the
Assisrant Secretaryfor External Affairs.
Smithsonianlnstitution. This article %ill
appear as a chapter in a fort hcoming
book entitled "Development or De.
struction? The Conversion of Forests to
Pastures in Latin America." Edired by
Theodore E, Doening. et al. 1991.
West view Press.

eral development banks (MDBs) and
bilateral foreign assistance programs-
that were eager to encourage economic
development. However,oil price shocks
in 1973and 1979 and the U.S. recession
starting in 1981 altered the economic
conditions that affected debt payments.
Because of rising interest rates, an ap-
preciating dollar and declining com-
moditylpices,devlopingcounuiesuon
found it difficult to pay the interest on
their debts?

In Augustof 1982. the MEsicangov-
emnent revealed that it could not sCr-
vice its $80bilhon debt and bytheendof
1983. 42 other countries also were be-
hind on their payments. They rested to
borrowing from the Inteniational Mon-
ctar ' Fund (hMF), which grants short-
term loans to financially troubled coun-
tries if they submit to specific economic
reform programs'

The IMF ordered fiscal austerity and
export programs to reform economic
conditions in the overborrowed coon-
ttis that applied for funds to service
their external debt. Austerity programs
male imports more expensive todebtor
countries by devaluating local currency
arid made basic goods more expensive
by eliminating subsidies. Currency de-
,aluations increased import prices and
snuulated a general inflation raie. For
example, after three des aluations overa
13 month period. Philippine families
paid 80percentmore for th: saniebasket

of groceries in 1984 than in 1983. Re-
duced government subsidies created a
shortage in fertilizers and oer agricul-
tural inputs for small fanners, causing
food shortages and malnutrition among
the rural poor. Wages of workers were
frozen and government expenditures
were reduced by eliminating social wel-
fare programs, actions which resulted in
lowered education and health services.'

Since loan payments must be paid in
U.S. dollars or another hard currency.
the IMF also required debtor countries
to increase their production of export
commodities and to develop non-trudi-
tional exports to trade for hard currency.'

Developing countries flooded export
markets with coffee, cocoa, clothing,
coconuts and copper. But world trade
stagnated from 1980 through 1983, co-
inciding with IMFexpon programs,and
prices were driven down. For example.
world sugar prices remained at 5 or 6
cents a pound in early 1985. while pro-
duction costs in the Philippines were at
12 to 14 cents a pound.

To promote exports, subsistence agri-
culture was substituted by monoculture
for world markets. As a result, s aplc
foodcrops were less available tothe poor,
causing an increase in malnuriion, and
a diverse and relawely balanced food
producing system was replaced with
ecologically unstable monocrops.

INIF austErit) and export programs
created greater hardships for the poor
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and the environment in the already im-
poverihelThird Worldanddid nothing
to increase its creditworthiness. The
World Development Report of 1988'
stated that resource transfers from in-
dustrial counties to developing coun-
tries shifted from a capital inflow of
5147 billion between 1977 and 192 to
a capital outflow of $85 billion between
1982 and 1988. Today, more money is
going out of developing countries for
debt payments than is going into them
for development.

IMPACT OF DEVELOPING-
COUNTRY DEBT ON THE U.S.
ECONOMY

Debt creates crises in many sectors,
including trade. industry, banking and
farming, for both creditor and borrower
countries. Since aboutone-third ofU.S.
trade is with thedevcloping world, mas-
sive job losses in U.S. export-oriented
industries occurred, partly because of
IMF import restriction in borrower
countries, Wharon Economic Foreca!st-
ing Associates testified before the Joint
Economics Committecof the U.S. Con-
gress in June of 1985 that, in one year,
the'U.S. lost 800,0(X) jobs as a res ult of
the debt crtss in Latin Americ.alone.

In creditor nauonscommerc ial banks
that hold large portfolios of Third World
debt are at risk. U.S. tapa)er hac
learned from the savings and loan crisis
that they pay the cost when o% cret posed
banks fail.

U.S. farmers also are affected nega.
lively by IMF export and import pro-
grams. While Third World ampor.s of
U.S. commodities arc declinin-., in-
creased Third World exports directly
compete w ith com, rice and soN beans
produced by U.S. farmers. NMarkeis are
flooded and prices driven dow n. under-
mining the position of farmers cser)-
%here. Farmers in the U.S. nd in the
Third World both suffer from the h,,h
and fluctuating interest rates generated
by U.S. budget deficits and an unstable
iniemational economic system.7
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WHO OWES WHAT TO WHOM causecommercal banks regard hem as
poor credit risks, but they me seriously

Seven countries account for almost affected by the international rumancul t
half the $1.3 trillion Third World debt system.'
Mexico; Brazil. Argentina and Venezu- Today.mostof thecapi alodevelop
cla in Latin America and South Korea. ing nations goes to pay the almost $1.3
Indonesia and the Philippines in Asia. trillion external debt owed todvcloped ,
Each owes more than S25 billionmoJstly nation& There is no only no money left
to commercial banks that hold short- for growth in theThird World, but eco-
term loans with high interest rates. The nomic policies, including the required -
default of one of these "Big Seven" IM expot emphasis, are depleting the
debtors would shake she international natural resource base upon which the
financial system; their collectivedefault future growth of the developing world 99
could destroy it. ultimately depends.

...LINKS BETWEEN
DEBTAND

DEFORESTATION
DEMONSTRATE

THAT IT IS
IMPOSSIBLE TO

ISOLATE
ECONOMIC, SOCIAL

AND
ENVI RONMENTAL

PROBLEMS.

Middle-ranee debtors consist of tso
do.,en African nations plus Costa Rica.
El Salvador, Guatemala. Honduras and
Nicaragua in Central America; and Bo-
livia, Peru, Ecuador and Chile in South
America. These countries owe, to both
commercial and official creditors, large
debts in proportion to their capacity to
repay, but their default would not trigger
a worldwide financial crisis.

The very poorest African countries
are the third group of debtors. They ow c
official creditors, both mululatcral and
bilateral, which grant low -intrest-rate
loans with long-teri payment sched-
ules. They do not hase large debts be-

SOCIAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACTS OF DEBT AND
DEFORESTATION

All resources are affected by theden
of developing countries. but it is tropical
forests, and the poorest of the poor who
depend on these forests as their only
resource, that suffer first and worst from
dcforessation. Not only do forestpeoples
lose their homelands, but humanityloses
the indigenous knowledge of the use of
these forest resources that its inhabitants
have accumulated over millenia. One-
half of the world's population uses
fuclwood for cooking and heating, so it
is the rural poor in developing countries
whoare the first to suffer from defores-
taton. "Traced through its effects on
energy supply and water resources.
tropical deforestation impoverishes
about a billion people.'"

Socioeconomic pressures associated
with deforestation arc difficult to ad-
dress and they intensify relendessty each
day. Poverty, overpopulation, irequi-
table land distribution, poor land use
and land tenure policy and inappropriate
dcclopmcnt lead to a vicious cycle of
more poverty and more pressures on
resurccs. National and international
pohices to generate hard currency for
debtpa) mcntspromotc mining.logging.
cash crop monoculsurcs and expanded
cattle production. The), are the leading
reasons w hy tropical forests the siteofa
football field are being degraded or de-
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straycd every second of encry day. The
urgency of tropical deforestation is
sounded by an alarming report of the
Food and AgricultMre Organization and
the World Resources Institute which
states that roughly 50 percent more
tropical forest is being cleared today
than as little as one decade ago."

Deforestaion also compromises fu-
tire gercrations. Tropical forest arc the
habitat of almost half of the plant and
animal species of the planet; dcforcsta-
sion erodes the biological diversity of
life itself as it accelerates the extinction
of more than 100 species daily. Forests
moderateclimate. Astheyarcdestroyed,
they not only release carbon into the
atmosphere, but the forest capacity so
act as sinks to absorb carbon emissions

- diminishes. Lossof forest coverexacer
bates soilerosion and flooding, increases
siltation in rivers and estuaries, impairs
watersheds and disrupts the hydrologi-
cal cycle of large areas.

These links between debt and &-for-
cstauort demonstrate that it is smpos-

sible to isolate economic, social and
cnv'tronmcntal problems. Solutions re.
quire recognition of thtir relations ip to
each other.' In the past, we feared th&"
imnfct of'econoi growthon the ct I-
ronnient, but sodas '. e Umut Ldisrl to i e
conscquesices of ens Itrni er. ci,, -
deforestation. particutart,--n futr
economic p'ospixts woridw ie.

CURRENT STATUS O f D[IrI-
FOR-NATURE SWAPS

t. United States Commrcial Bank
Debt. Of the three t,.es of debt, the

"first generation" of debt-for-nature
swaps (Sale %ith A Purpose u-ed
commercial bank debt.> Bczau,,, n.ny
commercial banks arc coleetine neither
interest nor principal paymenLs for Th:rd
World debt, a sceondut> starket hats
developed in which banks can trad, or
sel their foreign debt at a discourted
rate to minintie their toss>. on:er-

cial debt has been sold cr donated to
cns itoniseital nn-os crnnil ",.

nizations (NGOs), and swaps have been
small and country-specific. but they il-
lusrate how the dcbt-for-naturc swap
concept has developed.

In the first debt swap during July of
11937,Coscrvation Intemational (CI),a
US.-based NGO, and the government
of Bolivia announced a plan to manage
almost four million acres of tropical
forest in the Bolivian Amazon. Six-hun-
deed and fifty thousand dollars worth of
deeply discounted Bolivian debt was
purchased for $100.000 on the second-
ary market by C). which then cancelled
the debt in return for a tropical forest
protection and management plan. Cl is
the first to acknowledge that its pioneer
dcbt-for-naturc swap was not without
problems, but the swap beat the path for
other conservation NGOi that soon fol-
lowed Ci's lead.

One lesson learned that w ould have
lirmsted future swaps was the inflaton-
a'y effect of a sudden increase in money
supply in the host country's domestic
economy. To balance this effect, swap
arrangements now routincl convert
Most of the debt ttle into local c:urrcncy
bonds, uing the interest or stable and
tong-term ltnLtlg lot conscrvation
Programs.

Local NCO,, su, h a,; Fund. ion dc
tarqus Niall,-, in CoLi Ria.i.

i--nd.cton Narra. in Eciador and the
liantin Foundauon. M the Vthtippims,
bi,. fajiht,:d ncatd l% St million of
' S. dcbt rcurcntea is thLir counr is
irouch s'Aips Thir U'.S -ba'e oun-
tTrr~urt.ss.htt ',.\\ -,rid Vih i-afcFund.
The Natt,rc CionseNjat and others.
.as Itahcilkted these 'slaps that finance
a Nside ran-cc of a. its itc, such aS the
tra:nsn rof Lcal s.c'nt,, and land sian-
a,c r,. iatur r c,our,. c ont ,c", auln xd

manjgennt ol buttr cones around
critical tiitural arejs

Eac.h situp has. tbeen, iS'dn -.spstt. -.

1has a genen,e i %tj pr,,cdu, i 1 lo-

- 'TheI II:ti.tenes .! ,,v s ,t ori-itiare.'s

sith a local \(0 iii lsts ii

11, Ip ,: at S .-. ,.d 's \0 t- rc

funds to purchase a potion of its
country's commercial bank debt.

- A U.S. commercial bank either
sells (through the secondary
markct),ordonatestoaU.S.-based
environmental NGO, a debt
instrument that would sell at a deep
discount on the secondary mark.

* The U.S. NGO negotiates with the
borrower country on the terms of
settlement and on the
environmental activity suggested
by the local NGO.

- The borrower country typically
agrees to pay some or all of the
value of the loan in local-curmncy.
long-term interest-bearing bonds
to a local NGO working with its
U.S. counterpart.

To date, debt swaps have been narrow
in scope, creating a misconception of
the purpose and potential of swaps.
"Ecological imperialism" has bcen
charged, with swaps being criticized as
an exchange of debt lor ownership of
sovereign serritor). In fact, or the first
generation of swaps., om nerstup of land
has nevcr. nor eer Aas intended, to
change hand- L.ikeise, the impetus
h.Ls emerged front she debtor country .
anJ funds are managed b) local organi-
ja.ions and strut turned to Iled loca! koil-

scrtvuon pr,,nu; :'

OctobC 19. l')S$, is retiyi enired :is

Black Monda% on the .Ness YorL Stock
[-change. Coupled wish the intemrna-
tional economic itistabilt) of the tin.
lLck Stondj auscd mina lirgc tom-
mercil banks to irea.e th r loart toss
resecrves Ior dcwoping coun" debt.
This additional cs' ne created an in-
centsse lor kist;i, donate or ,ell that
d'btforssjps Toinouracdii-,eisi-
rinticntl NO, tisbild for a m.asur,:
that \, :s adopted in the CiOuinugn
ResoluUion ,CR that pa.,,ed In se, S.
Congress o:i LcnciOl r 22, 19 7. I n,
CR lcgislatlut rcqut.t the t" S Tre!
su\ Depul.. ni ito report Ln IIItLI%%

t0 pr -r.-. U:: "u iur..,, at ro.ks
dlso:unts: s h a, L i if, , Ig

-

kcn. din:-: ocies debt 0%

srtt1sttstw KtolILstit 5 >IV 's.AI 21
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rim legislative action to alleviate the
ddeforestation problem. Pos"r's
Tropical Forest Protection Act (HR.
3010 and H.R. 1704 during the 1000
and 101st congresses. respectively)
called on the U.S. executive director to
the World Bank and other multilateral
dcvelocent banks to allow a country
wi,.h MDB loans to convert pan of its
debt payments into local currency tow
for environmental activities. The bill
also cared important provisions to
strengthen NGOs world--de that are
involved in grass-rcots environmental
protection and resource management in
developing countracs.

The World Bank responded to Porter's
bill by stating that any form of debt
reschcdultLgor rrstructusng would un-
dermne its AAA credit rating and that
rescheduling is forbidden by its chapter.
How cvcr, under Artcle IV, Section 4
(c) of the Bretton Woods Conference,
loan contracts can be made is accordance
with tho following contract proa sions"
"If a member suffers from an acute CA-
change snngenc)," it may apply to the
bank fora rclatiauonof the rondition.of
payment and the bank may accept sen ice
pay men ts on the loan... inthe ncmnb.r's
cu.rernc) for p riods not to ccccd three
)eats.' Also the bank may ".. m(l1f%

OUT OF
DEVELOPING

COUNTRIES FOR
DEBT PAYMENTS
THAN IS GOING
INTO THEM FOP,
DEVELOPMENT.

During the 101st Congress. Rcpre-
.entauve Porter's bill was rolled into
H.R. 249-. The bill passed and was
signed into law (PL 101-240) by Presi-
dent Bush on December 19. 1989. as
The Intcrnauonal Development and Fi-
nance Act of 1989. Current efforts to use
multilateral bank debt for swaps are
being promoted by international NGOs
and by execuev directors to MDBs in
other crcditor coutinwes.

3. Bilateral DcbtOwcd to the Unitcd
States. The posibilit) of a great in-
crcase in the scalcof debts% apsoccurred
following a February 1990 summa with
President Bush and the presidents of
Colombia. Peru and Bolts a The out-
come was announced by Bush on June

since most of the environmental com-
munity have historically claimed that
these transactions are an entirely diffeemt
concept from debt-for-nature swaps.

To be eligible for thehAl debt reduc-
tion, a debtor country must have plans to
satisfy four conditions:

* Economic reforms through the
World Bank

- Economic reforms through the
International Monetary Fund

- Investment reforms through the
Inter-Amcrican Development
Bank

-Debt reduction programs with
commercial bank lenders

Ira debtor country hascompiod with
these conditions. ans principal will be
reduced byanaverageof 50pcrcenland.
in some countries, by as much as 85
percent. The reduction will be deter-
mined on a casc-by-cas basis and the
remaining principal must be paid in dol-
Iars over 20 to 30 ycats.

It must be emphasized that the debtor
country will rccie a reduction in what
owes, but not inthe amount itcurrcnly
pays. Its histoncal principal payments
must continue so that the U.S. govern-
ment will corcinue to receive the pay-
mentw that the budget was constructed to
receive. In this way. the process remains

22 RENEWABLE RESOURCES JOU.NSIt
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change for domestic curnency invest- the wrtsof amoritizatioorexlend t 27, 1990, as the Entrprise for the
menu in scnsrvatio at the full par life of the loan, or both-.c" America Initiative (E). The purpose
value of the purchased dbt." Manyfeel that debt-fo-natsss swaps of t E.M is to forge an "ecoom-ic

inresponse,theTreasury Dcpwan t offer an opponuty for the bak to panershipr within the Wesm Haul-
lasted Revenue Ruling 87-124 that &I- demonstrate concrete nschanus to spherethroughaplanthatconcemstr .de,
lowsacommercial bank to take a deduc- iroveand ni tigate admitted negative investment and debt. Under the EAl.if a
Ike from taxable icome to thefull face environmental consequences of past Lati American or Caribbean country
value for a doastion of debx to use in bak funding. In 1988. bank president has demosait-tatd actions toward eo-
debt-for-nature swas, even though the Barter Conable publicly stated a com- nomncr ade and investment reform, he
loan instrume would sell on the sec- mfinent to improve the environmental U. will seduce t country's official
ondary marke at a deep discount Al- qualityofitsloans."lfthebankhasbeen bilatea debt. These counues owe a
though Treasury views this as revenue palt of the environsm mental) problem in total of nearly S12 billion to dt U.S. in
neusa, to date, no ommeu ial bank has ht past, I intend to make it a lender in concessional debt which includes PL-
attempted this transwacin because or finding solutions," Conable stated.1' 480, or Food for Peace, and USAID
rjjinang Lax and accounting uncer- loans, as well as markea-rate debt that
u4ies that have yet to be resolved. includes Export-import Bark and Com-

2. Multilateral Development Bank TODAY, MORE modityCredit Coporaiton loans. Debt-
(MDB) Debt Owed toCrodiwor Nadons. equity swaps, which am lso pasn of the
ConerstrmanJohn PorterfIll.) look the ?s("flP NY Cl f r."1Mr. EAl will notbediscussed in this article
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neutral to t U.S. budget and requires
nonw popion.

The debtor thes pays a concessonali
lntereauae(2 percent on its reduced
debt in its local currency, which will be
placed in a local environmental fund for
the country to use for environmental
activities. Local currency interest pay.
menu will gradually decrease s princi-
pal diminishes.

Fuincial incentives thai would lead a
debtor country to participate in the EAI
am that its principal will be substantially
reduced. thai intst payments can be
paid in local currency, rather thai dol-
lars,and thatthedebtor willn, coninuc
to accumulate principal and interest ar-
rea which lead to an ever-nounting
debt burden.

However, many Latin American and
U.S. environmental NGOs criticize the
EM as having cross-purposes. They
recognize that the EAI brings debt-for-
nature swaps uprmany levels in terms of
financing available for environmental
activities. But they are concerned that
the EAl condition forconomic reform
make everything else secondary. in-
eluding the environment. Legitimate
doub were raised after the World Bank
completed an evaluaUon on the impact
of its economic reform programs. The
report failed to include the en' trenmont
as an indicator in the evaluation and
highlighted the need for a b&-iier undcr-
standing of the costs and benfits of its
economic reform programs.s"

More importandiy.policiesof the ISIF,
unlike those initiated by Conable for the
World Bank. lack an institutional man.
date to assess the cnvironmenLal and
social impactsof itsactions. Many ques-
Lion whether unevaluated conditions for
economic reform are consistent v ith the
environmenulobjectivcsof the EAt and
the processof sustaunable des clopmcrct.

Nevertheless, intense lobb)mg by
environmental NGOs eased sonic of th1
stringent conditions of the original J.
ministration bill and resulted in pas-ac
of a pars of the EAI. At the cl'se or th

101stCongretssthe Farm Bill (S. 2830.
S. Rpt 101.357, H. Rs. 101-569. Con!.
Rpt. 101-916) incorporated the PL-40
coponcnt of the EA. It passed Con-
gress and was signed into law by Presi-
deat Bush on November 28,1990. The
bill authorizes SI.7 billion of U.S. PL-
480 debt in Latin American as eligible
for deb reduction.

A DEBT TO NATURE

In 1988,Thomas Lovejoy, now assis-
tant secretary for external affairs at the
Smithsonian Insttuton, stated. "I am
uuerly convinced that most of the great
environmental struggles will be either
won or lost in the 1990s, and that by the
next century. it will be too late.

"
" To

finance solutions to these urgent
struggles, bilateral, multilateral and
commercial bank debt now offers an
enlarged scale of what can be called a
"second generation" of debt-for-nature
swaps.' This increase in scale more
clearly defines some incenuves and
constraints associated with debt swaps
and raises other questions that remain
unans, ered,

Incents c-U.S. NCOs kibbied lor a
significant proisson in tho [Al that
mandates that local NGOs play a kc
role in imp!znicnting and nianaging
prot;ram% fur.d'd hs th. Fns iIonmnil
TrstFunJ." his inurrtis candoseiail
nia~ro and 1;ros ecoitioboeie
of debt reduction a1 ill, nitiv il l ,ci
and :mplomenttn gr.., roL,,t'nsirt-
tn:nul peogri.satthc b..dlse Ic~,clan
d,cntralt.e fund,. p,.,iual lkicr and
pe'rsonnel to thoc bM., pie..d to undor-
stand and nianige kKJ rcsui. ne:d.,
Strengthening NGO instittons in de-
sclopm. cointirn e.en c.iu-c l'Nrha,
the mo,,t pots'nt re.,ul, ;n I.in ,!iriAmnz-
can counuin-. 'krh Ira 'to 1 'Pc dcrn,.
raciesN

Sin : N p'r. t] %0 L It i rl i c. a't .
debt is iA ed to i01a l.rd . the
[AI i.an be t,,' :4iit 'o mo ,
dobt n.osat is Io. .%. To h,; pit-

fill the fourth condition of the EA and
mobilize funding for swas the U.S.
government could clatfy revenue rul-
ings and tax laws which may encourage
commercial banks to donate their debt to
NGOs for use in swaps.

As bilateral debt begins to play a
major role in financing debt-for-nature
swaps, the World Bank is recognized as
the institution so even further incema
the scale of future swaps. Debt restruc-
turing in developing countries is sound
policy as debt swapsofferbot thk long-
term financial and the natural resource
management benefits necessary for sus-
tainable development.

Constraints-Somre believe swaps
"legitumize" debt which wascreated un-
justly to benefit only the dictators who
negotiated the loans in the past ard not
the people who, today, struggle to rule
democratically. They fecl debt prob-
lems are so se, ere that det forgivcncss
is the real issue and tat swkaps diLtract
from iL Proponents argue tha swaps
never were intended to sol-e the debt
cnss, but to free funds for muzh neos-ded
conscn ation programs

The EAI is poliucall% s.nai(tnc N.
cause debtor counicr, niust hibr-ow
ic-ado and pets itite insctni.nt to 1atiO,
foreign intere.'. rehr than dxroesu.
ones Critic,. dodlN t1A goo. mfn-ni'
, ill Li. ttic pxht.:,: r-k O 1i" im, . n,'

lorins i s bout .Lhdai r-,: n
1ic0 in their Counr"

cai -tLr,.cnd,\ c h,'., - , ,

rcdution. icih.'l. rlO - t ci. ,i toi.

dcl -Ald! has% c- h hr . I iA :.
rid tr, - " .c ...: bark, i: hi . n
pat .I patd in1 db: r. . t'. :

be.1:1bc% d : icr c 1 S , C ,. ;r .

rt.-.'ur ..hm 
,
.I"' '
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Unanswered Questions-Unan.
swerved question that arose during con-
gressional hearings on the EAl include
the following: Am eligibility criteria too
rigid andcould theU.S. itself meet xm?
Could this disqualify or discourage
counuics that do nerit help? By law, the
president was given discretion to dctcr-
mine a county's eligibility. Does too
much discretion vested in the president
to waive conditions yield too much
congressional control of the EAl pro-
cess? How can eligibility conditions be
harmonized with environmental protec-
tion? Does the EA] set unwanted pre-
cedcnts to forgive other debt? Have
budget impacts ben fully accounted
for? Should she use of environmental
funds be broadened to include develop-
mcnt? Exactly what kind or cnviron-
mental acuvics have first generation
swaps accomplished and what has been
their impact on local people?

CONCLUSIONS

As the scale of dcbt svaps increases,
so does the scat. of their consequcnccs
Congress is lik: to pursue further ac-
tion on the EAI dunng the 102nd scs-
sion. soj careful considcrauot of swap
cor.squcnccs is required through a bal-
anced discussion of s(ial neds. eo-
sorer; grove, i nd the ss isz nuorrjucrnrlcrl
of sa:arm rcsoucs.

T",othings are tuiiL clear, hoA e, er.
DcN-tor-naure swaps offer the cnt.al
tim. to secure cns Lronni. nl proicction
of th. larger iosstem for the present
anJ fasurc global communhi). SAdps
also protOC taiJ promote the sustanable
use of natural resoucesth, Ll nec ssary
for Us; econorn:; descLopment of the
"irJ World.
It is unrcalisa; to cxpct developing

co snnes to halt deforcstuon for cns i-

ronmental reasons alone. Developed
countries, the U.S. in particular, cannot
muster the political will to accomplish
this. Today, the immediate priority 'f
developing countries is the debt crisis.
Or perhaps it should be called the "bad-
lending crisis." Existenc of the second-
ary market proves that many debts are
notbeing servicedand will neverbepaid
in full.* And debt swaps offer some-
thingin return. Isnottheconservationof
natural resources a fair swap?
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PREFACE

About this series...

The MAB Digest Series was launched by Unesco in 1989. Several types

of publication are included - distillations of the substantive findings of
MAB activities. overviews of recent, ongoing and planned activities
within MAB in particular subject or problem areas, proposals for new re-
search activities.
- The target audience varies from one digest to another. Some are de-
signed with planners and policy-makers as the main audience in mind.
Others are aimed at collaborators in the MAB Programme. Still others
have technical personnel and research workers as the target, irrespective
of whether or not they are involved in MAB.

...and MAB Digest 6

This paper presents an overview of one set of mechanisms for investing
in conservation and sustainable development - the so called debt-for-na-
ture exchanges or swaps. The digest provides background to the origins
and workings of the debt-for-nature instrument, and attempts to assess
the benefits, constraints, limitations and future prospects as perceived by
different Interest groups.

The digest Is an example of the increasing concern within MAB for is-
sues at the economics-environment interface, reflected in one of the four
new MAB research orientations on "Human investment and resource use"
(see MAB Digest 2), which provided an important stimulus-for this paper.
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S 6

Some of the material in this digest was brought together for an Invited
contribution presented by the authors to an international symposium on
"Man and his environment: Tiopical forests and the conservation of
species" held at the Pontifical Academy of Science in the Vatican City

from 14-18 May 1990. The paper was subsequently distributed in draft
form for review and criticism. Thanks are due to Daniel H. Janzen and

Dana Silk, among others, for their suggestions. Errors and misrepresen-
tations remain the responsibility of the authors.

It is hoped that this digest will be of interest to those wishing to learn
more about the debt-for-nature exchange mechanism and its applications,

and more generally to those concerned with issues relating to economics
and environment.

Within the MAB Programme, the digest may provide ideas to those in
a position to facilitate the conversion of debts and channeling of money
for use in conservation and natural resource management projects: debt-
holders, non-governmental conservation groups, biosphere reserve man-

agement agencies, MAB National Committees and collaborating research
institutions, etc.

The topic addressed in this digest is one in rapid evolution. As such,

the authors and Unesco would be grateful to readers for corrections and

supplementary information, including concrete suggestions on how ad-
vantage might be taken of innovative financing mechanisms such as debt-

for-nature exchanges in attaining the goals of programmes such as MAB.
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SUMMARY

Debt-for-nature exchanges or swaps are one set of mechanisms for investing in

conservation and sustainable development. The roots of the mechanisms lie in

the Third World debts that can be bought at discount in the second hand debt

market.
As of October 1990, some US $15 million have been invested by indus-

trialized countries and various conservation and development groups in pur-

chases of US $95 million offace value Third World .!ebts, which then have been

exchanged with th debtor countries for roughly US $58 million in conserva-

tion and sustainable development funds and bonds. These funds now support

environmental programmes in a dozen countries, as indicated in a tabular sum-

mary of all debt-for-nature agreements that have been made to date.

The paper starts with an explanation of the debt-for-nature concept.followed

by a more detailed evaluation of exchanges performed in connection with bio-

sphere reserves, drawn principally on three examples from Latin America (Boli-

via, Costa Rica and Ecuador). Guidelines are presented regarding how eperi-

ences gained from these agreements could be incorporated into future debt

exchanges. Political, economic and institutional factors and changes influenc-

ing the potential for debt-for-nature ventures in different regions of the world

(Latin America, central and eastern Europe and Africa) are also examined.

The case studies presented in this report, illustrate that debt-for-nature ex-

changes do work and that they can be a viable, if somewhat complicated fund-

ing mechanism. The continuing debt crises and the worsening environmental

crisis, provide considerable opportunities for various debt-for-nature enter-

prises. All parties involved (e.g. debtor countries, conservation investors, credi-

tor banks) can benefit from debt-for-nature programmes. But the time available

for such exchanges is probably limited, and more effort should be spent on
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examining the possibilities for achieving large-scale, internationally co-ordi-

nated operations that link new money with debt reduction for sustainable de-
velopment projects.

Finally, therefore, a proposalfor the establishment of an internationalfund
for exchanging debt for the sustainable management of biosphere reserves is
presented. Because of their characteristic emphasis on conservation in connec-
tion with sustainable development of human activities, the premise is that bio-
sphere reserves will be able to attract more swap capital in the future. Such a
fund would, however, not only be open for capital going into traditional con-
servation projects, but also for other investments in connection with a reserve.
Given the approval and support from debtor governments, concerned local com-
munities and ineresi groups, these programmes could include transfers of en-
vironmentolly soud technologies, sustainable energy production, production
and markotin,, of sustainable natural goods and environmental services, train-
ing and education, infrastructure improvements, and natural history oriented
touri.rm, development.

It should be emphasized, however, that the debt-for-nature instrument is not
the solution to the elimination of the debt crises. Furthermore, it will not be
possible to satisfy the increasing need of environmental related investments in
the Third World through debt-for-nature swaps. On the other hand, afair num-
ber of debt-for-nature (and debt-for-development) negotiations are underway,
involving a wide range of countries, topics and concerns. The promise is that
the instrument may come to play a less marginal role in respect to how environ-
mental related investment needs may be relieved in the future.
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INTRODUCTION

Most countries suffer today from internal and (transboundary) external
environmental degradation (e.g. chemical pollution, loss of fertile soils,
lack of fresh water, desertification, deforestation, irreversible loss of bi-
ological and genetic diversity). This degradation is among the reasons
contributing to the need for investment in natural resource management
and to the recognition that the capital needed for such investments in the
1990s is greater than in any preceding decade1 . Several factors indicate,
however, that countries in the South as well as in central and eastern Eu-
rope will face serious difficulties in finding the resources necessary for
bringing about such large scale investments. Among these factors are
debt crises, slow economic progress, lack of capital, low credit worthi-
ness, capital flight, rapid population growth, inequity and political insta-
bility. Governments, non-governmental organizations (NGOs), bilateral
aid agencies, and institutions in the United Nations system, interested in
sustainable development, are consequently looking more and more into
the whole "problematique" of environmental management financing (see
for example World Resources Institute 1989, Conservation International
1989, Hansen 1988, TarqUinio 1990).

Debt-for-nature exchanges (or swaps), which were developed in the
mid-1980s when Third World debts appeared at discount in a second-
hand debt market, constitute one new type of instrument that seeks to ex-

1. Estimations by the World Resources Institute (WRI) show that US $20 to $50 billion
per year will be needed in developing countries for nature conservation alone over
the next decade (WRI 1989). Note that throughout this digest, the term "billion" is
1000 million and "trillion" is 1000 billion.

45-752 - 91 - 3-
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plore the possibilities for linking additional money for the environment
(i.ed.capltal that would not be available for other environment pro-
grammes) with debt reduction, in projects in the debtor country.

However, challenges facing decision makers in the 1990s are further
complicated by the fact that most countries lack examples of successful
sustainable development paradigms that could be adopted if capital were
made available to them. Indeed, increased capital stocks (created, for
example by reducing the debt burden) can, of course, be invested in un-
sustainable resource use activities that earlier were unaffordable, making
the environmental situation worse (Hansen 1988, page 5). Solving the
debt crises alone, is, therefore, no guarantee for reduced environmental
degradation. Innovative approaches arc needed which incorporate the en-
vironmental together % ;th socio-economic components in the develop-
ment process, and in the management of investment capital.

The biosphere reserve concept (adopted by Unesco in the early 1970s)
is one of the few explicit models for illustrating the links between envi-
ronmental and socio-economic factors, emphasizing the parallel objec-
tives of conservation of resources together with economic development
(see Annex 1). Biosphere reserves (in mid-1990, there are 283 reserves
in 72 countries covering an area of 1,500,000 km 2) have, however, not
always reached their full potential in promoting the combined goals of
development and conservation. A frequent explanation for this situation,
particularly for Third World countries, is their lack of management and
investment resources.

The objectives of this paper are, therefore, to familiarize the reader
with debt-for-nature exchanges as one instrument for sustainable devel-
opment investments, and to evaluate their benefits, constraints, limita-
tions and future prospects from different perspectives. It includes an
examination of some debt-for-nature exchanges where biosphere reserve
management funding has been part of the agreement (i.e. Estacion Biol-
ogica Beni, Bolivia; Archipielago de Colon (Galapagos), Ecuador; Reser-
va de la Biosfera de Yasuni, Ecuador; and Reserva de la Biosfera de la
Amistad, Costa Rica). Although only one among several financing alter-
natives, we believe that these experiences can prove useful for manage-
ment authorities interested in financing related issues, as well as for credi-
tor banks and debtor governments, who are (or could be) considering
future exchange activities.
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THE DEBT-FOR-NATURE
MECHANISM

Third World lack of Investment capital

Conservation, and environmental issues at large, deal, in economic terms,
with the balance between immediate consumption on the one hand, and
investments on the other. In many countries, debt crises have helped push
this balance far away from any sustainable equilibrium. This imbalance
can often easily be recognized in countries which in their attempt to earn
hard currencies (e.g. US dollars) draw heavily upon their natural resource
base, e.g. several tropical hardwood exporting countries.

Developing countries as a-whole have experienced negative net capi-
tal outflows since 1984 (see Figure 1, page 14). In 1988, the negative
transfer of capital to the Third World amounted to US $50 billion2 (World
Bank 1989). The debt crises have also led to decreased investments in
many developing countries. This is illustrated in Figure 2 (page 15),
which shows investments in percentage of GDP' between 1980 and 1988
in Latin America (including the Caribbean) and in Africa. Investments
have fallen in these regions from 25% of GDP in 1980 to 16% in 1988 in
Latin America, and from 21% to 14% in Africa. Shortage of investment
capital is likely to strike hardest against investments in projects that

2. Total disbursement ($92 billion) - total debt servicing ($142 billion) = net outflow
($50 billion)

3. Gross Domestic Product (GDP) measures #,ie total output of goods and services
produced by an economy for final use.
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Figurd 1: Disbursements, debt service (net flows and net transfers;
all developing countries). Source: World Bank 1989.

generate benefits far in the future, such as investments in conservation
and biosphere reserve management. Under such circumstances, most in-
vestments will be focused upon projects with safe, short-term returns, and
on programmes absolutely necessary for immediate survival. At the same
time, potential environmental costs frequently are neglected 4 . Even if ne-
gative environmental impacts are known in advance, it is usually argued
that developing countries cannot afford (the luxury of) not bearing these
environmental costs, and that such problems can be managed success-
fully later when the country has reached a higher income level. "

It might, of course, be true that math/ negative environmental impacts
can be solved later on, but in those cases where the 'development' pro-
cess causes irreversible consequences, such as species loss, there is no
possibility to restore thj loss at all. The debt burden, followed by in-
creased exploitation of Atural resources and by lack of investment capi-
tal, has become a major constraint on sustainable development efforts in

4. Such investment patterns are also common, however, in situations where investment
resources are abundant.
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Figur 2:Investment-to-GDP Ratios (percentages). Sourc9: World Bank 1989.

mental hazard. Inventiveness and the development of (new) financial in-
struments, and the identification of additional capital sources (beyond
those necessary for servicing the debts) through which sustainable Third
World investments can be realized, are priority areas in international con-
cern.

Of course. the elimination of the debt crises alone, is no guarantee that

those countries benefitting from increased financial capital stocks will
automatically make investments in projects that reduce rather than in-

crease mismanagement of their natural resources. Such efforts, to be suc-

cessful, will have to involve close co-operation between economists,

funding agencies, environmentalists and politicians.
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Secondary market for Third World debt

A secondary market for Third World debt emerged in 1982 as a conse-
quence of the accelerating international debt crises 5. Certain heavily in-
debted developing countries could at that time no longer service their
debts and some private banks therefore found themselves better off sell-
ing these so-called 'non-performing' loans (i.e. credits that are not repaid
according to the loan agreement) at a certain loss, rather than keeping the
debts. The trade volume of Third World debt was small in the beginning,
because the number of interested buyers was very limited, but the second
hand debt market has, due to increased interest from both the supply and
the demand side, grown considerably since then6.

Creditors have had to get used to the idea that they will lose money on
their Third World debts, as the debt crisis only seems to get worse. The
question facing many banks today is how they can minimize the loss, or
the risk of future losses (Huizinga 1989). This fact, as well as important
tax legislation reforms in industrial countries, e.g. the United States
(Cody 1988), have made it more interesting for private banks to enter the
debt market and sell (or donate) their debts.

So far, mainly private banks are active in this trade, because national
banks and multinational development banks are often tied to international
policies and agreements, such as the Paris Club, which inhibit them in
the first place from selling their debt7 . Buyers, on the other hand, are at-
tracted by the possibility of buying debts at significant discount.

This debt discount is actually the motor in today's debt conversion
activities, i.e. the exchange of one form of claim on a debtor country for
another form of claim, such as debt-for-nature swaps. Table I gives a sy-
nopsis of the different debt conversion categories that are employed
today.

5. Triggered by Mexico announcing that it no longer could service its debts.
6. US $1 billion of debt traded annually during the first years. US $50 billion turnover

estimated for 1990, including inter-bank debt transfers (Wagner 1990).
7. Several institutions, governments, etc., argue that multilateral development banks

should be able to engage in debt-for-nature swap activities. The US Congress
'Tropical Forest Protection Act', H.R. 3010 and H.R. 4957, suggesak that the Wor'I
Bank should be allowed to use its credits in swap programmes. The involvement v,
national and multinational banks is futhermore a prerequisite for larger debt swap
activities in countries that owe only minor amounts of their total debt to private
banks, such as most African nations.
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TABLE 1: DEBT CONVERSION CATEGORIES

Debt-for-oquity swaps

Conversion of external debt into some form of equity,
such as land, companies or industries. Instead of
servicing debts the debtor transfers ownership of
national equity to the creditor.

Debt-buy back

Re-purchase of a debtor's debt in cash in the secondary
debt market.

Debt.debt swap

Interchange of foreign loans between creditors.

Debt.for-nature swaps

Class of debt-for-equity swaps where debts are bought
at discount and exchanged for the debtor government's
commitment to finance domestic environmental
programmes in local currency

Dbt1for-bonds

Exchange of debt for bonds of lesser face value but ovth
guaran d principal (also called 'exit bonds)

The debt-for-nature
exchange principle

The basic principle behind the debt-for-nature mechanism, first outlined
by Lovejoy (1984), is that a debt holder negotiates with the debtor country
on a deal where the former (the holder of the debt) forgives the indebted
country's debt in exchange for the debtor government's commitment to
invest in local currency in conservation and natural resource manage-
ment projects in the debtor country.
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This basically quite simple and straightforward idea includes, how-
ever, many sometimes difficult steps before such an agreement is
reached. Before going into detail about the potential advantages of such
agreements, we attempt to illustrate (Figure 3) the exchange process
through a simplified hypothetical debt-for-nature operation. The differ-
ent steps might be as follows:
1. The debt exchange investor reaches an agreement with an indebted

country to initiate a debt-for-nature exchange dialogue.
2. The investor identifies donors (governments, banks, organizations or

others) or puts aside regulatory funds of its own for the purpose of a
debt-for-nature exchange. Contacts are made with actors in the sec-
ond hand debt market so as to identify where, and at what price, the
expected needed amount of debt can be bought.

3. An agreement is reached allowing the investor to exchange X $ of
debt, for Y $ in local currency (bonds), which will be used for spe-
cific activities, Z, such as national park management or sustainable
development programmes, to be co-ordinated by national NGOs and
institutions in the debtor country .

a) The investor buys debt in the second hand debt market, using a pro-
fessional dealer, or gets it directly from creditor banks as donations;
b) The debt is transfen-ed to a private bank orto the State Bank in col-
laboration with national NGOs;
c) The debt is exchanged for bonds or cash in local currency.

4. The proceeds from the debt-for-nature exchange are used in manage-
ment of national parks, or in some other programmes in the debtor

9country, as agreed upon
Before any such process starts, there should be a 'letter of intent' from
the government in the country where the exchange will be performed, or
preferably an already established debt-for-nature programme, so as to mi-
nimize the risk that effort will be spent in vain on negotiations that were
doomed ro fail, as debt exchange negotiations often take a long time and
therefore can be costly. The debtor country, of course, has the right to
decide whether and which part of its debt can be used in debt-for-nature
swaps. Debtor countries also specify subject areas eligible for swaps and

8. Exclusive control over the proceeds should not be given to the investor as this could
be interpreted as foreign intervention in national affairs, nor should it be given to the
government directly, because of the risk of misuse of the proceeds.

9. For more information on the exchange process see, for example, The
Debt-for-Development Coalition, 1990.
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regulate the size of any such investments. This implies that government
can adopt debt-for-nature programmes that maximize expected benefits
to the country.

Such programmes have therefore been seen as multiple-purpose instru-
ments:
1. Since debtor governments usually redeem (exchange) the swapped

debt at less than its face value, swaps enable governments to retire
debts at a discount;

2. The debt is being renegotiated into long-term bonds, which further
ease payments compared with what would have been paid out in in-
terest in US $ on the original loan;

3. Governments redeem the debt at a higher price than its'present mar-
ket value, resulting in reduced investment costs for the conservation
investor,

4. Debtor governments can reach agreements on initiating projects that
safe-guard (or increase) the production of domestic environmental
goods and services;

5. Creditor banks can sell non-performing debts and thereby reduce their
loss.

The allocation of these discounts between the different actors is illus-
trated in Box I. Regarding the allocation of environmental goods and ser-
vices, some services may not only benefit the country in which they are
maintained but the whole international community, e.g. maintaining
species diversity and the contribution of tropical rain forests to a stable
climate 10 . This fact can help explain the conservation investor's interest
in the exchange.

The debt-for-nature programmes that have been performed, as of
October 1990, are summarized in Annex 2.

10. These services can be classified as international environmental public goods.
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Box 1. Allocation of Secondary
Debt Market Discounts

The figure shows the monetary incen-
tive allocation, as represented by the
secondary market debt discount dis-
tribution between the actors (the initial
creditor bank that sells the debt. the in-
vestor that buys the debt and the debtor
government). The secondary debt mar-
ket price is the price that the investor has
to pay the creditor bank for the debt. The
redemption price is the amount of local
currency the investor gets from the
debtor government in exchange for for.
giving the debt. The face value repre-
sents the amount of money borrowed.

* The incentive to the investor is the
difference between the amount paid
for the debt notes (the secondary mar-
ket price) and the amount obtained in
local currency for the debts (redemp-
tion price).

* The incentive to the government is
the difference between the redemp-
tion price and the debt's face value.
In addition the government's expen-
diture will be invested in the country
and not abroad.

The incentive to the bank, in a situ-
ation where the debts are not ex-
pected to be serviced, is simply the
market price. The bank %ill, of
course, still get a loss (however re-
duced) representing the difference
between the face value and the mar-
ket price. This loss, if tax deductible,
will be covered by tax payers in the
country where the bank is registered.
If it is not tax deductable. stock hol-
ders will take the loss.

To some extent, it might be correct to
conclude that the debt-for-nature ex-
change is a transfer of capital from tax-
payers in the North benefitting conser-
vation measures in the South. However.
it is also true that banks in the North in
many cases have made substantial inter-
est revenues on their Third World loans
before debtors stopped servicing their
debt - revenues that benefitted share hol-
ders in the North.

I U

Oiscounl in secondary market (bank loss paid by stock holders,
or if ta ductib, by tax-payers)

I I -I

Debt pcpaid Debt Debt
in secv:ary market redemption price fae value

I Incnive Government's
to bank to investor Oare of discount

Ow
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Benefits and disadvantages of debt-for.nature exchanges

There are three major actors participating in debt-for-nature exchanges:
the debtor country, the conservation investor 1I (institution, NGO, etc.)
that buys the debt, and the creditor bank that sells the debt12 (although in
practice, several intermediate players are also involved, e.g. donors and
professional debt uaders). All parties can benefit (financially or in other
terms) from a debt-for-nature exchange (there would likely be no deals
otherwise), but there are also costs involved which may make some ex-
changes less interesting. Potential benefits and disadvantages for the ac-
tors are listed in Table 2. The relative importance of their values will, of
course, differ from case to case, as well as between the actors.

The debtor country

The benefits a debtor country can derive from debt-for-nature exchanges
can be divided into three groups: economic, environmental and goodwill
values. Increased credit worthiness might be one indirect effect follow-
ing debt exchange programmes, producing economic benefits in addition
to the direct incentives already described in Box 1. Additional capital,
beyond the funds necessary for coping with the debt, is, as mentioned
earlier, crucial for the outcome of Third World development efforts. Im-
proved credit rating is, therefore, one important factor insofar as it makes
a country more attractive for domestic and foreign investments and for
new credits. Furthermore, it may also be helpful for a country struggling
to reverse (legal and illegal) capital export flows, the sum of which con-
stitutes the major part of several developing countries' outstanding debt
today13.

11. The term conservation investor is often used here but it is not intended to suggest
that debt exchanges only have to focus on conservation.

12. The creditor bank might have sold the debt to a professional debt trading office from
which the investor buys it, and will therefore not necessarily be informed, or
engaged in. how it later will be used. The following discussion concerning the
creditor banks' potential benefits and disadvantages from debt-for-nature exchanges
is therefore primarily valid in those cases where the bank is more actively involved
in the exchange process.

13. Roughly 50% of the money lent to Third World countries in the past decade fled
abroad (i.e. assets own by non-bank private sector citizens of the 15 big debtors).
The Economist. 1989.
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TABLE 2: Potential benefits and disadvantages
from debt-for-nature exchanges for the debtor country,

the oonservation Investor and the creditor bank.

Debtor Country

POTENTIAL BENEFITS
a Debt reduction (at discount)
0 Reactivate (additional) domestic and

foreign investments
* Improved credit worthiness
* Environmental benefits
* International goodwill
* Increased environmental awareness

among politcians and bankers

POTENTIAL DISADVANTAGES
* Higher inflation rate
@ Crowding out of domestic expenditure
s 'Overpayment' in redeeming the debt
• Public reaction against any sort of debt

negotiations
a Public misinterpretation of sovereignty

issues
* Locking up natural resources for

conservation
* Small swaps may be Inadequate In

changing underlying causes of resource
misuse

Conservation Investor

a Reduced investment cost (discount on
Foreign exchange)

& International goodwill and publicity
• Strengthened links to banks and financial

institutions
• Financial know-how

* Restrictions in investment opportunities
* Inflation
' Currency exchange risks
* High transaction costs (time consuming

negotiations)
* Risk that governments do not honour

their commitment
* Small swaps may be inadequate in

changing underlying causes of resource
misuse

Creditor Bank

Clearing books of problematic
(non-performing) debts
Improved business relations with debtor
country
Goodwill (if debts are donated)
Banks that can combine finance and
environmental issues will be better
prepared to take advantage o the
expected future increase in environmental
related investments

* Loss on balance sheets
, Moral hazard (reduced debt servicing

discipline)
* Produce benefits to 'free-riding'

competitors

Source: Dogsh 1990.

am,
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The most obvious benefits from debt-for-nature exchanges are, how-
ever, their contribution to the conservation and natural resource manage-
ment budget. '.his said, the values derived from better managed resour-
ces ate often far from easy to quantify in economic terms, resulting in
such benefits often being ignored, or underestimated, by decision makers
and by the public at large. Linked to other economic incentives, such as
those noted above, these environmental values will become more explicit,
especially since someone is obviously prepared to pay for their mainten-
ance, i.e. the conservation investor t . In situations where voters would
prefer that public funds were spent on projects generating immediate
monetary proceeds, rather than on the environment, the debt-for-nature
exchange mechanism might make it easier for a government to justify
that investments are also made in projects with long term environmental
benefits, since these disbursements will be offset by monetary debt re-
duction benefits.

The goodwill value for active investors, donors and debtor countries
should probably not be underestimated. The flrst exchanges that were
made attracted considerable publicity, mostly of a positive character.
Goodwill for the debtor country can include the fact that tax payers in the
North recognize the debtor's efforts and commitments by promoting in-
creased capital transfers to the South. Future deals, however, will prob-
ably receive less publicity and therefore bring somewhat less goodwill to
the parties involved, unless the agreements cover larger sums or include
some new, innovative investment option in the debtor country. Debt-for-
nature talks include the active participation of banks and other credit in-
stitutions which will increase the probability that these groups become
more aware of environmental problems - awareness that could lead to en-
vironmentally non-sustainable projects finding it somewhat more diffi-
cult to attract investment capital.

The criticism of debt-for-nature exchanges, from the debtor country's
point of view, has often been focused on their potential impact on the
debtor country's inflation rate. By distributing the payment of the swap
proceeds over several years (by issuing long-term bonds for example)
this risk could be reduced. Furthermore, the actual amount of capital

14. Some readers might argue that conservation investors invest in programmes that
meet their own preferences and not necessarily those of the population in the debtor
country, aid that capital therefore might be diverted away from more important
domestic programmes.
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spent in debt exchange countries is in this context small and will there-
fore only have insignificant Inflationary impacts 15. Because of their rela-
tively small size, debt-for-nature exchanges have, on the other hand, been
criticized for not being able to address effectively the underlying causes
for why resources are misused (Pearce 1990a). Instead, swaps might give
people the impression that natural resources are managed in a sustainable
way in general, when this is the case only in a few areas.

Swaps are also criticized because they appear to legitimize what many
consider to be illegitimate debts. Any (positive) redemption price is ar-
gued to be too high. Other critics turn this argument around, stating that
swaps only benefit those countries which have deteriorated economies
and environments, and that debt-for-nature exchanges might, therefore,
function as incentives for advanced economic and environmental
degradation.

Finally, debt-for-nature exchanges have been criticized for not really
contributing to any significant debt reduction (the total Third World debt
is more than US $1.3 trillion and the total exchange sum, as of mid 1990,
approximately US $100 million). Measured on a national basis, however,
debt-for-nature exchanges have had quite an important debt reducing
function. Costa Rica is the best example as 5% of the country's
commercial debt has been exchanged in debt-for-nature programmes
(Umafla Quesada 1989). Furthermore, the debt-for-nature instrument is
a relatively new mechanism, and the goal has not primarily been to make
cuts in the debt but to fund natural resource management investments.
With growing experience, improved co-ordination and an expanded ex-
change menu, the contribution to debt reduction could increase in the fu-
ture. The Dominican Republic's debt-for-nature programme, established
in March 1990, supports this scenario. The US $80 million debt to be ex-
changed over four years for conservation bonds represents 10% of the
Dominican Republic's outstanding foreign commercial debt
(see Annex 2).

15. A study made at the request of the Costa Rican govcmmcitt concluded that. if Costa
Rica spent US $ 50 million in local currency generated by debt exchanges in one
year. the increase in inflation would be less than 0.5% (Umafta Quesada 1989).
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The conervatlon Investor

The benefits that the conservation investor can gain from debt-for-nature
exchanges include reduced investment cost (illustrated in Box 1), good-
will, publicity, and strengthened links to banks and other financial institu-
tions, as well as improved working relation wih governments and local
management authorities. Debt-for-nature swaps might also produce
financial know-how of value to the investor.

Factors that could be mentioned as possibly negative for the investor
include restrictions in the projects that are available, because not all pro-
grammes suggested by the investor might meet the approval of the debtor
country. Inflation might reduce the value of debt-for-nature proceeds un-
less they are protected-from price rises. The process of reaching a debt-
for-nature agreement is complex, uncertain and time consuming. The
costs (measured in time, personnel, travel, stress, etc.) of achieving the
deal might, therefore, be high and reduce the value of the exchange. This
was certainly true for the first exchanges that were made. It is possible,
however, that the actors who participated in debt exchange negotiations
will gain experience that will enable them to reduce these costs.

One oft-raised concern is that debtor governments are not more bound
to fulfill a debt-for-nature agreement than they were to service the initial
debt (which they did not). Thus, the conservation investor faces the risk
that the debt exchange proceeds will not be made available according to
the contract. This being said, debtor governments have, in the case of a
debt-for-nature exchange, the possibility to bargain deals that are com-
paratively much easier to meet than any original debt service agreement,
including repayments in local currency. Furthermore, the money does not
leave the country and is invested in government approved projects. The
large interest of the international community in debt-for-nature deals is
also a factor that should inhibit debtor countries from not fulfilling their
commitments.

Another danger which has been expressed by authors fike Barton
(1989) is that, being forced to negotiate with governments and repre-
sentatives of banks and other financial institutions, conservation inves-
tors might become more susceptible to accepting activities suggested by
such actors, which would not necessarily benefit conservation or local
people.
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Indigenous Latin American groups have actually criticized swaps
made in connection with land that they argue belongs to them;

... they (swaps) cannot take place with our land because that debt is not ours;
we have not contributed in any way to that debt 16.

The conservation investor could, on the other hand, stress the needs of
local populations in negotiations with the debtor government, thereby im-
proving the situation of those populations. The worldwide charity for in-

digenous people, Survival International, has actually proposed that the
debt exchange mechanism should be used for debt-for-in',,enous-
territory swaps (Pearce 1990b).

Th creditor bank

One obvious benefit from debt exchanges for creditor banks is that they
provide one Way of clearing the books of non-performing debts at a posi-
tive price (the value of which is described in Box 1). Banks that makes
their debt bills available for debt-for-natur : exchanges might also be
perceived by debtor governments as interesting partners for future colla-
boration, including the possibility that any additional debt owed to these
banks will be given priority the day the debtors are able to service their
debts again.

The amount of capital directed toward the environment sector (for con-
servation, pollution control, sustainable energy production, etc.) in the
coming years, in both the developing and in the industrial world, is ex-
pected to be multiplied17 . 'Green' banks, which specialize in environ-
mental projects and have links to the conservation community, ministries
of environment, national environmental protection agencies, and indus-
tries working with environmental technology, will have comparative ad-
vantages in dealing with this new market. Debt-for-nature exchange en-
terprises can therefore be one way of achieving such links with
conceivably important future business partners. They can also transfer

16. Statement by the Coordinating Body for the Indigenous People's Organisations of
the Amazon Basin. In 3. Rocha, 1990. 'Voice of the wilderness'. The Gardian. 3
August 1990.

11. This trend is already notable. Du Pont, for example, allocated US $70 million for
- research and capital expenditures to develop alternatives to CFC's in 1988

(Environmental Business Journal, Vol. 2. No. 5. May 1989. p.10)
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the image of the 'green' bank to a public increasingly concerned about
the environment with the possibility that the bank's market share of
private customers increases.

Potential disadvantages include the fact that when the bank sells or do-
nates the debt it will appear as a loss on the balance sheets. Banks have
often, however, already registered their non-performing Third World
holdings as losses in the books; therefore, selling them to the conserva-
tion investor will not imply any further losses. Some countries have also
adopted accounting and tax regulations that aim at reducing banks' losses
from debt sales or debt donations and to stimulate debt reduction pro-
grammes, e.g. the United States Revenue Ruling 87-124 (Lamp 1988).
Moral hazard is another potential negative aspect that banks might have
to consider. Moral hazard implies, in this case, that debtor countries'
debt-servicing discipline in general might be reduced due to a raising of
the debtors' expectations of not having to service the debt according to
the initial credit agreement, but rather according to a less demanding
debt-for-nature deal.

Debt reduction programmes increase the possibility that the debtor
country can service (parts o the remaining debt. Some banks might then
act as 'free-riders' ( i.e. they do not enter debt reduction negotiations or
never sell their debt at a discount), hoping that their debts will be repaid.
Banks involved in debt-for-nature swaps might, therefore, produce ad-
vantages to their frce-riding competitors.
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BIOSPHERE RESERVES AND
DEBT-FOR-NATURE CASE STUDIES

Bolivia: The Beni Biosphere Reserve

Background to the agreement

Bolivia is the first country to have reached a debt-for-nature agreement.
The Bolivian government signed the deal in July 1987 with Conservation
International (Cl), a Washington-based non-profit NOO, after eight
months of negotiations 18. CI bought, through Citicorp Investment (a Citi-
bank subsidiary), US $650,000 of Bolivia's debts from unnamed private
debt holders for US $100,000 (donated to CI by the Frank Weeden
Foundation), which meant that CI got one dollar of Bolivian debt for
about 15 cents. The agreement states that:
1. Bolivia will be given the right of writing off the US $650,000 debt ob-

ligation in exchange for the establishment of a local currency endow-
ment fund equalling US $250.00019. The proceeds from this fund.

is. Conservation International is a new organization set up in 1987 by staff members
from the NaturgConservancy. which had worked in Bolivia for a long time and had
bee active in the creation of the Beni Biosphere Reserve in 1982.

19. $ 100,000 in pesos from the Bolivian government, $ 150.000 in pesos from the
USAID (US Agency for International Development) using its ocu currency PL-430
funds (Public Law 410 which lives the U.S. government the possibility to buy and
transfer domestic agricultural swplus to Third World countries which in exchange
make local currency available for investments in developing projects in their own
country). USAID has adopted a Debt for Development Initiative, allowing purchase
of debt using its foreign assistance funds, through which USAID will support certain
development assisunce programmes of non-governmental organizations in Third
World countries (USAID, 1989).
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administrated by the Bolivian National Academy of Science, and the
Ministry of Agriculture and Peasant Affairs2 ° , are to be used for
covering manage-rnt and protection costs of the Beni Biosphere
Reserve.

2. Furthermore, the Bolivian government promised that the highest de-
gree of legal protection for the Beni Biosphere Reserve would be en-
forced, and agreed to establish three buffer zones adjacent to the
reserve: Chimane Sustainable Production Forest (670,000 ha).
Cordebeni Watershed Protection Zone (225,000 ha) and Yacumi
Regional Park (130,000 ha).

3. CI would also support the implementation of the programme by
providing scientific, technical or administrative assistance.

ExMcution of the exchange agreement

Implementation of the debt-for-nature agreement has been somewhat
slow, primarily because of domestic financial and political constraints in
Bolivia. and to some extent due to the lack of necessary administrative
institutions, such as environmental NGOs. Based on a statement made by
the Bolivian ambassador i*Washington in connection with the an-
nouncement of the agreement, Bolivian newspapers published articles
saying that it would result in conserved areas being given away to Ameri-
can conservation agencies, an impression which gave rise to immense
public criticism. In fact, land ownership remained with the Bolivian gov-
ernment.

Because of these problems, the Bolivian government was not able to
contribute its share to the management fund until April 1989. As USAID
had decided not to pay its share until the Bolivian government had done
so, it was not transferred until April 1989. This delay resulted in a calcu-
lated interest loss of US $60,000, because the money was to be placed in
a dollar-denominated account shortly after the agreement had been
signed. Furthermore, the Bolivian government had at that time still not
strengthened the legal protection for the Beni Biosphere Reserve.

20. In cooperation with the Bolivian Interinstitutional Technical Commission which
include representatives from the National Environmenta Lealgue (LIDEMA), the
Beni Biological Station. the Timber board of trade, and Conservation International.
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Mangement problems with the Beni Biosphere Reve

The management programme of the Beni Biosphere Reserve has also
been subject to other problems, primarily intensive mahogany logging in
the buffer zones, and difficulties in balancing territory claims made by
three Indian groups living in the area with other interest groups and de-
velopment activities. Furthermore, the reserve harbour some coca trade
and possibly small coca refining factories, processing coca leaves from
plantations on hillsides outside the reserve. Drug trafficking might prove
to be an intractable constraint, restricting the development of sustainable,
legal activities in the Beni area.

Logging activities
Shortly before the exchange agreement was signed, the Bolivian govern-
ment gave seven logging companies the right to establish saw mills in the
Chimane forest, a large buffer zone for the Beni Biosphere Reserve. No
direct logging restrictions were enforced, however, except for a directive
stating that timber companies active in the area would have to organize
reforestation operations. The effect of this privilege was that 14% of the
total Bolivian lumber harvest was taken from the Chimane forest in 1987,
including 2500 mahogany trees, while no reforestation efforts were made
(Collett 1989). In 1988, the number of trees logged in the area almost
doubled. In 1989, therefore, the government decided to put a limit on the
harvests. Mainly because of the debt-for-nature agreement and the
planned reforestation programme, the International Tropical Timber
Organization (ITTO) decided in December 1988 to grant US $1.26 mil-
lion to the Bolivian government to support the forestry management plan.
These funds have, however, been blocked because of disputes between
conflicting interest groups in the Chimane forest, making the implemen-
tation of the plan difficult. Furthermore, the timber companies have so
far showed very little interest in reforestation operations.

Indian communities
An estimated 25,000 Indians live in and around the Beni Biosphere
Reserve. The Moxo indians (the largest of three Indian tribes living in
the Chimane forest) claim 200,000 hectares of the forest (Collett 1989).
The lumber companies oppose this claim and are not prepared to let go
of any area which they say the government has entitled them to use. No
thorough study of the Indian communities living in the Beni Biosphere



Reserve area were made before the agreement were signed. CI later on
initiated a socio-economic study on the Chimane Indians, the first phase
of which concluded in 1989. It proposes that Indian territories should be

established, not as one large area. but as several somewhat smaller areas.
The Bolivian government Is said to be in favour of such a solution. The
Indian groups, however, are not satisfied. They claim title to a larger area,
and, as a demonstration against the way the government and Conserva-
tion International have handled their problems, have made a 40-day pro-
test march to the 11olivian capital of La Paz (Ghazl 1990, Pearce 1990b).

Coca plantaions
Coca cultivation has a long tradition in the Amazonian highlands. Be-
cause of increased international cocaine demand, coca plantations have

been expanding rapidly. This has often had negative environmental con-
sequences, such as indiscriminate deforestation, and polluted soils and

rivers by fertilizers and toxic chemicals used in coca-leaf refining. Fur-
thermore. traditional cultivation techniques which prevented topsoil ero-

sion are frequently abandoned in favour of less labour intensive tech-
niques that result in increased erosion problems. Chemical

coca-plantation destruction programmes have been tried in Bolivia on

American -iniitii-, sing strong chemical herbicides, with significant

negative effects not only on the target coca-plantations but on the sur-

rounding tropical rain forest ecosystem. In 1982, demonstrating peasants
who relied on coca production and trade for their livelihood forced the
United States to suspend a coca-plantation destruction programme using

the herbicide 2,4-D (Brooke 1989).
The Bolivian President, Jaime Paz Zamora, does not believe that the

coca problem can be solved simply by policing and outlawing of drug

production and trade, which traditionally is the principal approach advo-

cated by the US Drug Enforcement Administration. Instead, President

Zamora argues that much more emphasis (and money) should be given

to rural development, and that foreign markets should be more accessible
for legal agricultural products from Bolivia (Christian 1989). In respect

to the effects of coca cultivation in the surrounding hillsides outside the

reserve, some scientists argue that, measured on an environmental basis,
these plantations do not pose such a large threat to the forests as do many

other activities, such as logging (legal and illegal). It is clear, however,

that if coca plantations and drug trafficking are ever to be replaced by
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more socially acceptable but equally profitable legal activities, this pro-
cess will require large amounts of international development aid.

Conclusions

These problems connected with logging, indigenous peoples and coca
plantations are not basically a consequence of the choice of funding
mechanism. They should therefore not be used as arguments against the
debt-for-nature instrument in general. On the contrary, this Instrument
can prove to be a useful and effective investment transfer mechanism for
directing funds into projects which are trying to solve these problems.
Nevertheless, the question of whether the debt exchange mechanism per
se might lead to negative management effects not necessarily associated
with other conservation funding arrangements is, of course, relevant and
needs to be investigated further in the future as the deals mature.

Recalling Box I (page 21), the debt exchange agreement between Con-
servation International and the Government of Bolivia gives the monetary
inantive allocation between the actors as illustrated in Box 2. Is this a
good deal for the different actors? And is the agreement promoting the
management of the Beni Biosphere Reserve? The banks lost US $550,000
by selling the debt to CI, compared with the debt's face value (interest
payments are not included in the calculation). But the loss might have
been US $650,000 if no second hand debt market had existed and
Bolivia's debts continued to be 'non-performing'. So one could say that
the bank's incentive was US $100,000. Cl initially saved US $150,000,
but then lost a calculated US $60,000 because of the Bolivian govern-
ment's delay in making the local currency fund available, so the finan-
cial net surplus ended up at US $90,000.

The future interest value that the fund will produce depends on the
Bolivian inflation rate. The real interest value2 1 would diminish quickly
in a situation of hyperinflation. The Bolivian government invested
US $250,000 in local currency in exchange for cancelling US $650,000
of debt. Furthermore, USAID supported the government with
US $150,000 in pesos, so the government's incentive in the deal was in

fact US $550,000. If, however, the Bolivian government had planned to

21. Real interest rate = interest rate - inflation rate.
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Box 2. Allocation of Debt-for-Nature
Swep Incentives (US $)
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Conservation International's incentive
was the difference between what it had
to pay for the debts in the debt market
and the redemption price: ($250,000 -
$100,000 = $150.000). The govern-
ment's share of the discount was the dif-
ference between the face value and the
redemption price ($650,000 - $250,000

= $400,000). The'bank's incentive was
the difference between the secondary
market price and the best alternative
capitalization value of the lows, in this
case zero, because no interest was paid
on the credit (see text for further
discussion).

I

not repay the debt at all 22, the incentive to sign the deal would have been
US $250,000. The above discussion only identifies montary incentives,
not intangible incentives, which, of course, might be of large value to the
actors (recall Table 2 page 23).

Evaluations and presentations of the exchange in the media have pri-
marily been focused on purely technical/financial details rather than on
how the proceeds were to be used, or on how the funds actually are being
or will be used. However, since the management funds were only estab-
lished in April 1989, it is still somewhat early to discuss the effects of

22. Some observers argue that governments might find it difficult to gain support for
debt-for-nature programmes in certain Latin American (and African) countries where
public opinion believes that the debt cfses not are a public responsibility, that the
debts we il-legitimate and should not be serviced at all.



the swap. Unbiased evaluations of agreements such as the debt-for-na-
ture exchange between Conservation International and the Government
of Bolivia, are probably also somewhat difficult to accomplish, mainly
because all the actors involved are anxious to show a positive picture of
the deal, as negative publicity could be costly, i.e. it could prove increas-
ingly difficult to attract donors to future (debt exchange) programmes.

As for the agreement's contribution to the Beni Biosphere Reserve
management budget, it is clear that the reserve is receiving important fin-
ancial support from the management fund. The interest from this
endowment fund is primarily used for covering personnel, maintenance
and infrastructure expenses within the reserve. Personnel has been re-
cruited and trained for the Beni Forestry Service, and forest inventories
have been undertaken. An environmental education programme includ-
ing workshops on different natural resource and conservation oriented to-
pics have been initiated. CI has also decided to invest additional money
in research and training in connection with the reserve, including soil in-
ventories, and studies on primates and water turtles. An interesting as-
pect of debt-for-nature exchanges is their multiplier effect, i.e. swap
agreements often have a financial trigger effect, generating additional
funds and donations from the actors initially involved in the deal23 or
from completely new sources, in this case the iTTO.

23. It has been estimated that the NGO that performs the swap will invest roughly two
dollars in addition to every dollar invested in the swap to cover expenses for
additional project opportunities, which often have been opened up because of the
swap deal (personal communication at the First European Conference on Debt and
Conservation, Zurich, 1989).
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Costa Rica: La Amistad Biosphere Reserve

Background to the agreement

Costa Rica has the most ambitious debt-for-nature exchange programme
to date. More than US $79 millon of debt have been exchanged for ap-
proximately US $42 million in bonds, favouring a wide range of conser-
vation and development activities at La Amistad Biosphere Reserve and
five other priority target areas in the country.

In August 1987, the Central Bank sanctioned its first debt-for-nature
scheme, totaling US $5.4 million of commercial debt. in exchange for the
debt notes, Costa Rica issued local currency (colones) stabilization
bonds. The redemption price was 75% of the debt's face value, and the
bonds yielded an average interest rate of 25%, with up to six years ma-
turity: 25% of the bond value can be cashed after the fourth year of the
transaction, while the remaining principal will continue to accumulate in-
terest until all the bonds are exchanged. The proceeds payable quarterly
on the bonds, which cannot be sold on the market, were used to establish
the Natural Resources Conservation Fund. The $5.4 million limit, deter-
tnined by the Central Bank, was reached in February 1988 and included
active involvement'of a large number of international NGOs and founda-
tions24 . These organizations donated US $900,000 directly to the Costa
Rican National Parks Foundation (an NGO) which, together with the
Neotropica Foundation and the Costa Rican Ministry of Industry, Energy
and Mines, is responsible for the Fund. The National Parks Foundation
then purchased the debt at a price of about 16 cents on the dollar.

The debt exchange agreement did not, however, only finance projects
in La Amistad Biosphere Reserve, but also activities and programmes in
other national parks and reserves in the country, as agreed upon by the
donors and the National Parks Foundation25. The donation made by CI,
US $50,000 converted into US $215,000 in bonds, was earmarked espe-
cially for La Amistad Biosphere Reserve. The overall objective was to

24. See Annex 2.
25 The following areas, besides La Amistad Biosphere Reserve, were classified as

priority target areas for financial management support: Braulio Carillo National
Park; Corcovado National Park; Guanacaste National Puk; Tortuguero National
Park; and Monteverde Cloud Forest (private reserve).
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design and implement a co-ordinating plan to embody natural resource
conservation with sustainable development and reserve management.

Financial evaluation of the 1987 Costa Rica debt exchange

Present value calculations can be used as a tool for investors for ranking
investment projects. A debt-for-nature exchange is, of course, just one of
many ways for NGOs and other organizations to invest in conservation
and biosphere reserve management. A basic test could be to compare the
present value of the debt exchange with the present value of having the
money in the bank or buying local currencies at discount2 6. Present value
can be interpreted as being the answer to the question "What is the value
today of receiving a specific amount of money at a specific time in the
future ?" Present value calculations include discounting, and the process
of discounting is actually the opposite from compound-interest calcula-
tion, which gives an answer to the question "What is the future value
(principal plus interest) from a given present value ?". The present value
(PV), of a cash flow, can be calculated by using the following formula
(Chiang 1984):

n

PV = 7Rt(l+i) "t
t=1

where
Rt= the revenue payable on the bonds every year

(interest and principal);
n = numbe" of years the bonds produce revenue;
i= the discount rate.

The fundamental practical rule of how. net present value should be ap-
plied is as follows:

A project should be initiated only if its present value is positive. If sev-
eral investment projects yield a positive present value, the project with
the highest present value should be adopted.

26. Foreign currency can sometimes be bought at a discount (compared with official
exchange rates) in free exchange markets, or from companies with blocked funds of
surplus local currency which they are not allowed to use freely but which they might
be interested in selling at a discount.



The net present value of the 1987 Costa Rica exchange cash flow is
calculated in Table 3. The discount rate is set at 25%, which is equal to
the interest rate on the bonds. The initial investment was US $900,000.
No transaction costs, such as labour costs in negotiating the agreement,
are included2 7. The bonds will produce an average annual interest
revenue of US $1.01 million for four years (US $4.05 million in bonds,
25% interest). At the end of the fourth year, 25% of the bond value can

- be cashed (US $1.01 million), so the total revenue from the bond will
then be the sum of interest and principal payments. After seven years, all
bonds are cashed. All revenue is assumed to be consumed, and not rein-
vested in other bonds, etc. The present value of the total debt exchange
deal is calculated to be US $3.14 million (given a stable US $/colones ex-
change rate, as the interest is paid in colones: if the exchange rate falls
(i.e. $/colones falls), then the PV of the swap also falls).

Costa Rica had an annual average inflation rate of 28.6% between
1980-87 (World Bank 1989). One could argue that the discount rate used
in PV calculations should at least be on the same level as the inflation

Table 3. Net present value of Costa Rica swap cash flow,
calculated at a 25% discount rate (million US $)

Reven
InveAlment Interest

ue Total Discount Prettl
Principal Revenue actor Value

Rt (141),t PV
-0.90 0.00 0.00 -0.90 1.00 -0.90

0.00 1.01 0.00 1.01 0.80 0.81

2 0.00

3 0.00

4 0.00

5 0.00

6 0.00

7 0.00

1.01 0.00 1.01 0.64 0.65

1.01 0.00 1.01 0.51 0.52

1.01 1.01 2.02 0.41 0.83

0.76 1.01 1.77 0,33 0.58

0.51 1.01 1.52 0.26 0.40

0.25 1.01 1.26 0.21 0.26

sum 3.14

27. Transaction costs can be included in the calculation by simply subtracting them from
the present value.

End of
Year

0

1

Ail
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rate. Figure 4 illustrates how the swap's present value changes with the
discount rate. At a 5% discount rate the present value would be
US $6.93 million, at a 35% discount rate only US $2.22 million. No one
knows today, of course, what inflation rate Costa Rica will face in the fu-
ture, but Figure 4 illustrates the difficulty in safeguarding the value of
swap proceeds in a situation where the bond's interest rate is non-nego-
tiable and the inflation rate is high, which could be the case in Costa Rica.

The Costa Rican Central Bank approved in 1989 that US $15 million
of Its debt per year (for three years) be exchanged for conservation,
micro-enterprises programmes and education (Umafla Quesada 1989).
The investor can, under this programme, choose between US dollar de-
nominated 20 year-bonds with 3% interest, exchanged at 80% of the face
value, or local currency bonds with 8% interest at 100% face value.

Net present value,
US $ million

7

6

5

,

4-

3

___________________________________Discount
I I I I I I

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 rate

Figure 4: Net Present Value of Cash Flow at Different Discount Rates, 1987
Costa Rica Swap.

28. Other factors, such as the risk that future government administrators not will stick to
the agreement, or the acute need for management investment capital, might justify
even higher discount rates favouring payments in the near future.
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Figure 5: Foreign Donations to Protected Area Projects in Costa Rica 1985-88.Source: Page D. 1989.

Costa Rica signed a US $10.8 million deal in March 1990, under this new
programme, where US $5 million of debt were exchanged for local cur-
rency bonds benefitting La Amistad Biosphere Reserve29 and
US $5.8 million in US dollar bonds for the National Blodiversity Institute
(Janzen 1990). It is, of-course, too early to make any evaluation of this
programme, but one might conclude that the proceeds are not safeguarded
against inflation and, furthermore, the interest rates seem in this context
to be rather low (8% and 3% respectively).

The above discussion has focused on the financial aspects from the in-
vestors point of view, but are the agreements good for Costa Rica? One
important factor that has to be considered in trying to answer this ques-
tion is the exchanges' multiplier effect on foreign donations to protected
area projects in the country. Figure 5 shows the amount of foreign do-
nations to Costa Rica for the purpose of protected area management in

29. The exchange proceeds wil be used for compensating land owners who moved out
from the park when it was created, and for management expenditures.
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1985-88. In 1988, one year after the 1987 debt exchange programme was
initiated, Costa Rica received five times more donations than in 1987. It
is possible that this increase can to a certain extent be explained by the
swap agreement.

Perhaps Costa Rica's most obvious benefit from these exchanges, how-
ever, Is to safeguard the production of future environmental goods and
services in La Amistad Biosphere Reserve (e.g. biological diversity and
watershed protection). It has been calculated that the reserve includes
watersheds with a hydroelectric potential of over 50% of the nation's total
future hydroelectric production. If catchment areas within the reserve are
not protected from intensive logging, reservoirs built downstream will
rapidly silt up, entailing expensive dredging costs or even rendering them
useless.

Ecuador: Galapagos and Yasuni Biosphere Reserves

Background to the agreement

Fundaci6n Natura, Ecuador's largest non-governmental conservation or-
ganization, negotiated directly with Ecuador's government on a debt-for-
nature programme that was signed in October 1987. The agreement states
that Fundaci6n Natura has the right to redeem commercial debt up to a
maximum of US $10 million, at 100% face value for non-negotiable local
currency (Sucres) monetary stabilization bonbs. The interest payable on
the bonds equals the market interest rate, minus an 8% tax on the

30dividend, and is adjusted every six months
In order to fund the programme, Fundaci6n Natura reached a debt-for-

nature co-operation agreement with the World Wildlife Fund-US in
December 1987. WWF-US and the Foundation had already worked
together for a long time, and WWF-US were interested in providing con-
tinued, additional, financial support to Fundaci6n Natura (later on The
Nature Conservancy signed a similar agreement.with Fundaci6n Natura).
The first part of the debt exchange programme was finalized in March
1988, when WWF-US arranged for the purchase of one million dollars

30. The interest is linked to the average interest paid by Ecuador's five largest banks.
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of commercial debt (paying 35 cents on the dollar) in exchange for mon-
etary stabilization bonds . The bonds were then given to Fundaci6n
Natura, which was also entitled to receive all interest and principal pay-
ments on the bonds. The interest is paid every six months, and 1/8 of the
principal is amortized per year for eight years. Fundacidn Natura gained

32a 33% net Interest income (41% interest - 8% tax) during +he first year
The second exchange, which completed the programme, was made in-

April 1989, by The Nature Conservancy (which signed a debt-for-nature
agreement with the Fundacidn Natura and the Monetary Board of the
Ecuador Government in March 1989) and the World Wildlife Fund-US.
The Nature Conservancy bought US $ 3.6 million using the American
Express Bank, including US $ 400,000 on behalf of the Missouri Botani-
cal Gardens. The World Wildlife Fund-US bought US $ 5.4 million
through Bankers Trust and Morgan Guaranty Trust. The second hand debt
market price had dropped to 12 cents on the dollar. The debts were ex-
changed for monetary stabilization bonds which will mature in eight
years. Fundaci6n Natura receive interest payments every six months,
starting February 1990 (the same interest rate is applied as on the first
bonds). Fundacidn Natura will receive the principal (amortization of I/7
of the principal per year), as th endowment fund for its general activities.

The income from the bonds now supports several conservation pro-
jects, such as the development of management plains, environmental edu-
cation, establishment of a Conservation Data Center providing inven-
tories of threatened fauna and flora communities, arid various endangered
species programmes, in several protected areas, including the Galapagos
and Yasuni Biosphere Rese'rves

31. As the government used the official exchange rate in the conversion of the debt in US
dollars for bonds in sucres (249 Sucres per US S). which was less than the floating
exchange rate, the redemption price averaged 16% less than the face value of the
debt.

32. The interest income, 82.8 million sucres, was equal to Ecuador's total National Parks
budget.

33. Five priority areas, besides Yasuni and Galapagos Biosphere Reserves. were stated in
the swap agreements: Cayambe-Coca Ecological Reserve, Cotacachi-Cayapas
Ecological Reserve, Sangay National Park, Podocarpus National Park. and Cuyabeno
Wildlife Reserve.
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Gslapagos Biosphere Reserve
The interest income generated from approximately US $3 million of local
currency bonds will be allocated directly to conservation activities within
the Galapagos Biosphere Reserve, under the auspices of the Charles Dar-
win Foundation (which later will eventually receive the principal from
the bonds dedicated to this programme), the Direccion Nacional Forestal,
and Fundacidn Natura. The Galapagos Biosphere Reserve has experi-
enced increased pressure from (non-authorized) tourism and human im-
migration for several years. It will now be economically feasible to try
to keep the number of tourists down to an ecologically sustainable level,
without threatening the management of other protected areas which re-
ceive important financial support from the surplus tourism income gener-
ajed by Galapagos.

Because of the debt-for-nature agreement, these areas can now rely
upon financial support from Fundaci6n Natura to a much larger extent
than before3 4. The Charles Darwin Foundation can, therefore, afford to
implement a management plan, including the necessary patrolling of the
islands' off-shore marine areas.

Yasunl Biosphere Reserve
The Nature Conservancy decided to allocate 26.6% of its debt-for-nature
proceeds to Fundaci6n Natura for the protection of four parks, including
Yasuni Biosphere Reserve. The general objective was to support ongoing
and future conservation and development programmes that aim to change
the present status of these valuable but poorly managed "paper parks"
(i.e. parks and reserves that are more or less unprotected) into conserva-
tion areas where biological and other resources are effectively managed.

In the case of Yasuni Biosphere Reserve, there are several environ-
mental threats which will create large damage unless they are controlled.
The most alarming is petroleum development (The Nature Conservancy,
1990b). The Ecuadorian government is informed on the risks involved
but cannot be expected to afford not exploring ,the area's commercially
valuable oil deposits. Although the government might be willing to use
the most environmentally sound techniques available, thereby
minimizing direct damages to the reserve, the real problem, is the indirect
damage created by roads that will have to be built to service pipelines

34. Because only the Galapagos Islands National Park has generated positive net income,
it alone funded the management of twelve other parks in the country.



and other Installations, opening up the area for colonization and large-
scale deforestation. The Reserve therefore needs considerable manage-
ment resources, and carefully defined management plans, to ensure that
these indirect effects on the environment and on the indigenous groups
that traditionally frequent the Reserve, are minimized. Conflicting inter-
ests meant that the approval of the Yasuni management plan was delayed.

The Ecuadorian National Forestry Directorate provides funding for a
park director and a park ranger. The size of the area and the various man-
agement challenges it faces, has led The Nature Conservancy to suggests,
however, that a significant number of additional park personnel (a park
administrator, technicians and rangers) be hired and trained. Construc-
tion of a new guard station has also been recommended. The park admin-
istration is furthermore in urgent need of field, transport, and office
equipment. The swap proceeds have and will be used primarily for these
purposes.

Economic viability of the debt exchange agreements

The extent to which the above tasks may be carried out over the entire
time-span of ,he Galapagos and Yasuni programmes depends, of course,
to a large degree on how the real value of the exchange proceeds will
evolve during the period. There has been justified concern that the value
of the interest income will be severely eroded by inflation. While con-
sumer prices might rise from day to day, the interest payable on the bonds
is adjusted only every six months. Ecuador's average annual inflation be-
tween 1980-87 was 29.5% (World Bank, 1989) but it had increased to
90% in July 1989 (TarqUinio, 1990). This means that, if the relation be-
tween the interest rate (35% in July 1989) and the inflation rate will not
be improved, the bonds will be totally devalued in a few years.

In addition, the value of the local currency (in US $) is today much
lower than when the agreement were signed, making investments in
foreign goods and services needed in the projects more expensive. Al-
though Fundaci6n Natura attempt to make all capital investments (ve-
hicles etc.), planned under the programme as early as possible, and des-
pite the fact that surplus money (i.e. money received but not immediately
invested) may be placed in short-term financial instruments (but not
abroad or in foreign currencies) that can be expected to follow inflation,
this will result in reduced total economic value of the programme.



Furthermore, it undermines the possibility for long-term management
planning (unless capital from other sources is guaranteed 35), which other-
wise would have been an important benefit from the exchange.

35. The government of Ecuador established a new swap programme in October, 1989, for
cultural, social as well as environmental projects. The total amount of debt that may
be swapped is US $50 million, and each investor may swap up to US $ 5 million
(Junta Monetaia, Secretaria General, 1989).
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DEBT-FOR-NATURE GUIDELINES

As already indicated, the process of reaching a debt exchange agreement
is a complex one. The debt-for-nature mechanism is a new and develo-
ping instrument and each bargaining process is also unique. The follow-
ing guidelines, which draw mainly on information accumulated in con-
nection with the swaps examined in this digest, have, therefore, been kept
deliberately general and have been based on the assumption that all
parties can benefit from such exchanges.

The debt conversion process includes extensive negotiations, the out-
come of which might favour some players more than others. In many bar-
gaining processes it is often a good tactic, however, not to try to 'win' a
negotiation by making the other side a plain loser. Such agreements could
turn out to be Pyrrhic victories, making it impossible for the 'winner' to
co-operate with the 'loser' and to discuss future agreements. The first
guideline, which could be considered by all players, would be not to for-
get that it should also be possible to work together after the deal has been
signed.

The debtor government

Establish debt-for-nature exchange programmes. Established pro-
grammes are a signal to the investor indicating that the debtor country re-
ally is interested in debt exchanges and that tax-accounting and other rel-
gulatory obstacles to debt exchange programmes have been dealt with.
They provide important information on areas that the government makes



eligible for exchanges, reduce uncertainty and serve to keep negotiation
and transaction costs at a reasonable level. The investment menu outlined
in the programme should also be open for negotiations. Broad menus (in-
cluding conservation, sustainable development programmes, training,
education, etc.) will attract more investors and donors than programmes
with few options.

Try to keep track of who owns the country's debts. No clearing-
house exists that registers transactions in the second-hand debt market.
Such information can, therefore, save time and money the day the debt
is needed in debt-for-nature i4nsactions or in debt buy-backs.

Support and, if neces$,n y, strengthen local management auth-
orities. These institutions Am vital partners who often are given the re-
sponsibility for the swap proceeds. They function as a guarantee for do-
nors and conservation investors that the exchange proceeds will be
managed efficiently and according to the agreement. The process towards
reaching an exchange deal will take much longer without these institu-
tions, and their absence may keep interested investors away from ex-
change discussions. Good relations with existing national management
bodies are also of interest to the government since these organizations
often will receive large foreign support through the exchange and, there-
fore, become more influential.

Inform the central bank on the debt-for-nature concept. The sup-
port of national institutions, like the central bank, is vital as they will play
an active role in the preparation of debt-for-nature programmes and other
debt exchange negotiations. The benefits a debtor country can acquire
from debt-for-nature agreements are partly of a non-monetary character
(e.g. improved environmental quality, conservation of biological diver-
sity). The exchange might therefore not be appreciated at its 'true' value
by the central bank and other official bodies which concentrate on tradi-
tional economic indicators. It is important that the central bank is in-
formed at a early stage about the value of such programmes so as to over-
come this (pedagogic) obstacle, which could result in the central bank
opposing an exchange.

Include representatives of local residents and Interest groups in
the debt-for-nature planning process. The exchange process revolves
around complicated financial trades in which local communities might
have little experience. A debt-for-nature operation could, therefore, eas-
ily become a top-down exercise excluding local people from decision-
making. It is also possible that local needs are perceived as being less



important in situations where large debt reduction benefits are at stake.
Others may believe that taking local (perhaps competing) soclo-econ-
omic demands Into consideration will only complicate and delay the deal.
However, the active participation of local people in the planning process
is the best guarantee that agreements are reached that meet the approval,
and win the support, of local groups. If not, future conflicts could severe-
ly erode the benefits gained. The Bolivian debt exchange (see pages 29-
35) exemplifies this point.

Inform the public and the media on the functioning of debt-for-na-
ture exchanges, Including the sovereignty issue. Debt-for-nature trans-
actions can be complicated and are not always very transparent. Agree-
ments may therefore be misunderstood. The Bolivian case shows that a
transaction can easily be perceived as including elements of 'environ-
mental imperialism', by giving the public the impression that land or
other national resources are being transferred to foreign interests. Such
misinterpretations will, of course, reduce the debt exchange potential.
Governments, together with national NGOs have, therefore, an import-
ant educational function to fulfill by informing the media and the public
on debt-for-nature exchanges, including the question of sovereignty.

Minimize Inflationary risks. Small debt exchange volumes will only
have insignificant inflationary effects. Large volumes, however, could
have a bigger effect on the inflation rate. One way to reduce this would
be through issuing long-term bonds. Only if the government prints new
bonds will inflation be a problem, since an allocation of already existing
domestic monetary resources towards the environmental sector will not
produce inflationary effects greater than what could be expected if the
same amount of money were spent on other programmes.

The conservation Investor

Create good working relations with banks and other financial Institu-
tions. Good connections with the finance community will prove vital in
the search for the 'right debt, at the right quantity, and at the right price'.
Economic advisers can also prove to be important partners in debt nego-
tiations with the debtor country. Organizations and institutions respon-
sible for financing environmental programmes in developing countries
face various difficulties which often require professional money manage-
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ment consultations. Increased capital flows to these groups for environ-
ment investments is an additional argument in favour of solid connec-
tions with the finance sector.

Initiate debt-for-nature exchange discussions as a part of regular
management consultations with governments. Because the process to
reach any debt exchange agreement is time-consuming, both players
should provide information on possible areas of agreement before any
serious -:f, 'otiations take place. Such information could also be an im-
portant factor in taking advantage of temporary 'bargains' in the second-
hand debt market.

Calculate and compare net present values for different debt ex-
change agreement proposals and other types of financing arrange-
ments. Environmental projects can be financed in various ways. Debt ex-
changes are only one tool, and their benefits and constraints should
always be compared with those of other available funding arrangements.
Large debt exchange discounts, for example, are no guarantee that the
debt exchange mechanism will produce the most economically favour-
able result. Net present value calculations are a useful indicator in the
evaluation of different funding alternatives.

Try to design deals that safeguard the real value of exchange pro.
ceeds. inflation can severely reduce the value of the swap proceeds un-
less they are protected from price rises. Try to get agreements that safe-
guard the real value of the exchange revenue. Foreign currency exchange
changes may also dilute the exchange value. It is, therefore, a good idea
to try to reach agreements which make it possible to place the swap pro-
ceeds in bonds yielding foreign currency, especially if the project entails
large disbursement in hard currency.

Consider potential resource use conflicts carefully and safeguard
the rights and needs of local people. There is a great risk that debt ex-
change agreements, that are reached without sufficient consultation with
local people and without examination of local resource use patterns and
conflicts, will be unsuccessful. Try, therefore, to make the operation a
'bottom-up' exercise by using the experience of local groups at an early
phase in the planning process. They should also be given the chance to
express their opinion regarding how the exchange proceeds should be
used and administered.

Develop working relationships with local partners. Local NGOs are
not only important discussion panners for the involvement of local con-
munities, they may also help explain the benefits of debt-for-nature ex-
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changes to suspicious debtor governments and to the media. NOOs also
play a significant and responsible role in carrying out debt-for-nature
agreements. The conservation investor should, therefore, make sure to
establish good relations with local NGOs and institutions. If necessary.
strengthen weak organizations, or even help in establishing new organ-
izations in countries where such institutions are absent,

Try to co-ordinate exchanges with other debt-for-natu-e Investors.
Co-operation with other investors could reduce the transaction costs in-
volved in reaching an agreement. The possibility for achieving larger debt
reductions, due to investor co-operation, could perhaps also increase the
interest of debtor countries in debt exchanges.

Do not forget the purpose of the exchange. The goal is not to accom-
plish a sophisticated financial deal, but to protect the environment, to con-
serve genetic diversity, to promote sustainable development, etc. It is
possible that the complicated, time-consuming, negotiation process, can
prevent the investor from paying enough attention to the transaction's
goal, i.e. how the money will be used (including the examination of local
resource use issues). Unless this hazard is recognized and avoided, it is
possible that the investor will reach agreements that are poorly prepared
and might result in failures.

Work with a long term perspective. It takes a long time to reach a
de",t exchange agreement. Deals often build on a long and mutual work-
ing relationship between the actors. Debt transactions should, therefore,
not be seen as a speedy mechanism for temporary programme expendi-
tures. Otherwise, the risk is too large that money will be lost on negotia-
tions that never had a chance to be successful.

The creditor bank

Initiate discussions with potentially interested debt exchange inves-
tors. Be active, take the first step and inform potential conservation in-
vestors on the financial aspects of debt exchanges. Such initiative could
lead to new business opportunities, including the chance of selling non-
performing debt.

Inform shareholders on the benefits of debt-for-nature swaps. It is
not logical, from the shareholder's perspective, that the bank sells its
loans at a loss to a conservation investor who then makes a debt exchange
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investment profit. The bank should, therefore, inform shareholders on the
potential benefits the bank can get from selling ion-performing debts, at
a loss, for the purpose of sustainable developmen! and environmental pro-
grammes, including the scope for Improved relations with the debtor
country and with the increasingly important environmental sector.

Examine the possibility of combining debt-equity negotiations
with debt-for-nature deals. Industries interested in transfers of environ-
mentally sound technologies through debt-equity swaps, could co-oper-
ate with debt-for-nature investors In large debt conversion programmes.
A dynamic bank could act as a catalyst and co-ordinator of such pro-
grammes, and possibly be able to dispose of larger quantities of non-per-
forming debt.

Try to maximize the debt portfolio's debt-for-nature exchange
,potential. The bank could try to obtain debt that could be expected to be
of high interest for exchange investors, through debtudebt exchanges.

Co-operate with other banks. Co-operation with other banks holding
non-performing debt could minimize the risks of competing banks acting
as free-riders, and of increased moral hazard reducing the debt service
discipline among debtor countries.

Consider adopting a green-policy based on an assessment of the
environmental impacts of bank policy. One consequence of the grow-
ing public concern for the environment is that an increasing number of
people are interested in how their savings are invested. Green-Funds,
which make available savings to work for, not against, the environment,
are becoming increasingly popular (Shea, 1990). It might thus be a good
idea if the bank made an environmental impact assessment of its invest-
ments and considered adopting a green-policy, which could give the bank
a comparative advantage in the future. A green-policy could also see that
non-performing debts are donated to conservation investors for the pur-
pose of debt-for-nature exchanges.

Table 4 summarizes the guidelines presented above.
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TABLE 4. Summary of debt-for-nature guidelines for the debtor
country, the conservation Investor and the creditor bank

Debtor GovernmritI

Establish debt-for-nature
exchange programmes.
Try to keep track of who owns the
countys debts.
Support local management
authorizes.
Inform the central bank on the
debt-for-nature concept.

a Include representatives of local
residents and Interest groups In
t planning process.

* Inform the public on the
functioning of debt-for-nature
exchanges, Including the
sovereignty issue.

@ Minimize inflationary risks.

Conservation Investor

Build good working relations with
banks and financial Institutions.
Initiate debt-for-nature exchange
discussions as part of regular
management consultations with
governments.

* Calculate and compare net
: present values for different

financing arrangements.
* Try to safeguard the real value of

swap proceeds.

Credl

- Initiale discussions with potentially
interested debt exchange investors.

* Inform shareholders on benefits
from debt-for-nature swaps.
Investigate the possibility of
combining debt-equity negotiations
with debt-for-nature exchanges.
Try to maximize the debt
portfolio's debt-for-nature
exchange potential.

e Consider potential resource use
conflicts carefully, and safeguard
the rights and needs of local
people.

a Develop working relatonships with
local partners.

, Co-ordinate programmes with
those of other debt-for-nature
investors.

a Do not forget the purpose of the
exchange.

a Work with a long-term perspective.

tor Bank

e Co-operate with other banks so as
to minimize the risks of competing
banks acting as free-riders, and of
increased moral hazard reducing
the debt service discipline.

e Consider adopting a green-policy,
including making an assessment ot
the bank's credits environmental
impacts.

Source: Dogs4 1990.
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THE POTENTIAL OF
DEBT-FOR-NATURE EXCHANGES

The worsening environmental crisis, and the continuing debt crisis, pro-
vide considerable opportunities for various debt-for-nature enterprises.
Several Institutional and political events also indicate that large-scale
debt conversion for environment and development now may be realized.

The first part of this chapter lists some of these events. The second pan
examines region specific factors influencing the exchange potential. The
chapter ends with a discussion around the premise that although the pres-
ent situation favours debt-for-nature programmes the time available
might be quite limited.

Economic, political and Institutional events
and developments

0 Prices of Third World debts have fallen dramatically in the second-
hand debt market (see Table 5), activating old and new investors as the
potential for larger exchange discounts increases.

0 Tax payers in developed countries are becoming increasingly aware
of the need for (additional) capital transfers to developing countries for
reducing existing and potential ecological hazards (e.g. loss of biologi-
cal diversity, deforestation, ozone layer depletion, and global warming)
and are, therefore, increasing the pressure on politicians and other deci-
sion makers to take appropriate action.
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* The World Bank has published a policy paper concerning debt-for-
nature swaps (World Bank 1990a). Although the Bank is still not pre-
pared to directly finance such exchanges, it stress that "The objectives of
debt-for-nature transactions are consonant with the Bank's expanding in-
volvement in, and support for, increasing environmental activities and re-
ducing debt burdens" (World Bank 1990b, p. 79). The Bank ouli- es sev-
eral ways in which it may support debt-for-nature exchange,, these
include:

(a) Working with governments through policy dialogue and economic
and sector analysis to create macroeconomic environmental-and poss-
ibly regulatory-frameworks that would facilitate these transactions;
(b) Helping to mobilize resources for debt-for-nature transactions
where they are a part of a larger programme of environmental action
or debt reduction in which the Bank has been involved;.
(c) Providing information to governments on potential debt-for-nature
opportunities and possibly bringing together interested governments,
commercial banks and NGOs; and
(c) Providing lending operations co-ordinated or co-financed with
debt-for-nature transactions that would improve the effectiveness or
sustainability of environmental actions; for adjustment loans with en-
vironmental components, a portion of such loa's may be set aside for
debt service reduction within the guidelines of such operations (World
Bank 1990b, p. 79).

* The World Bank has proposed that a Global Environmental Facility
be set up to finance environmental programmes in developing countries.
The Facility would primarily allocate resources for reduction of green-
house gas emissions, ozone layer protection, and protection of biodiver-
sity and international water resources (Brundtland Bulletin, No. 8, June
1990, p. 29). It is possible to imagine that the swap tool could be useful
for carrying out these tasks.

a The 0-7 countries (Canada, France, Federal Republic of Germany,
Italy, Japan, United Kingdom, United S:ates) meeting in Pans in 1989,
concluded that debt-for-nature swaps would be supported in special
cases. The 0-7 governments have also decided to revi. w tax-accounting
and regulatory obstacles to debt-reduction settlements.

* President Bush has proposed that environmental trusts be created into
which interest payments on US loans can be disbursed (see below). This
may attract debtors who mainly service the interest on their debts (as
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opposed to the principal), and therefore have been uninterested to enter
debt conversion discussions regarding swapping the principal. Further-
more, the proposal constitutes an important supplement to the so-called
Brady Plan36 which only deals with commercial debt.

37* The First European Conference on Debt and Conservation , held in
Zurich in November 1989, which focused on debt-for-nature exchanges,

TABLE 5. Prices of Third World debts
In the scond-hand debt market

(pcxcentage of nominal value)

Cmry JM 1N? Jan Iwo ON lm

Argenina 65-87 I8 12-13
Brazil 75-76 34-35 22.5-23.5

Chile 67-69 60-61 60-60.5

Ecuador 65-66 13 14-15

Mexico- 56-57 37-38 37-38

Nigeria 36-42 23-24 30-31

Peru 18-20 4-6 5-6

Philippines 72-75 44-45 1 50-51

Poland 42-44 34-35 15-1;

Venezuela 74-75 37-38 34-35

So"- SWAPS Thme newsletor of new financtal instruments Vol 4 No March 190

36. Named after US Treasury Secretary Nicholas Brady, the Brady Plan emphasizes the
need for debt reductions as a major instrument for the recovery of the economies of
the most indebted and poorest countries. Its guidelines are directed only towards
commercial debt and provide the creditor with three main (voluntary) options: 1.
forgive part of debt in exchange for the debtors commitment to service the remaining
volume. 2. reduce the sum of the interest payments by lowering the interest rate. 3.
Sive new credits with better terms for the debtor than the old debt (which then could
be used to service the old debt). Mexico was the first countzqL.t._reach a debt
reduction agreement in the spirit of the Brady Plan (Cline, 1989).

37. The First European Conference on Debt and Conservation was organized by:
WWF-lnternaional; Environments] Studies Program, Dartmouth College, N.H.,
U.S.A.; &nd the Human Ecology Group, Swiss Federal Institute of Technology
(ETH) Zurich. Switzerland.
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demonstrated that several banks and other financial institutions are now
taking these transactions seriously 38 (Wagner 1990, Tammes, 1990).

* Existing debt-for-nature exchanges have shown that the technique,
however innovative and experimental, can be made to work (Reilly
1990).

* Broader swap menus. More conservation investors are prepared to dis-
cuss debt-for-sustainable development exchanges, going beyond the goal
of pure conservation, thereby increasing the probability that the exchange
meets the approval of the debtor country.

Regional opportunities and prospects

The following paragraphs examine some factors influencing the poten-
tial for debt-for-nature exchanges in different regions of the world.

Latin America and the Caribbean

The first swaps that were made occurred in Latin America, and the scope
for future exchange activities using Latin American and Caribbean debt
must be considered as large. Already established but not yet executed
programmes, as in for example the Dominican Republic and Argentina,

38. The following institutions were among those represented at the conference;
Commercial banks and financial Institutions: The Chase Manhattan Bank;
Shearman and Sterling; NMB-Bank; Citicorp Investment Bank; Citibank; Union
Bank of Switzerland; Credit Suisse. Salomon Brothers; McKinsey & Company;
Deutsche Bank AG; Meridien International Bank; Morgan Guaranty Trust Company;
lstituto Bancario San Paolo di Torino; Kreditanstalt for Wiederaufbau;
ARFINT-Arbitrages Financiers Internationaux; Bankers Trust Company; Bank Mees
& Hope; Bank S.G. Wubuwg-Soditic; First Commercial Bank.
Multinational development banks: International Monetary Fund. IMF; World
Bank, IBRD; African Development Bank. ADB; Banque Central America de
I'Intigration Economique.
Ofrclal finance agencies: Credit Commercial de France; Swedish Export Credits
Guarantee Board; Swedish National Debt Office; Federal Office for Foreign
Economic Affairs, Switzerland; Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation, Federal
Republic of Germany.
Official donors: Swissaid; Australian Council for Overseas Aid; German Marshall
Fund of the United States.
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would, if completed, substantially increase the regions debt exchange
activities.

Many tropical forests are found in Latin America and their manage-
ment is of growing international concern because unsustainable forest

practices threaten to destroy much of the remaining tropical forest areas
in a few decades. An important response to these concerns was the deci-
sion taken at the 1990 Economic Summit in Houston to negotiate by 1992
an international convention, under the United Nations auspices, to pro-
tect the world's tropical forests. The G-7 leaders also advised the World

Bank and the European Community to co-operate with Brazil in the prep-
aration of a pilot plan to curtail deforestation in the Amazon. It Is possible

that the exchange mechanism will be proposed as one tool for sustainable
tropical forest management investments, since the G-7 countries have
already expressed their support for debt-for-nature exchanges.

Some countries, e.g. Brazil, have made it clear, however, that they will

not enter debt-for-nature discussions, which they see as foreign interven-
tion in national affairs. It remains to be seen whether this policy will be

continued by the new Brazilian Pre3ident, Fernando Collor de Mello, who
has initiated various environmental programmes. In addition, Brazil will
host the UN Conference on Environment and Development in June 1992,
which will focus world attention on Latin America's economic and

ecological problems and opportunities.
Several small Latin American and Caribbean countries could, through

debt-for-nature arrangements, achieve substantial environmental and

economic effects. At the same time, such countries are often least able to

take advantage of more conventional debt reduction methods. The
emphasis has frequently been on increased export of a few primary
commodities (sugar, timber, coffee, etc.). The resulting lack of economic

diversification has made it difficult for these countries to adjust to chang-
ing international economic conditions. Fluctuating world market prices
have resulted in economic instability and often in-reduced debt service

ability, as prices on many primary commodities have declined during

the 1980s. Dominica, Panama, Jamaica, Haiti, and Costa Rica are some

examples of countries belonging to this group. Debt transactions with
such countries could very well support management schemes that use a
wider range of natural resources, providing local populations with a in-

creased supply of domestic goods and services, while reducing the econ-

omic and ecological risks of having to rely on a too limited production

base. Costa Rica has already taken advantage of this possibility and
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several other countries, including Panama, Uruguay and Jamaica, are
close to establishing their own debt-for-nature programmes (Brand
1990).

The financial crises in the region call, however, for debt reduction sol-
utions that include solving the problem of bilateral debts39 . President
Bush has presented a plan for dealing with the US contribution to the
Latin American debt dilemma (US $12 billion is owed to the United
States), thereby addressing the issue of reduction of public debt, which
was excluded in the Brady initiative. The plan, which was announced on
27 June 1990, includes, besides proposals of increased flow of invest-
ment capital into the region and free-trade zones, two debt-conversion
recommendations that focus on the environment.

The first proposal suggests that environmental trusts be created into
which interest payments on US loans (restructured, concessional, official
bilateral loans) can be disbursed. The second proposition recommends
that traditional debt-for-nature swaps should be allowed using a portion
of outstanding US bilateral commercial credits under Export-Import
Bank and Commodity Credit Corporation programmes (USIS, 1990;
Herald Tribune, 26 June 1990). The interest put into the trust funds, as
well as the proceeds from the debt swaps, would be used to support long-
term environment programmes in the region. The fact that some indebted
countries have given up servicing the principal while struggling to pay
the interest, may make the proposed environmental trust funds especially
interesting, as they would allow the debtor country to pay the interest in
local currency on funds that would be used for projects in their own
country. Other creditor countries might follow, if the Bush plan comes
true, increasing the possibility for large-scale bilateral debt conversion
programmes.

Soviet Union and central and eastern Europe

Rapid political changes, and the opening up of countries in central and
eastern Europe. have revealed serious environmental degradation that

39. The total external debt of 26 Latin American and Carbbean countries, amounts to US
$ 400 billion. Out of which more than US S 300 billion is owed to commercial banks,
the rest to governments and multinational credit and development institutions.
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requires urgent and immediate action: obsolete and polluting factories
will have to be dismantled or rebuilt, rivers and forests rehabilitated, and
dumps of toxic wastes cleaned. The costs will be huge. Table 6 provides
estimates for some environmental related investments.

TABLE 6. Estimated environmental Investment nees
In some central and eastern European countries

Country/reglon Investment Coat US$ j

Eastern Europe' Cleaning up industries 200 billion
Former German Dem. Rep. Providing relatively

clean energy 20 biHion 2

Former German Dem. Rep. Cleaning up water 180 billion
and air (300 W Marks)

Poland Cieaning up 100 mdlion -
the River Vistula 15 billion

I Former Gefrnmn Oemocratc Respiuc. Pond. Czecho, osakja, and fe European pen
of N USSR

Sources Cavo 1990. SOWs I 9W

It seems likely that most countries in the central and eastern Europe,
including the USSR, will not be able (at least in the short term) to meet
these expenses without substantial external financial help. Due to im-
proved East-West relations and the fact that environmental hazards now
are beginning to be analyzed in terms of security threats (Renner 1989,
Shabecoff 1990), it might be possible to free military funds for develop-
ment and environmental investments in this region. There are, however,
differences in the extent to which different nations will be able to attract
capital from other (neighbouring) countries, the European Economic
Community, and other potential creditors, like the European Bank for
Reconstruction and Development. Table 7 gives examples on capital
transfers for the environment to central and easlem European countries
that have already been decided upon.

It is worth noting that the former German Democratic Republic and
Poland have been especially successful in attracting foreign capital for
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environment investments. The development towards a unified Germany
helps explain the major support of the Federal Republic of Germany to
the former German Democratic Republic40 . Poland and the former
German Democratic Republic also benefit from having rich neighbours,
who are concerned about reducing transboundary pollution from the East.
It will often be more cost-effective for affected countries in the West to
Invest in reduction of transboundary pollutants in old factories and

TABLE 7. Environmental aid to Eastern Europe

Irclvif Donr US $ million Purpose

Poland Denmark 70 Energy and

environmental projects

Poland Sweden 60 Environmental projects

Poland Finland 35 Environmental projects

Poland European Economic 26 8 Environmental
Community projects

Poland / Uniled Stales 40 Environmental projects.
Hungry including $13 million

spent on upgrading of
a coal fired power plant

Former German Federal Rep. 600 Environmental
Dem. Rep. of Germany clean up work

Hungry European Economic 2.4 Development of
Community Envircinmental Centre

t for Central and Eastern
Europe, in Budapest

Souce Cavi 19M. Khaff~i I990

40. The former German Democratic Republic can not only expect to receive extensive
financial support from the Federal Republic of Germany. the two governments have
also expressed the need for environmental standards to be the some by the year 2000.
The Federal Republic's environmental regulations are already (since I July. 1990)
applicable on all new industries in the former German Democratic Republic (Simons
1990).
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industries in the East rather than in their own, relatively 'clean' indus-
tries. Hungary, Romania, Yugoslavia and Czechoslovakia have so far
been less successful in attracting foreign environmental aid, compared
with Poland and the former German Democratic Republic. In addition,
the German unification, and the weakened Soviet economy, threaten to
reduce import of goods from these four countries and thereby further ag-
gravate their economic difficulties. The debt-for-nature exchange per-
formed in Poland4 1, although modest in size, could perhaps show the way
for dealing with a part of these nations' environmental expenditures, and
act as a catalyst for new-money for the environment and sustainable de-
velopment projects in this region.

International economic aid has been promised to the Soviet Union, pri-
manly because it is seen as one prerequisite for a successful transition of
the USSR economy and for consolidating stability in the region. Although
the amounts, terms and aims are not yet explicit, it is likely that the ex-
change mechanism will be proposed as one instrument through which en-
vironmental related investments can be made 42.

Africa

The African debt dilemma has not received as much attention in the media
as the Latin American debt. This is primarily because the amounts bor-
rowed by African nations are much smaller and do not endanger the sta-
bility of the international banking system. I unhermore, 80% of the Af-
rican debt is owed to bilateral or multilateral funding agencies, impl)yng
that losses on the loans will be distributed over a large number of tax-
payers. The impact of the debt on African countries is in many cases,
however, even more negative than in heavily indebted countries in other
parts of the world (llumphfrcys et at. 9O) as illustrated by 'Table 8

41. Theexchange, which was co-ordinai'd b) WWF Swcdcn and WWF-tnterna&ional, is
intended to finance the establishment and management of a new rational park in
northeastern Poland (Biebrza National Park) The esi.hange is part of a larger project
aiming at reducing pollution loads into the Vistula Rilcr Basin. Sweden is intercted
in this project particularly because the Vistula Ri'er discharges large amounts of
pollutants to the Baltic Sea.

42. The USSR is confronted with several cosil) environmcntal undertakings c.g
rehabilitation after the 1986 Chernobyl nuclear accident, improved management of
Lake Baikal with its unique fauna and flora, and restoration of the Aral Sea
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TABLE 8. Indicators of debt burdens, 1987

(US$ billions unless otherwise noled)

Highly Indebted Low Low
middle Income Income Income

indicator countries' Afrlca Asia0

Total debt, 527 72 113
official source 28% 77% 68%

Debt-serAce payments, $6.4 4.2 11.8
offial soure 33% 68% 56%

Ratio of debt to exports 357% 520% 158%
Ratio of debt to GNP 63% 104% 9%

A. AinkrA B ta, Brl, Chie. Colomboa, Costa Rca. We d'Wolre, Ecado, Jamaca.
Meico, Morocco, Nger. Peu. Phldppne, Uuguay. Venezuels, and Yugolavia.

b. Tho 34 Anvm ~vrwm who have boeu to the World Banks soft on feay, Ow
I lornaioa evelopmeot Assoc (CA),

t Banglisdesh. Sh"ia. Burma, Chra. India. Lao POR, Maldrs. Neou, Palustan, Sn Lanka.

Su ce: World Bank Deeo Repwng System, in Humphfreye al 1989

On average, the debt of low-income African countries is more than five
times larger than their annual exports (520%) and equal to their gross
national product (104%). Compared with corresponding figures for low-
income Asia (158%, 19%), the African situation is quite alarming.

Debt problems in Sub-Saharan Africa are aggravated by several inter-
nal and external factors, such as inflexible economies built on export of
price sensitive primary products, low export growth rate, falling market
shares. import reliant industries, high population growth rate, inadequate
policies, and soft bureaucracies. Reduced capital flows to, and invest-
ment rates in, Sub-Saharan Africa are major obstacles for a continent con-
fronted with environmental problems (e.g. deforestation, soil erosion,
and desertification) which require more or less immediate, large-scale in-
vestments.

Sub-Saharan nations, however, have profited from regular as well as
more special measures to help reduce their debt problem. These measures
Include rescheduling of repayments, cancellations of concessional debt,
and increased concessional credits (Humphfreys et al. 1989). France,
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Federal Republic of Gennany. Netherlands, United Kingdom and the
United States belong to the group of creditors that have announced such
measures. The US Government decided in June 1989 to write-off some
US $1 billion in official development loans of sixteen Sub-Saharan coun-
tries, provided that they agree to adopt structural adjustment programmes
as suggested by the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund
(Feldmann 1989). France has, in principle, decided to write off all its
public debt to the least developed African nations, and to reduce the in-
terest rate to 5% on credits given to middle-income Sub-Saharan coun-
tries (Pelletler 1990). These debt reductions are in line with the Toronto
agreement, which provides public creditors with a menu on how to lower

43debt service payments
Neither the American nor the French programmes have linked debt re-

duction with environmental actions. Such agreements would in many
cases be both possible and desirable and could provide substantial sup-
port for the environment44 . This has already happened in an agreement
between the Federal Republic of Germany and Kenya, where the German
government wrote off a DM 850 million loan in exchange for a Kenyan
commitment to spend a percentage of this amount (i.e. DM 8.5 million)
on restoration of overgrazed land (Swaps, June 1989, page II). The US
Environmental Protection Agency (EA) Administrator William K.
Reilly emphasizes that this option not should be overlooked by creditor
governments planning debt reduction programmes;

"...when forgiving debt, for heaven's sake gel something for it. Many develo-
ping nations would happily increase their local currency expenditures on re-
forestation, Park protection. wildlife conservation and pollution control in
return for some write down of debt" (Reilly 1990).

Debt-for-nature exchanges using commercial African debts have so far
been performed in Madagascar and Zambia (see Annex 2). The outlook
for debt-for-nature exchanges is probably good, although only a minor
part of Africa's debt is owed to private institutions. What might Possibly
reduce the potential, however, is the evolution of political events in

43. The 1988 Economic Summit in Toronto adopted a menu consisting of three major
options open for creditor governments participating in the Paris Club: A. Partial
write-off; b. Longer terms; c. Lower interest rates.

44. African nations which ire members of the Communaut6 Financitrc Africaime (CFA)
need the French Treasury's authorization before entering debt-for-nature exclao.,g:s.
However, the French government has not argued against countries in the CFA tw.
exploit the debt conversion instrument (Tammes. 1990).
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Eastern and Central Europe. The opening up of the Eastern block has led
to increased concern among African leaders that foreign investment, and
aid capital, will be directed away from the African continent in favour of
Europe and the USSR. Although several Western governments have de-
clared that they will not divert funds away from Africa, there is no guar-
antee that such promises will be kept. The competition of private capital
flows will likely also be harder, and threatens to reduce already margi-
nal private investments in the region even further. It is also possible that
environmental problems now coming to light in Eastern Europe might at-
tract the attention of the international environment movement and shift
some of its activities from Africa to Europe. One can only speculate on
what effects such changes might have for debt exchange activities in
Africa.

On the other hand, since debt forgiveness does not necessarily require
any new money (it rather consists of the reallocation of an external debtor
obligation to an internal commitment), these threats might not be too seri-
ous. Furthermore, decreased capital flows to Africa would lead to re-
duced debt servicing ability, and thereby lower debt prices, as well as to
potentially accelerated environmental degradation. These are two factors
that would attract conservation investors. It seems reasonable, therefore,
to conclude that we can also expect more debt-for-nature exchanges in
Africa in the future.

Time horizons

It is important to emphasize that the prevailing situation favouring debt-

for-nature exchanges is likely time-limited. Two scenarios that could
change the situation might be envisaged.

First, the Brady Plan turns out to be successful, and large-scale debt
reductions result in reduced supply of commercial debts in the second-
hand debt market. Debtor governments might also be lc-ss interested in
participating in any debt conversion discussion as they might believe that
their debt can be cancelled without any compensation at all. Alternative-
ly. debt prices might rise in the second-hand debt market, if the debtors
service the remaining debt, thereby reducing the investors incentive to
perform future exchanges;
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Second, the Brady Plan fails and the debt crises gets worse, making it
impossible for the most indebted countries to service their debts at all. A
general (co-ordinated) default could then rapidly make the debts
practically valueless, leaving the debt owner without any negotiation
potential left.

The time available for making debt-for-nature exchanges might, there-
fore, be quickly running out. Furthermore, the fact that ongoing deterior-
ation of the environment includes significant irreversible events (e.g. loss
of species and genetic diversity) should also be considered in this con-
text. This would be of little importance if the problems of the debt burden,
lack of investment capital, and accelerating environmental degradation,
are alleviated more efficiently through some other mechanism(s).
However, few, if any, means of decreasing these problems, with the same
potential of benefitting all actors involved, have so far been suggested.
This implies that the international community should perhaps be more

active In initiating debt-for-nature co-operation, before its potential has
vanished.
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DEBT-FOR-BIOSPHERE RESERVE
MANAGEMENT INVESTMENT
FUND: A PROPOSAL

The debt-for-nature case studies that are presented in this digest indicate
that biosphere reserves frequently have been targets for swap capital.
There is no evidence that biosphere reserves, in the near future, will lose
this function. On the contrary, due to the emphasis of biosphere reserves
on sustainable development, they are likely to receive increased financial
support (see Annex I on the biosphere reserve concept). This is both time-
ly and desirable, given that increased management funds are important
for the continued successful implementation of the biosphere reserve con-
cept in many countries.,

We therefore end this digest by outlining a proposal for the estab-
lishment of a debt-for-biosphere reserve management investment fund,
which could be administered by the Unesco MAB Secretariat.

Objctive

The Fund's general objectives would include:
@ Finance establishment of biosphere reserves;
* Attract additional financial resources for biosphere reserve manage-

ment;
* Facilitate debt-for-nature exchanges in biosphere reserv,.s;
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0 Collecting and communicating experiences in debt-for-nature
exchanges;

9 Strengthen regional and intra-regional biosphere reserve networks;
0 Encourage dialogue between donors, banks, governments, and envi-

ronmental organizations on sustainable development financing.
The fund would not only be open for capital going into traditional con-
servation projects, but for a wide range of activities in connection with a
reserve. New reserves are being set up in several countries, requiring
capital for planning and implementation. Among the possible activities
that could be supported in core, buffer, and transition areas, in already
established reserves, mention might be made of scientific and soclo-econ-
omic research, agroforestry projects, natural history oriented tourism de-
velopment, transfer of sustainable technology (such as renewable energy
equipment), training, infrastructure improvements, institution building,
micro-enterprise development, health care, and population programmes.
Such debt exchange diversification is now frequently recommended by
both donors, investors, as well as debtor governments.

It is not the objective of this digest, however, to provide detailed in-
formation on specific projects that would be eligible for fund support, as
the negotiation character of the debt-for-nature exchanges process makes

elaborate discussion on potential future programme activities somewhat
intricate.

Organization

The MAB Secretariat could function as a co-ordinator for debt-for-man-
agement investment negotiations and for directing capital into biosphere
reserve management projects identified by interested governments, MAB
National Committees and local NGOs in different parts of the world (see
Figure 6). Close links could be established with the finance sector, as debt

exchange transactions arc too complicated to be managed successfully
without professional finance partners. More detailed organizational de-
sign is a matter for further negotiation and consultation among the parties
concerned.
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Figure 6: The functioning of an International Debt-for-Biosphere Reserve
Management Investment Fund
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Cooperatlon

It Is also envisaged that the fund could be used in debt exchange pro-
grammes initiated by other conservation investors in cases where the ob-
jective of such programmes converges with those of MAB. Voluntary
debt-for-nature investor co-operation may be interesting since it can re-
duce the transactions costs, and allows investors to share comparative or-
ganizational advantages and institutional capacities as well as contacts
established with debtor governments.

Execution of large swap programmes will, due to the amount of capi-
tal needed to undertake such investments, and due to the fact that debtor
governments may prefer to endorse programmes with broad swap menus,
in fact require that several investors co-operate in pooling arrangements.
Debtor governments may also restrict the amount any single investor may
exchange within a given swap programme (which is the case in Ecuador's
US $50 million swap programme where each investor may exchange up
to US $5 million) so as to ensure diversity in investments and to minimize
the risk of inefficient spending of swap proceeds on activities where local
executing agencies may be inadequate. Sovereignty considerations may
also call for multi-investor programmes.

Co-ordination in programme planning and implementation may fur-
thermore amplify the positive effects produced by the programmes in the
debtor country. It is possible that the swap mechanism may provide,
through its negotiation process, the debtor government with a stronger
programme co-ordination position than what traditionally might be the
case. For these reasons it is foreseen that the MAB debt exchange fund
might rather actively seek partners in debt exchange co-operation.

Financing

The fund would finance its activities using regular MAB sources as well
as inputs and contributions from external sources. These could include
bilateral and multilateral specialized agencies, development banks.
private donors, and commercial banks.
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ANNEX 1

The Biosper Reserve Concept

The International Co-ordinating Council that guides Unesco's Man and
the Biosphere (MAB) Programme introduced the biosphere reserve con-
cept in the early 1970s. The goal was to establish a series of protected
areas, linked together by a co-ordinated international network, with the
objective of demonstrating the benefits of conservation to the society and
the development process. This goal was to be achieved by emphasizing
the combination of different biosphere reserve management components,
such as scientific research, environmental education, training, environ-
mental monitoring and local participation (sustainable human activities).
Multiple use and zoning of the reserve into different areas are central to
the concept (see Figure 7). The first biosphere reserves were designated
in 1976. By mid-1990, a total of 283 reserves (located in seventy-two
countries) had been established, covering an area of approximately
1,500.000 km2 . The major characteristics of biosphere reserves are
outlined in Box 3.

The MAB Council launched an Action Plan in 1984, to guide the im-
plementation of the biosphere reserve concept. It spells out nine broad
objectives and thirty-five specific actions, which together form three
major thrusts: Improving and expanding the network; using the network
as permanent sites for research and monitoring; and maldng conservation
in biosphere reserves socially acceptable by combining conservation with
development and emphasizing the participation of local people. In 1988
the MAB Council, underlined that debt-for-nature exchanges should be
considered because of their potential in bringing additional financial
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resources into biosphere reserve management, which were seen as
Important for the future success of the programme.
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Box 3: Characteristics
of Biosphere Reserves

1. Biosphere reserves are protected
areas of representative terrestrial
and coastal environments which
have been internationally recog-
nixed for their value in conservation
and in providing scientific knowl-
edge, skills and human values to sup-
port sustainable development.

2. Biosphere reserves are united to
form a world-wide network which
facilitates sharing of information
relevant to the conservation and
management of natural and managed
ecosystems.

3. Each biosphere reserve includes rep-
resentative examples of natural or
minimally disturbed ecosystems
(core areas) within one of the
world's biogeographical provinces;
and as many of the following types
of areas as possible:

(a) centres of endemism and of
genetic richness or unique natural
features of exceptional scientific in-
terest (which may be part or all of the
core area);

(b) areas suitable for experimental
manipulation to develop, assess and
demonstrate methods for sustainable
development;

(c) examples of harmonious land-
scapes resulting from traditional pat-
terns of land use;

(d) examples of modified or de-
graded ecosystems that are suitable
for restoration to natural or near
natural conditions.

Collectively, above mentioned areas
provide the framework for carrying
out the scientific and management
functions of biosphere reserves.

4. Each biosphere reserve should be
large enough to be an effective con-
servation unit. and have value as a
bench-mark for measurements of
long-term changes in the biosphere.

5. Biosphere reserve should provide
opportunities for ecological re-
search, education, demonstration
and training.

6. The 'buffer zone' may consist of any
one or some combinadon of (i) to
(iv) of (c) above, which are areas
suitable or used for research pur-
poses. In addition, the 'buffer zone'
may also include a larger area which
may be undelineated but where ef-
forts are made to develop co-opera-
tive activities which ensure that uses
are managed in a manner compatible
with the conservation and research
functions of the other areas of the
reserve cited in (c) above. This
multiple-use area may contain a var-
iety of agricultural activities, settle-
ments and other uses and may vary
in space and time, thus forming an
.area of co-operation' or 'zone of
influence'.

7. Biosphere reserves must have adequ-
ate long-term legislative, regulatory
or institutional protection. Bio-
sphere reserves may coincide with or

incorporate existing or proposed
protected areas, such as national

U U
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parks or protected research sites.
This ia because some of these pro-
teted areas re often the best exam-
plea of the natural unaltered land-
scape or because they constitute
suitable areas for carrying out the
various functions of biosphere reser-
ves.

S. People should be considered as part
of a biosphere reserve. Because they
are an essential component of the
landscape and their activities are fun-
damental for its long-term conserva-
tion and compatible use. People and

their activities are not excluded from
a biosphere reserve; rather they are
encouraged to participate in its man-
agement in order to ensure a stronger
social acceptance of conservation ac-
tivities.

9. Normally. their is no need for
changes in land-holding or regula-
tion following the designation of a
biosphere reserve except where
changes are required to ensure the
strict protection of the core area or of
specific research sites.

Source: Nature and Resources, No. 4, October - December 1984.
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ANNEX 2

Summary of established debt-for-nature agreements

The debt-for-nature programmes that have been established as of mid
1990 are listed and summarized in Tables A and B (Dogsd 1990). Added
together, the exchange sums agreed upon amount to more than US $300
million face value of debt, of which US $96.01 million already has been
exchanged for a total of US $58.16 million in conservation funds (not
considering interest paid on the bonds nor inflation or foreign exchange
rates that influence the real value of the funds) - an average redemption
price of 61% of the face value ($58.16 million /$96.01 million). The total
investment cost (the cost of buying the debt) was US $15.42 million
(some debts were donated). The secondary debt market price ranged from
11.9 to 51.3 cents on the dollar, with an average of 16.1 cents ($15.42
million / $96.01 million). The aggregated financial incentive to the con-
servation investors I is US $42.74 million, which implies that they re-
ceived 3.76 dollar in conservation bonds for each dollar invested In debts.
The financial incentive to the debtors totals US $37.85 million ($96.01
million - $58.16 million).

1. Acronyms used in Table 2a
CIs Conservation International
IFESH= Inerrnational Foundation for Education and Self.Help
INBIO= National Biodiversity Institute of Costa Rica
MEG= Missouri Botanical Garden
NPF= National Parks Foundation of Costa Rica
PRCT= Punto Rican Conservation Trut
TNC= The Nature Conservancy
UNICEF= United Nations International Children's Fund
USAID, United States Agency for International Development
WWF.Int- Word Wide Fund For Nature-International
WWF.US= World Wildlife Fund of the United States
NA.= Information not available to the author
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Frank Wooden The US $650,000 debt was cancelled in exchange or ul legal protection
Foundation et the Seni Biosphere Reserve and a 8250.000 management W in lIO

currency. The Bolivian government also agreed to establish lour buffe
zones in cowcion with the Bent Biosphere Reserve (ret: Conservation
International 1987. Conseation International 1989).

TNC. WWF.US.P"v charitable
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Harbon Bankers
Foundation Trust

The programme win proposed by the Costa Rican Ministry of Natural
Resources, Energy and Mirnm, and was approved by the Central Bank h,
August 1987. Donations from various donors were given directly the
National Park Foundation which purchased the debt and exchanged it 11r
monetary stabzabon bonds, with maturation periods of up to six years
paying an average interest rae of 26%. The goal of the programme is to
fund conservation, environmental education, ecological tourism.
sustainable forestry and land purchases (ref: Uiaa Ouesada 199).

Fwndaoi6n Natura signed the agreement with the Ecuador government
under wh ch Fundao6n Nature was authorized to exch"ae $10 million in
debt for monetary stabilization bonds denominated in sucres. In December
1967. WWF-US reached an agreement with the foundation to provide
f narc,al support and to arar.. , for purchase of te debt. WWF-US bought
the first mill:on of debt in March 1986. The interest payable on the bOnds
is used by Fundacoin Natura in connection with the maitenarce and
conservation of Ecudaos national parks The interest rate was 31% the
first year and is thereafter ied to the interest paid by Ecuador's five largest
baks The bonds mature in nir years The princpal will become an
endowment for Fundac,0n Natura

The second part of the programme was executed in early 1989 by
iWF-US and the Nature Conservancy. The bonds received in exchange

for US $9 million of debt pay interest every six months (the rate is set as
on the tirst bonds) and the prncipal is amortized in seven years. staying in
1990 Income from the bonds will be irested by Fundac3in Nature in
management and conservation programmes in protected areas (ret: World
Widlife Fund 1987. World Wildlife Fund 1 98a. Nature Conservancy 1989)

The primary objective of was reforestation operations and suslanable
development activities in co-operation with vanous local interest groups
like peasant organizations and co-operabvies. The allocation of the interest
payments (4 year maturation and 15% interest rate) is determined by the
Costa Rican Minstnes of Natural Resources and Planning in consultation
with the Dutch Government (ret. Umaa Oussada, 1989).

The US $2 million swap p&cMgo was developed by the Phlippne
government WWF-US and the Haribon Foundation. The first exchange
foowing the agreement was made by WWF.US exch"nng US $390,000
in debt for funds contributing to implementation of a conservation strategy.
protected area management strengthening of conservation groups, and
training (rot. World Wildlife Fund 1981).
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The Nature Conservaricy bought the debts from the American Express
Company and te sold them to the National Parks Foundation fou l
cents on the dollar. The bonds pay an intereil rate of 15% an will mature
in four years. The income wil help build up the National Biodivrsiy
Insitue. support NPF and the Neotopian Foundation, protection of
endangered species, and management of natn parks
(rot: Uma Omsada 198M).

Debt-or-develoment swap: Midland Bank donated US $8.000 of
Sudanese bians to UNICEF which had a deal with the Sudanese
government that local money, in exchange lr tN bans. would be spent
in provding water wells with hand-pumps in ten villages
(tel. The Economst 1987).

The swap proceeds will be used lor expansion and protection of
(uanacass National Park. The bonds matue in four years an pay an
interest rate near 15% (ref Urra~a Ouesada 16),

This three year programme (which could be classified as a
deobl-for-developnent programme) adopted :n 1969 allows tat US $15
million face value of debt is exchanged per year for conservation,
eO ti n and mco-enterpriMss projects Costa Rrc's Nabona Parks
Foundation exchanged in April 1989 US $10.15 million face value dets
lor conservation bonds US $5 million were swapped for 20 years local
currency bonds with 8% annual intet rate at 100% face value. These
incomes will be used mainly for land compensations in La Amnstad
Biosphor ReFe The WWFl-kterratonal donaboi (US$ 100.000),
administered by WWF-US. wif be us as a management endowment o
La Amistad

The second prt of teo deal. US $5 75 million, were exchanged lw dot
denomnated 20 year bonds with 3% interest and 0% lace value, the
income from whch wll support the Natonal Bodiversity Institute of Costa
Rica rat Umaka Ouesada I9M. Jamzen 190)

Amirican Express Peru adopted a det ft-development law in July 1989 The law proves a
framework for debt-exchanges for various actviltes micro-enteiprimss.
nuintin, health, fa.nly planning. conservation, education, agricolral
development and hstonc preservation Amencan Express donated US SS
million in Peruvian debt paper for the list projects approved (but so far not
executed) under the programme, which includes training actities and
teaching lor the very poor (Lagnappe Letter 1989).

US-AI Using Me offial exchange rate, the debt wil be exchanged for local cash.
US-AJID will cover up to US $1 mittin of the costs and provde US
$300000 fo hard currency expenditures in relation to the swap
agreement Ths agreement ans at supporting conservation work bilt on
oducaon. sustanabe development methods, and conservation, in priority
projected areas WWF-US plans to exchange the remaining US $900,000
under the agreement before 1992 (rt World Wiltdfe Fund IM89b).
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11111. hsk91rde DOMie aloa

NMI Sank Anonymous Sass The debts were exchanged Io& local currency which will be used lot
donor conservation and management of wetands, education programmes,

suppor to local oonswrvati insttutions, alleviabon of soil erosion, and
protection of rhino and elephant populations (refx World Wide Fund For
Nature 199).
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n.A I'S Dank n.a
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n a na

PRONATURA Mo-First
Fund Bouton
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The government ot Ecuador approved in Octobr I a US SW million
d exchange programme. The Cenal Banke wilt ow thit commercial
Ecusdorim debt be exchanged (50% of face value) for monary
stabzation bonds paying interest in loc currency, to support social.
cultural, env onmental,. and educon progrmes. The Ecuadoria swap
programme has. tieretore, expended beyond debl-tor-nakure into
det .lo.evelopment 1T Govenment agreed in Februay1990 hat ie
Rotary Club may buy and exchand e debt (US $5 miion, which is fhe
maximum amount allowed per invtior) for financing of a malaria
eradication programme (re: Junta Montaa dl Ecuador 1989).

The exchange was set up as a fSrst experimental exercise in what is hoped
to be a large-scale Swedis-Polish project'aiming at cleaning up the Rive
Vistu The reveiu from the excha ge will support the development of
Debriz National Park.

Argentina's National Develoment Dank (DANADE) approved that up 1o
US $60 million in debt is exchanged 0icr special BANADE consevation
bonds, paying interest ether in US dollars or local currency (depending on
project needs). The bonds wil benefit two national ecological groups: te
Lorenzo Parodi Foundation (US $30 million and he Neuquin Foundation
(US $3 milton). Programmes envisaged include watmshed protection
and management of national parts and reserved areas (ret: Orme l%90).

The PRONATURA Fvnd, which costs o t I of the Dominican Republic'i
conservaton and development groups, reached an agreement with fie
Central Dank under which within tour years up to US S8 milton of the
country's external debt may be exchanged, at 100% face value, for
conservation projects. The US $80 million represents 10% o1 the
Dominican Republ's commercial debt. The first exchange under the
programme of US 152,000 (funded b the Conservation Trust of Puero
Roo) will support four conservation projects developed by the Nature
Conservancy and PRONATURA which also administrates the proceeds
(ref. Ofme I990, Nature Conservancy 1990).

The Government of Madagascar has agreed that Conservation
Internatal exchanges US $5 million of the nation commercial bank
deb and trade credits, at 100% face value, over the next five years.
The swap proceeds may be deposited in prvale Malagasy b nks as
an endowment fund paying interest in oc currency. The fund
is intended to support conservation activities, including inventories
of endangered spaces, environmental, and education programmes
(ref. New York Times 1990).

Goveirwart
of Zanbia in

raeidtion
with WWF.
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Table B. Total debt-for-nature volumes

Toa - o lmom wa e S dat" (US $ dIks)
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79.25 34.25

0.58 79.42

10.00 50.00

0.00 60.00
0.00 0.00-

20.00
2.10 5.90
2.27 0.00

0.39 1.61
0.80 0.00
0.5 0.00
0.05 0.00

Total must
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42.33

0.58

10.00

0.00
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2.10

2.27

0.39
0.80
0.25
0.05

coma Rica

Republic
Ecuador
Agentina
Peru

Madagascar
Zambia
Philnes
Sudan
Bolivia
Poland

ENOIwu

113.50
80.00
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I0.00-

20.00

8.00
2.27

2.00
0.80
0.65'

0.05

Sor OoSg 1990.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF CARLOS E. QUINTELA

Mr. Chairman, members of the Committee, I am very pleased to be here today
and to have the opportunity to share with you my thoughts on debt, the environ.
ment, and on how Bolivia's debt swap programs will be used to advance our efforts
to implement the Bolivian environmental program.

My name is Carlos E. Quintela and I am the Executive Director of Bolivia's Na-
tional Environmental Trust Fund (the Fund). The Fund was created by Supreme
Decree in December of 1990 to be the principal agency responsible for raising and
managing funds for conservation and sustainable development programs, tracking
the progress or each project funded, and reporting to the donor organizations. In ad-
dition to direct grants and investments from bilateral, multilateral, and private
agencies, the Fund is actively pursuing debt swaps as important mechanisms to alle-
viate the burden of Bolivia s external debt and to fund priority conservation and
sustainable development projects.

SUMMARY

Debt-for-nature swaps-in the broadest sense of the term-have attracted more
attention because of the novelty of the procedure than because of the amounts that
they have made available for conservation and sustainable development. Even
though these transactions have contributed to expand the financial resource base
for environmental projects their impact on the debt situation has been minimal.
The most important contribution of the debt swaps has been the creation of a pre-
dictable, stable income stream for natural resource management, sustainable devel-
opment, and related activities.

Debt swaps have sparked the need to establish environmental funds like Bolivia's
National Environmental Trust Fund. These funds are being created to expand the
financial resources available for environmental projects, through grants and other
means in addition to debt swaps. These funds are also becoming important tools in
the definition of major programs aimed at meeting the most critical environmental
needs of developing nations, which are no longer perceived as mere abstractions, but
as real problems that need immediate attention. Initiatives like the Pausa E&olgica
signed into effect by Bolivia's President Jaime Paz Zamora in January of 1990, are
the best indication -that Latin American countries are looking for better ways to go
about the business of providing for the needs of their people. Too much is being
lost- irreparably lost-for the sake of short term benefits.

The Enterprise for the Americas Initiative is significant because it aims at reduc-
ing the burden placed on debtor countries to service their bilateral debt with the
United States at the same time that it makes available local currency funds for con-
servation and sustainable development projects. We are encouraged by the US Con-
gress' approval of legislation that authorizes the President of the United States to
negotiate the reduction of PL-4SO debt and to allow the interest on the restructured
debt to be paid in local currency into national environmental funds. We hope that
similar legislation dealing with USAID and non-concessional debts is approved this
year.

LINKAGE BETWEEN DEBT AND POVERTY

It is very difficult, if not impossible, to ignore the direct connection that exists
between debt and poverty. Virtually every developing nation has shown a decrease
in the quality of life with an increase in the service of their external debt. Although
correlation does not imply causation, in the case of debt and poverty there is a defi-
nite cause-and-effect relationship. Countries burdened with external debt obligations
are having to make very difficult choices which invariably result in a severe decline
in the standard of living of the population. Developing countries are going through
one of the worst periods in the world's history. This period has been called the lost
eighties because with the failing economies of many developing nations the socio-
economic indicators (e.g., mortality rates, per capita income, and others) have shown
a significant decline. Debt has unquestionably played a significant role in making a
bad situation worse.

I would like to show you some numbers, using Bolivia as an example, which will
illustrate the effect external debt is having in one country's economy.

The structure of Bolivia's external debt is rather different from that of other
countries, in that the most important components of the total external debt are the
bilateral-and the multilateral debts, which account for 48% and 44%, respectively.
Commercial debt accounts for less than 6%. Bolivia's total external debt obligations
(US$3.4 billion) is rather sniall b most standards. However, when we put it in a
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macroeconomic context it is clear the impact that it has on the national economy
and the quality of life of the Bolivian people:

* The public sector debt represents approximately 80% of the GDP.
* It takes 5% of the GDP and 30% of the exports to service the total external

debt.
* While the per capita income stands at US$580, the per capita debt at the end of

1989 was US$590.
* At the current interest rates, the service of the external debt implies a signifi-

cant reduction in the per capita consumption to levels lower than in the 1970s.

These statistics are true even after significant debt reduction has been accom-
pished. Bolivia's commercial debt reduction program has retired to date well over
70% of the 1987 commercial debt. Bilateral debt reduction transactions have elimi-
nated close to one billion dollars of Bolivia's external obligations with Argentina
and Brazil, and with other countries in the context of the Club of Paris. In addition
to the above-mentioned debt reduction transactions, Bolivia has been granted the
Toronto Treatment terms on the balance which has reduced significantly the service
of the external debt.

Bolivia has been left with few options but to be creative and find ways to reduce
the cost of servicing the external debt or to allow poverty to continue to take its toll.
The success in Bolivia's debt reduction efforts, however great compared to those of
other countries, is still not enough. Further reduction in the external debt remains
an essential pre-requisite for the improvement of the socio-economic indicators,
which continue to place Bolivia among the poorest nations in the hemisphere.

UNKAGE BETWEEN POVERTY AND THE ENVIRONMENT

The relationship between poverty and environmental degradation needs no elabo-
rate explanation. It has been clearly demonstrated that in places where extreme
poverty forces the people to overexploit the resources, the damage can be so deep.
that the cost of bringing those lands back into production would be much greater
than the cost of having used the resources sustainably. Unfortunately. the nations
that have suffered poverty-induced environmental catastrophes did not have the re-
sources to manage and ensure the sustainable use of the resources then, nor do they
have the financial means to restore the degraded environments now. Those nations
are faced with the reality of dwindling resources, increased dependency on foreign
aid, and what is worse, with a chronic decline in the standard of living of the most
neediest segments of the population. Tropical nations, which have most of the bio-
logical diversity of the planet. also have the most serious cases of poverty-induced
environmental degradation.

Slash-and-burn practices have been frequently used to illustrate the gross mis-
management of tropical forests. Although the factors that act to perpetuate this
practice are many, there is one question that still finds no practical answers: what
is a poor farmer to do. Again I would like ., use Bolivia as an example that may
help us visualize the problem better.
In 1985 the Bolivian government initiated what has been the longest running and

harshest economic recovery program in latin America. The objective was to signifi-
cantly reduce inflation which was at 28,000% a year. and to instate market-oriented
reforms. In the process, which also coincided with a signif.'ant drop in the price of
tin, Bolivia's main export for over three decades. 60,04)0 workers were laid off, rais-
ing the unemployment rate by over 3%. Some were given an opportunity to restart
in other regions with support from the government, but the majority were not so
lucky. Programs like the multi-million dollar Social Emergency Fund were initiated
to help improve the situation. But all the efforts to minimize the social impact of
the reforms were not sufficient to prevent thousands of people from moving from
the highland to the lowlands in search of ways to survive. Many went into planting
coca in the lower montane regions of Bolivia. Others went into the Department of
Santa Cruz and started the slash-and-burn cycle. But, whether the crop was coca,
coffee, or rice, the effect was the same. A process was started that further reinforced
the existing trend of non-sustainable resource use and was aggravated by hunger
and nreed. This trend continues today. There is less coca being planted, but there are
no fewer peasants that must cut a new patch of forest to make a living.

DEBT SWAPS: IMPERFECT PAST AND PROMISING FUTURE

The term debt-for-nature swaps refers to a particular type of transaction that in-
volves the exchange of debt titles for local currency bonds or cash for conservation
and sustainable development projects. The great promise of this type of transaction
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is that it can help reduce the external debt of developing nations while it creates a
predictable and stable income stream for natural resource management, sustainable
development, and related activities. At the same time that we realize the potential
of this mechanism we must not overlook the all important fact that the results of
any debt swap will only be as good as the programs that they support.

The first debt-for-nature swap was done in Bolivia. In the most general terms the
transaction involved the exchange of US$650,000 of Bolivia commercial debt, pur-
chased for US$100,000 by a foreign non-government organization, in exchange for
the agreement by the Government of Bolivia, among other things, to create an en-
dowment of US$250,000 for the management of the Beni Biosphere Reserve. In prin-
ciple the idea was good but it had several flaws which have been corrected in subse-
quent transactions in many other countries. Perhaps the most significant mistake
made was that the Bolivian implementing organization-the Beni Biosphere Re-
serve project of the National Academy of Sciences-and the other Bolivian organiza-
tions already working in the area were not part of the transaction and played no
role in its development until the transaction was completed. From this point on the
Bolivian debt swap encountered a series of obstacles originating from the fact that
national institutions and indigenous peoples were excluded from the debt swap proc-
ess.

In spite of all the problems, the contribution of the Bolivian transaction was to
get the ball rolling and to point out some of the pitfalls of the mechanism. Since
then there have been at least ii transactions in 8 countries which have resulted in
the exchange of approximately US$100 million in debt titles for US$60 million in
local currency funds for the environment. The impact has been unquestionably posi-
tive. However, debt-for-nature swaps are no longer viewed as ad hoc transactions to
support isolated projects. They are being integrated as an element of more complex
and substantial fundraising efforts on the part of the governments of many develop-
ing nations. I am pleased to say that once again Bolivia, with the creation of the
National Environmental Trust Pund, is a leader in this process.

BOI.vIA's NATIONAL FNVIRONM:NTAI. TRUST FUND

The establishment of Bolivia's National Environmental Trust Fund was not an
isolated event. It is the result of the unwavering commitment to the environment of
President Jaime Paz Zamora and his administration, who, in January of 1990, de-
clared a truct, on nature, and signed into effect the Pausa Ecolgica (Pause for the
Environment). The Pausa Eol6gica. calls for a new vision of economic development,
sustainable and in harmony with the environment. This significant step is Bolivia's
way of facing the global challenge of protecting the environment for Bolivians and
for the rest of the world.

The Fund was created, and is now, operating with support from USAID, to grasp
the opportunities that have been developed to expand the financial resources avail-
able for environmental projects ie.g. Enterprise for the Americas Initiative, Global
Environment Facility, commercial and bilateral debt swaps) and to be the principal
agency responsible for the implementation of the Pausa Ecol6gica. In addition to
raising monies, the Fund is responsible for tracking the progress of each project
funded and for reporting to the donor organizations. One other important objective
of the Fund is to provide technical assistance in the design, implementation, evalua-
tion and financial management of conservation and sustainable development
projects to the organizations-public and private-that participate in the programs
of the Pausa Ecologica.

The importance given to the Fund and the programs that it supports has been
made clear by its position within the government structure and the composition of
its board. As "its Executive Director I report directly to the President of the Republic
and to a board of directors that includes, on the government side, the Secretary
General of the Environment, and the Ministers of Agriculture and Peasant Affairs,
Planning and Coordination, and Finance; and, on the private side, the Liga para la
Iiefensa del Medio Ambiente (LIDEMA)-a coalition of conservation organizations-,
the Fundacion Amigos de /a Naturaleza (FAN)-the principal implementing organi-
zation of the USAID funded Parks in Peril Program-, and the Confederaci6n de
Indigenas del Oriente Bolitiano (CIDOB -the confederation of indigenous organiza-
tions of the eastern lowlands.

The Fund has been designed to allow for the greatest flexibility and accountabil-
ity in the management of the monies raised. For each donation of debt or cash, the
Fund will open an account which will have its own administrative board. These
boards will be composed of representatives from the donor countries and organiza-
tions, from the executing agencies (government and non-government), from the Sec-
retariat General of the Environment, and from the Fund. One important character-
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istic of the Fund is that it allows for the participation of many donor nations and
organizations with all the assurances that the programs supported by the Fund
would advance in a coordinated fashion and that the different accounts would be
managed separately, with the complete participation of the donor and implementing
organizations.

Trust funds, similar to the Bolivian National Environmental Trust Fund, are
being created in many-countries. These funds have specific characteristics to meet
their national needs. Many of them managed by mixed boards composed of govern-
ment agencies and private organizations. Among other countries that have created
such funds or that are making progress in this direction are Costa Rica, the Domini-
can Republic, Ecuador, Jamaica, Panama, Paraguay, Argentina, El Salvador, Mada-
gascar, and Bhutan. What is important about these funds is that, although they
may intend to use debt swaps as an important source of funding, most are being
structured to insure that they can accept funds from a variety of sources including
grants from international and domestic. private and public organizations.

LA PAUSA ECOLOGICAL: THE FIRST STEP IN THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE BOLIVIAN
ENVIRONMENTAL PROGRAM

What lends credibility to the Bolivian efforts, however, is not just the innovative
ways that we have found to make debt swaps work for us or the structure of our
National Environmental Trust Fund. It is instead that these financial mechanisms
will come to support a well defined and comprehensive environmental program.

In order to adequately address Bolivia's environmental needs it was first neces-
sary to make profound changes in the institutional framework that supported these
activities. These changes resulted in the creation of the Secretariat General of the
Environment and the Fund. Environmental planning was the first and most daunt-
ing challenged faced by the Secretariat, which, with support from USAID. designed
the environmental action plan as a process. not as a one-time document. This envi-
ronmental action plan will set the guidelines for every aspect related to the environ-
ment (e.g. sustainable development activities, pollution control, research, education,
and the conservation of biodiversitvyi. But, the most important outcome of this proc-
ess will be the insertion of environmental considerations in the national develop-
ment plans and strategies. The environmental action plan will be the most impor-
tant tool for the Fund. It will be the instrument that will chart the course of what
needs to get done in order to accomplish the primary objective of the Pausa Ecol)
gica. to make this new vision of development, sustainable and in harmony with the
environment, a reality.

While the planningprocess gets started and a framework environmental law-
another project being done with the support of USA[D-is discussed and approved
in the Bolivian Congress, there is the need to initiate actions that will have immedi-
ate results in the field and will develop the capacity of government and private or-
ganizations to carry out conservation and sustainable development projects. These
objectives will be met by implementing five priority programs aimed at securing the
conservation and sustainable use of natural resources and two others directed at
minimizing the impact of development projects and reducing pollution:

0 Sustainable use of renewable natural resources
This program of the Pausa Ecologica seeks to promote the protection and manage-

ment of species and ecosystems for productive purposes. The renewable natural re-
sources of Bolivia represent the economic future of the country. Bolivia is gradually
abandoning an economy dependent on mining to enter a new stage, where the natu-
ral renewable resources will play a critical role in the national economy. Timber,
for instance, represents a significant percentage of the income for the export of agri-
cultural and forestry products. The adequate management of the forests will enable
the maintenance ani expansion of the timber production in a sustainable way.

In addition to timber, there are numerous products whose sustainable use could
benefit significatively the indigenous and peasant communities. Among them, there
is rubber and Brazil nuts, which, with a relatively small investment, could turn the
forests of northern Bolivia into significant sources of income to a large proportion
for the inhabitants of the region. A great variety of other native products, whose
applications and markets have not yet been explored could offer similar opportuni-
ties.

9 Integrated watershed management
The protection, restoration, and management of watersheds are vital elements in

the process of economic development and environmental protection. Through this
program, the Pvusa Ecolbgica seeks to maintain the integrity of rivers and streams
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for the purpose of conserving and sustainably using the species and ecosystems asso-
ciated with them. One of the first priorities is to continue controlling erosion and
rehabilitating watersheds in the altiplano and the valleys whose deterioration forces
the migration of peasants to other regions of the country.

e Research and education
The lack of scientific information and qualified personnel is one of the major ob-

stacles in the implementation of Bolivia's environmental program. The Pausa ECol6-
gica has as one of its principal goals to support teaching and research institutions.
Among the priorities of this program is the support to universities, government
agencies, andnon-government organizations that collect and manage scientific infor-
mation useful for the protection and sustainable use of natural resources. No less
important is environmental education. The Pausa Ecol6gica will contribute to create
an increased awareness of the environmental problems that afflict the country and
the world, and to improve our understanding of the intimate relationship between
economic prosperity and environmental quality. The Pausa Eolgica will promote
and support environmental education programs that teach about the environment,
the consequences of its deterioration, and how best to preserve environmental qual-
ity for all Bolivians.

* Management of protected areas and preservation of biodiversity
The protection and maintenance of biodiversity is a stated priority of the Pausa

E&ologica The diversity of species holds immense promise for the future of Bolivia,
one of the biologically wealthiest nations in the world. The Pausa Ecologica will
create the conditions under which the government agencies, in close cooperation
with non-government organizations, will be able to preserve biological diversity by
effectively managing the national system of protected areas, parks. and reserves,
and b) promoting their non-extractive use ii.e., research, education, tourism).

One excellent example of the on going activities under this program is the Parks
in Peril Program which is being funded by USAID and coordinated by The Nature
(onservancy. Parks in Peril seeks to build conservation infrastructure in the hemi-
sphere's 200 most imperiled tropical ecosystems, integrate these protected areas into
tie economic and cultural lives of their societies, and create long-term funding
mechanisms to sustain the local management of these areas. We ire pleased to be
among the over :0 countries participating in this program and contributing to pro-
tect over 40 million hittares of the richest ecosystems in the hemisphere, and the
world, this decade. We are also pleased that the first two protected areas to be in-
corporated in this program are the Bolivian National Parks Ambor6 and Noel
Kempff, thanks to the great efforts of the Fundacion Amigos de la Naturaleza, a
member organization of the Fund's board of directors.

e Indigenous and peasant community development
An essential element in the process of integrating conservation and development

is the support to those indigenous and peasant communities that are affected by, or
depend on, conservation and sustainable development projects. With this program.
the Pausa Ecol6gica will open new opportunities so that communities can benefit
from conservation and sustainable development activities. Work will be done, specif-
ically, with those communities that are next to, or under the influence of managed
areas (i.e., national parks, watersheds) so that they can use them in a sustainable
way ii.e., building of tourist infrastructure, sustainable and diversified use of renew-
able natural resources.

• Other programs
Environmental impact assessments.-The objective of this program in to support

all the activities related to the assessment of the environmental impact of develop-
ment projects and the monitoring of development projects for compliance with the
established environmental guidelines.

Pollution control.-The Fund will help industries, municipalities and other agen-
cies, public and private, in the management of their funds for pollution control pro-
grams.

DEBT SWAPS: A NOVELTY OR A REAL SOURCE OF FUNDS FOR CONSERVATION AND
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT?

In paper debt swaps look great, and because of the novelty, the mechanism has
attracted a great deal of attention. However, of the $400 billion of Latin American
debt only $100 million (face value) have found their way into debt-for-nature trans-
actions in a handful of countries. The Pausa Ecologicu alone calls for an investment
of roughly $10 million per year to get the Bolivian environmental program going, an
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amount that is expected to continue to increase as the programs become consolidat-
ed and the institutions' absorbtive capacity increases. This means that at least $1.2
billion in debt would have to be swapped in Bolivia alone to support this level of
activity on a sustained basis. Other countries with greater needs will require more
financial resources to initiate and maintain their programs. Debt swaps using com-
mercial debt have been the only types of transactions done to date. Some countries,
like Bolivia, that have little commercial debt left are now looking at the opportuni-
ties that bilateral debt swaps may bring. This is why the Enterprise for the Ameri-
cas Initiative has been seen by my government as a good opportunity to help imple-
ment the Pausa Ecoloica.

THE ENTERPRISE FOR THE AMERICAS INITIATIVE

The Enterprise for the Americas Initiative has come at an oportune time for Bo-
livia. Although the economic reform criteria have been criticized by some countries
that will have to implement drastic adjustments to their economies if they want to
participate in this Initiative, Bolivia, and a handful of other countries, namely,
Chile, Colombia, and Jamaica, have already made those adjustments. Bolivia, for in-
stance initiated a structural adjustment program, opened up its markets, and start-
ed on the road to privatization prior to the Enterprise for the Americas Initiative.

For the reasons presented above, Bolivia was ready and quick to respond to this
opportunity. In September of 1990. three months after President Bush's announce-
ment, the Government of Bolivia submitted its proposal to the Government of the
United States. The wide range of economic reforms enacted over the last 6 years

laced Bolivia in the ideal position to take full advantage of the opportunities of-
ered by the Enterprise for the Americas Initiative to promote economic growth and

the protection of the environment. These reforms would qualify Bolivia under the
eligibility requirements of this program: Bolivia has the longest standing agreement
with the International Monetary Fund on record in Latin America; the market ori-
ented investment and financial reforms imposed to correct macroeconomic imbal-
ances were a integral part of the 19$5 economic adjustment and stabilization pro-
gram; major efforts are being made to strengthen the private sector and to privatize
public companies and industries; finally, as described earlier, Bolivia has made sig-
nificant progress reducing commercial and bilateral debt, even though much more
needs to be done in order to allow us to direct enough resources to priority poverty
alleviation and environmental programs.

The Bolivian proposal submitted to the United States Treasury Department under
the Enterprise for the Americas Initiative were:

(1, that the government of the United States of America agree to reduce Bolivia's
concessional bilateral obligations by S9, the same proportion used to reduce most
of Bokivia's commercial debt, from approximately US$365 million to US$40 million;

i2; that the remaining, concessional debt be rescheduled according to Option B of
the Toronto Treatment terms, as stated in the Paris Club Agreed Minute of March
15, 1990;

t3) that the government of the United States of America authorize the govern-
ment of Bolivia to make the payments of the interest due on the balance of the
concessional debt in local currency into an account at the National Environmental
Trust Fund, designated the Enterprise for the Americas Initiative Environmental
Fund; the principal on the balance of the concessional debt will be repaid directly to
the United States in U.S. dollars:

(a) that the funds from the interest payments mentioned above be used to
support conservation and sustainable development projects under the five pro-
grams of the Pausa Ecolbgica: (i) sustainable resource management; (ii) water-
shed management; (iii) research and education; liv) management of protected
areas; and (v) support to communities that depend or are affected by conserva-
tion and sustainable development projects;

(b) that the programs be implemented by Bolivian, government and non-gov-
ernment, organizations and that the Enterprise for the Americas Initiative En-
vironmental Fund established at the National Environmental Trust Fund be
managed jointly by representatives of the United States and Bolivian govern-
ments, and representatives of non-government conservation organizations;

(4) that the approximately US$30 million in non-concessional bilateral debt be
sold at an 89% discount, the same proportion used to reduce most of Bolivia's com-
mercial debt, to eligible purchasers for debt-for-equity and debt-for-nature programs
with the prior approval of the Bolivian and United States governments.
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If this proposal were accepted as presented, the yearly income to the Fund from
US sources would be US $1-2 million each year from the concessional debt and ap-
proximately US $0.5 million from the non-concessional debt, assuming that all of it
is sold. With this endowment-like level of income it would be possible to support the
implementation of a significant portion of the Pausa Ecol6gica as described above.
This type of long-term funding is badly needed to create a stable enough environment
for us to become involved in doing what must be done rather than to direct our
effort to run after funds to do only what can be done.

Debt swaps have already proven to be a valuable tool in achieving conservation.
Combined with serious debt reduction measures, like those proposed under the En-
te-rprise for the Americas Initiative, debt swaps hold a potential for alleviating the
burden of the external debt of developing nations. Bolivia is committed to make the
most ouf of this mechanism and the National Environmental Trust Fund will work
to see that on the ground results are achieved. We are encouraged by both the Bush
3alministratio and the US Congress response to the Enterprise for the Americas
Initiative and hope that it can be made a reality in the near future. As I have
stated earlier bilateral debt holds the potential that is far in excess of the commer-
cial debt for a country like Bolivia, and we hope that this Committee will play an
increasingly significant role in realizing this potential.

I)IEPARED STATEMENT OF JAMFS GUSTANE SPFrTH

Mr. Chairman, members of the Subcommittee. I appreciate the opportunity to tes-
tify be fore you on the problem of external indebtedness and the degradation of nat-
ural resources in developing countries. There can be little doubt that the debt
burden of developing countries is one of the principal barriers to sustainable devel-
opment in those countries. To repay their loans, heavily indebted countries have to
create trade surpluses through increased exports, often at the expense of the natu-
ral resource base. Limited economic growth and government austerity measures,
two consequences of large debt and adverse capital flows, have put more burdens on
the poor and placed new strains on soil. water and fuelwood resources. They also
have weakened government programs that might have promoted conservation and
environmental protection. However, properly addressed, the debt problem also pre-
sents an opportunity to promote both environmentally sustainable development and
protection of the environment at both national and global levels.

Over the past year. I have served as Chairman of the Task Force on International
)evelopment and Environmental Security, convened last year by the Environmen-

tal and Energy Study Institute and consisting of five members of Congress and 16
environmental, business, science, labor, development and academic leaders.

Our Task Force agreed that a new era of international cooperation is urgently
needed to address the linked economic and environmental challenges facing the de-
veloping world. We also agreed that the United States should play a major role in
bringing this new era about. The time is ripe for a new U.S. mission internationally,
one focused on promoting cooperative action to sustain the earth and its people.

Expanded U.S. cooperation with developing countries should be part of a larger
North-South partnership founded on the mutual interests of all countries in eco-
nomic progress and environmental protection. Leading the way toward such a global
partnership for sustainable development is decidedly in the U.S. interest. In a world
that is growing ever more interdependent, this country's economic fate is inextrica-
bly tied to that of the developing countries. So is the fate of the environmental
niche Americans inhabit. The United States can no more protect global climate and
biological diversity without developing countries' cooperation than developing coun-
tries can revive their flagging economies and relieve the vicious circle of poverty
and resource degradation without America's cooperation.

Given the herculean challenges of the developing countries and the United States'
stake in helping to meeting those challenges, we con:uded that our country needs a
bold, integrated program to cooperate with and assist developing countries.

In this context, the Task Force agreed unanimously that developing country in-
debtedness is one of the issues deserving highest priority in a new U.S. program of
cooperation with developing countries. The final report of the Task Force, which has
just been released this week, recommends that the United States undertake a bold
initiative to reduce the pressure on natural resources in the developing countries by
reducing their indebtedness. I would like to ask that relevant portions of the Task
Force report, Partnership for Sustainable Detelopment, be included in the record.
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In my brief statement, I will explain why the Task Force has proposed a debt re-
duction initiative and what specific actions it recommends. (See Task Force Recom-
mendation 4.)

Many specialists on world finance have urged debt reduction by the international
community as essential for the health of the world economy. This Task Force does
not disagree with that rationale, but it further urges debt reduction on the grounds
that it is essential to make economic development environmentally sustainable.

The 1980s had a devastating impact on the economic status of many developing
countries. At the beginning of the decade of the 1980s, there was a net positive flow
of financial resources from industrial countries to developing countries. But by 1989,
it had turned into a net drain of $32.5 billion from developing countries to the in-
dustrial countries. In order to repay their mounting debts, many developing coun-
tries have had to increase natural resource exports to the maximum, including trop-
ical umber and agricultural export crops which have often required the conversion
of tropical forests.

For example, Brazil provided new incentives for soybean plantations for export in
the 199s, in order to generate increased foreign exchange. The result of the cre-
ation of the large new plantations was that small farmers were displaced and were
forced to migrate into the Amazonian rainforest. There they increased the pressure
on the forests by trying to eke out subsistence farms on its fragile soils. Similar pat-
terns have been reproduced throughout the developing world where countries have
been under intense financial pressures.

Today, many Americans are .iistifiably concerned about worldwide environmental
threats, including global clim: i, change, loss of the planet's diversity of plant and
animal life and deterioration of the natural resources needed to sustain expanding
populations. These problems cannot be solved without the full participation and
even the leadership of developing countries. Yet, these countries cannot confront
global environmental problems if domestic environmental problems take all avail-
able effort, and they cannot address even domestic environmental challenges if their
national economic and social challenges are overwhelming. The heavy burden of ex-
ternal debt is one of the principal reasons the economic and social challenges of
many developing countries are often overwhelming.

The Task Force therefore recommended that the United States urge the establish-
ment of an International Debt Management Authority bV a consortium of aid-giving
nations to purchase significant debt obligations of selected countries on the second-
ary market. The authority would negotiate with the debtor countries in question on
the forgiveness of those debt obligations gradually over a period of years, in return
for the adoption of policies and programs supporting sustainable development.

The International Debt Management authority recommended by the Task Force
would be similar to the authority proposed by Congress in the Omnibus Trade and
Competitiveness Act of 1988. The Debt Management Authority would be formed
through a negotiated agreement of industrial countries; it would work closely with
the International Monetary Fund and World Bank, and it would operate as a self-
supporting entity, without regular appropriations from members governments. The
major difference, however, would be that the policy reforms required for debt for-
giveness would emphasize policy issues involving environmentally sustainable devel-
opment rather than conventional resource utilization criteria.

Depending on the nature of the indebted nation' s needs, the policies to be encour-
aged might include implementation of national plan to control tropical deforest-
ation, appropriate energy pricing and least-cost energy strategies, a strategy for re-
ducing population growth, land tenure reform; measures to raise the legal, social
and economic status of women, or manufacturing strategies emphasizing job cre-
ation. The debt obligations would be forgiven over a period of years on the basis of
performance on agreed sustainable development policy commitments.

The emphasis on these policy reforms related to environmental and natural re-
source conservation reflects the growing realization that market-based economic
policies cannot succeed unless the requirement of environmental sustainability is
explicitly integrated into them. The Task Force recognizes that these policy reforms
would not only be politically difficult in many cases but costly for cash-strapped de-
veloping countries to undertake. It recommends that these reforms be supported
with special sectoral loans and other support through multilateral development
banks and bilateral development agencies.

The cost of such an authority would depend on the scope of the program. Japan,
the European Community and other OECD members could be expected to provide
75 to 80 percent of its costs (the same percentage contribution they currently make
to bilateral development assistance and the World Bank), while the United States
could provide the remainder. Purchase of debt on the secondary market provides a
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high degree of leverage for the amount invested. For example, the authority could
buy $100 billion of developing country commercial bank debt (face value) for about
$30 billion at current secondary market prices. If spaced over five years, such pur-
chases would not impose an unmanageable burden on participating countries. In
this example, the U.S. share would be $1.2 billion annually.

We feel that this approach of debt reduction in return for sustainable develop-
ment policy reforms offers a series of powerful benefits. Economically, the debtor
countries would obviously benefit, but so would the U.S. since about 40 percent of
our export markets are now in developing countries. Environmentally, this proposal
offers the type of powerful support that is needed if tropical forests are to be saved
and global climate protected. Ihope that all members )f Congress and leaders in the
private sector will come to see developing country debt relief as a wise investment
in our own nation's economic future and in global environmental security.

I would like to elaborate on how the multilateral debt authority could play a con-
structive role in a global effort to arrest the loss of tropical forests. The world's trop-
ical forests provide major economic and environmental benefits to the countries in
which they are located as well as globally important functions. They provide com-
mercially valuable products, control flooding and drought and protect soils from ero-
sion, and they are home to indigenous peoples whose cultures depend on their sus-
tainable management. Finally they are the habitats for most of the world's biologi-
cal diversity and genetic resources, as well as sinks for gases that cause global cli-
mate change. Today. they are being lost at an estimated 40 million acres annually-
80 percent faster than what was estimated at the beginning of the 1980s.

The causes of tropical forest loss are many and complex. They include conversion
of forests to agricultural export croplands and cattle ranches; unsustainable com-
mercial logging for domestic industrial uses and timber exports; encroachment into
forest lands by landless farmers. overexploitation to meet demand for fuelwood and
other forest products: and destruction of forest cover by mining, road building and
dam construction.

I)eveloping countries can provided incentives for reforestation for fuelwood and
hardwood products, thus taking the pressure off primary forests, and eliminate in.
centives for replacing natural forets with plantations. The, also can determine.
within certain constraints, how much forest area gets exploited for agriculture or
commercial crops and how much is protected Government tax incentives and other
economic policies can bear directly on how much tropical rainforest is converted to
agricultural export crops and ranchland. Other policy sectors. including population
and family planning, also affect deforestation.

On the other hand. financial pressures on developing countries created by heavy
debt burdens have increased the tendency to "nine forest resources, causing those
countries to rely heavily on tropical timber exports or agricultural export grown on
forest land. Fourteen major debtor countries accounted for more than two-thirds of
the estimated annual deforestation worldwide during the 19NlOs. The Task Force has
recommended, therefore, that the United States propose the negotiation of a global
partnership to bring deforestation under control and to move toward sustainable
management of remaining primary forest areas. iSee Task Force Recommendation
3.) The central mechanisms in this partnership would be national plans for slowing
the loss of tropical forests, and a consortium of industrial countries and multilateral
agencies committed to providing major support for such plans through a process of
count ry-by-count ry discussions.

Depending on the needs of the particular country, the negotiated package of sup-
port could include phased debt reduction as the plan is implemented, as well as
concessional financing and other forms support. The existence of a Multilateral
Debt Authority could play a key role in helping to address the global challenge of
saving tropical forests and their accompanying biological resources.

In conclusion, I would like to mention an attractive option for funding programs
that are needed for global environmental protection and sustainable developments.
The Task Force has addressed this option in its Recommendation 9, which calls for
the adoption by Congress of energy and pollution taxes-such as a gasoline tax or a
carbon dioxide emissibns tax-that would make the price of energy more closely re-
flect its environmental and security costs.

Such a market-based U.S. energy strategy would reduce U.S. emissions of carbon
dioxide and several other pollutants, strengthen U.S energy efficiency, promote re-
newable and other alternative energy sources, reduce our dependence on imported
oil from volatile regions such as the Middle East, and demonstrate good faith efforts
by the United States to move to a sustainable energy future. The great bulk of the
revenues generated through these taxes or emission fees should be returned to con-
sumers through reductions in income or payroll taxes. This approach thus has the
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added benefit of shifting a share of the U.S. tax burden from "good things" we want
to encourage; like labor and investment, to "bad things" we want to discourage like
pollution and waste. Only a very small fraction of the revenues that can be raised in
this way would be needed to finince the debt reduction and tropical forest initia-
tives recommended by the Task Yo'.rce:

Various studies have indicated that a tax or fee on carbon dioxide emissions
would be the most cost-effective policy instrument for these combined objectives. It
could be implemented by imposing fees at the point of extraction or import of coal,
petroleum and natural gas based on each fuel's carbon content per energy unit.

on-energy uses of fossil fuel would be excluded. Estimates of the costs of carbon
taxes based on economic models typically have a built-in bias toward overstatement.
They tend not to take into account the economic benefits from enhanced energy effi-
ciency. Even so, a recent study by Dale W. Jr,rgenson and Peter J. Wilcoxen for
EPA has estimated that a $60 per-ton carbon t,,x could reduce carbon emissions by
20 percent -or 1990 levels by 2005 at a cost of l.t) percent of U.S. GNP. These rela-
tively' low costs derive in part from using the $75.8 billion in annual revenues from
the carbon tax to lower other Federal taxes.

Since the Senate Finance Committee deals with both international debt and do-
mestic tax policy, it should examine the potential of such energy and pollution taxes
as a means of addressing a vital global challenge without adding to either the tax
burden or the deficit.

What the Task Force report shows is that there are creative approaches to the
challenges of international development and environmental security that are well
within our national capabilities and that do not require significant new national
sacrifices. I hope this subcommittee and the full Committee will consider the recom-
mendations of the Task Force on Noth a Multilateral l)ebt Authority and energy
and pollution taxes.

Thank you for this opxortunity
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nent anl population that match the grave chal-
k'nge's at hand Matasr ntew U S inatativ". are
irgenilhi niesed Am-rwica's task must be to
help 'stimutlatt, the kind s't econmits gntissth
that %ill pn,,s ide 'uitainable lIve'lLhnl fsr the
;ws'r and it prs'ntce cones'eted atihri' that
ss'nnrs v the rN- ur.. baw,., guard publi
he lih. ntuett, 1puhtion prvn'surt and miti-
gate global sns ironniental threat,

Withsn thr tranework. our Task Rinx has
de-%clspisti a brisad agenda for L'S a tion that
"v rXs nrend tor 'tnSideratkin by the Con-
gri-,, the adminiitraion and the paKic S ee-
k.sls+ the task .n-e ntmms'nds that the
I nstex statt

1. a.umh a new capacitv-bUsildin initia-
Its, degned to help both kw- and iiddte-
nome d.vepng iunintr-, shift to ensirmn-

nmntalls and esonomsalls ,,titainablh" devel-
'pms'nt path%,

2. suppr t the, creation of sustainablee de-
sikIpnent tacilitit'" within the multilateral de-
s lispmen banks tI catalv.e an itw-ease, in the
quality and number of pn lets airud at csn-
nrsi ng natural re'su ret.. and inc-reasing their
p~rodlut its %Its%
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3. Pioxs the negotiation of a global part-
nenship to ave bopkcal forces ivolvinS na-
tonal plans for halting the osm of tropAl for-
est& Linked to debt reductMn and other
financial and technoloScal suppot.

4. Create a multilateral authority to re-
duce developing country dt*t - both office l
and cornIu l - while prmotmg pobcy re-
forms for sustainable development.

.5. flelp salitl, woWrld population in the
next century at the lowest po"aible level ly
sarply increasing US. supprt for meeting the
global demand for tarmlv planning wr -s

6. Launch a global itative its ra:i the s-
cal and r onor f" statu, 44 women in de-lop-
ing "suntne'

7. Vrge amrr-ad mark#4 ac-v%- tor Lat ,r.
intenmve ard pnKt-su,d deiopng tount . c-
potrs in multilateral trade n gotLton%

8. %'Vtw to make th world trade reime.
the generall Agrsrnen on lanits and Trade
0( .AfTI mmre rv4Nraw to svirinnmental
ntWi and 4t4mu% tN

9. At .dt, m r t%44kJis msen-
ihit+i% to il1nr~. , et l-rp+',II ituit-m ' andL n-

duct USL cuusiomn of carbon dioxide md
other atmospheric pollutants.

10. Pronote the b lding of a network of
centers for training and remsrh on energy effi-
ciency and renewable energy in the developing
counties.

11. Cr Ate a National Commniin on En.
vuonment and National Security to reassess
.nabona! siecunty" in light of changed politcal
and military conditim and new envirnmen-
tal threats.

12. F.ablsh a high-level bdy within the
federal government to integrate thew and
either notded inutitives into a c ondiriated US.
program o cooperation with developIng coun-

Seaveral til thewe recommendations Are ree-
rant to the Jebberations leading to te "Earth
Summit" - the 19D2 United Nations Confer-
ena- tn Envirtnment and [teveklo ent
4L'(1[) - and to current international nego-
tiAtIO11% On i'anoUI Oiv rIKnu and CnVInMn-
tal ivues 1iev should be pursueJ by the
L:nttd NaUtts in thtes .and other appmrpnate
..ttling, av s'l as thnlugh other ctmgrtvimonal
and IM-n mental Aions

; VA. A( * 04 rp$, 5".JDV #4MIT



T hedeh of desekiping countries, which in-csd from ju st o ver $501 hilHticn i n I 97o
to S1 .2 tnltion in 1990. has. taken a heavy% toll
on social and economic des ekipment and oin
the environment and natural rx-ources in
many developing countntes See Figure 2
belowv

Thee 1'40. wa'. a kv-4 divads' for k.-ee
q W' ntvv.Sti vth ht'aN debt burden' Kti-A-.
ofdb4 biain unpnbfstabk'e ciniemnt,. ii'-
ing interest rAtt'. and the dis inpg up tit :twnrmer
tim] hink lan-, the $42 h~ bIllon transierrisiannu-
Al lonm indu'aulved to heasis ieto
deselopuig co-untne., earl% in the"& eAd& hadl k

I1W-8 tunsed into a S3.5 billon transfer 1mom the
de-vlopig counbtes to industnahzed countries,
(Swe Figure 3nest page ) The result hashe-%n
-tunted vconomi growth and even contracton,
I[X+to countrwes grew at 4 percent annually in
the- 1'Na and I5.but theu annual giossils
raltv. in the V00l. averaged 1.-5 to 2 percent -
ls-.' than their Fxopulati growth Becauwe of
1xeasy indvsttnsr in the regwo. Lahn Armn-
can ckvuntrs-. acually 'utterWd a drop in per ca-
p1.4 ironse of alnst I percent a year fromn 1981
to t9JIA

lo nepa their loans. heavily indebted
%.ountrte% have to create trade %urplu-

along In Dw~oprn Cunit Inodebdma, W9?-IM9

?LX i55 Total

10
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U
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purchase significant debt obligations of se-
lected countries on the secondary market. The
authority would negotiate with the debtor
countries in question to forgive those debt obli-
gations gradually over a period of years. In re-
turn, the countries in question would adopt
policies and initiate programs supporting sus-
tainable development. The authority also could
negotiate the forgiveness of official bilateral
debt where appropriate.

The International Debt Management Au-
thornty recommended here would be very sim-
dar to the authority suggested by Ccngress in
the Omnibus Trade and Competitive.ess Act
of 1988. The major difference would be that the
poliky reforms requimd for debt forgiveness
would emphasize sustainable development De-
pending on the nature of the indebted nation's
needs, the policies to be encouraged might in-

dude implementation of a nabonal plan to com-
trol tropical deforestation, appropriate energy
pricing and least-cost energy strategies, a strat-
egy foe reducing population growth. land ten-
ure reform, measures to raise the legal. social
and economic status of women, and rnanufac-
turing strategies empha-iing pob creation
[RN would be forgiven progretsively o er a

otnJ o five or more '-ear-, on the basL of
per-formance on agreed policy commitments

Ilre keded pok ss reform% would have to
h,' supp rted with ,pecial wtoral loans and
other support though multilateral develop-
met-n hank' and developmeent agenuit- For
this and other n'ra-,ons. the author "it activities
would havue to be do-lv cos'rdinatcJ with
tho m other internal ual deelopment ire-ti-
tution,

The cost of such an authority wiMld de-
pend on the acope of the program. Japan, the
European Community and other OECD mem-
bers could be expected to provide 75 to 80 per-
cent of its costs (the same percent contrtu-
tion they cunendy make to bilaterl
development assistance and the Wk*rdd ,
while the United States could pmside the re-
mainder Purchase of debt on the secondary
market provides a high degree of levea for
the amount invested. For example, the author-
ity could buy $100 billon of developing Cout-
try commercial bank debt (face value) for
about $30 billion at current secondary market
prices. If spaced over five years. such pur-
chases would not impose an unmanageable
burden oc partcipating countries. In tKs exam-
ple, the US. share would be $1.2 billion anau-
ally

Despite the U.S. Treasury's decision to re-
ect the plan in the 1988 law for an interna-
honal debt management authority, the time is
ripe for this approach. The United States,
through the "Enterprise for the Americas" Ln-
tative, has offered some reduction in the offi-
cial indebtedness to the U S. government. More-
over, the international loan position of the
xmmercial banks, which at one hme were Vul
nerable to big losses from lending to develop-
trg counties, has improved dramatically.
Banks now have reserved heavily against these
losses and are better able to take them either
by disposing of their developing country debt
holdings through secondary market .ales or by
wTite-off,-

UPR" MarVt KDQ SJS'AP.AWDIE £VL CRSWAIC
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90
Adop streconomic
incentives

to inc"e
U.S. eW
9ff-C
and redwc

pollution

U

WVg WAth only 5 percent of the words popu-
VV lation. the United States consumes 25

percent of the total comnerial energy used in
the world each year, The amount of energy we

hi0 squire to produce one dollar ofGNP is higher
y thin all other OECI countries except Canada.

Some 90 percent o the energy we Conumen
comes rnn o sil fuels As a result, the United
: tStates is the single largest entterot the printi-
pal greenhouse gas promf ig global warming.
carbon dJodkte, which is relead when tos i
fuels are burned tNv Figure 4 elo w I U S
emissions ot carbon dioad- per per,,n are
higher than all other 0i 1) countne-. vcet

I uxem rg
li" a erage Amen an m umt,s I; timr,.

in vn, eterg than fte as rage, ti/en t the dr-
svtl-in ingod I)es elcipt u'unrit leaders
and qnhcon-sett .. art Acutrlt aware to %oth
statisk' M Un beliese perhaps crsim-lv. that
Amw-ti'd '. tremely high leseh. to1 rt-stwune

Confbton" to

from Foull FW Um. 198

43M%x 4

::"a 3 .

SIe 

A ~ ~ ~ o 5s creis,*

consumption and pollution are t bet exam-
pies available of unsumstainable development.

EPA Administrator Wdliam K. Really has
stated, "*W must take action at home that en-
hanms our credibility abroad ... " But the
United States lacks credibility in promoting
new energy paths and sustainable develop-
mert abroad because our own perfonnance on
energy conervatm at home is so poor. Some
deveopng countMr officials already have
lnkedi their p crm, on contlling deMorvsta.
ticn and U S prors& on ctitrtolling energy

I hgh U.S 4nergy c(Msumption is largely a
tfumi ,n to energy pr.t4s that art- mtraordinar.,
ily ltw by the standards tuo the industrial
world The United Sttes has the lowest energy
pn' o,,4 any industrial country. pnrmnly 1-
tduWt. we have low tats (m energy In mott
other ( Ic) l) untris. gaoline tases range
fnom isso to telve tits greater than those in
the. United Stale (.t. Figure 5 ne t page I

It has, been saiJ that the planned totu-
mit. tailed in port tstxauset prices did not re-
tC (ctnomi r'ealitMA Is It might just as well be
%aid that the rkte t ntomroni will tail if
pries do n t re fiti ttological realities Today
in the United ate, etnery pm-ces do not re-
fle- th ef, rvalities As the chatman of the
I lise ( c'nimutte il o Lnnergy and ( ornrcf-e.
Rep John )ingeli. has niteJ, 'The cost of gaso-
lint at the pump, tevrwit in sour kwr e and
natural gas, t vour fatlories dot not rflect its
true tost i our natio "

Ihre Ltcountrie. -- Finland. Sswtden and
the %etherlands - have inqtituted taxes on the
cartxt' content tit Iossil rutls. and other Fun-
Ix.an tountr-s art' tonsienng such laes, t-4pe
cialk in light of the goval adopted by virtually
evrn% OECI) meinter ecept the United States
to redute or -tabilte carbon emissLons bIy early
ti the nesit enturv becAuw ti their dimate-al-
tering po.tential

Recommendaton
The United States government should

adoIt tnergv ,hcies and implemwnting mea.
surt', that will achieve majow gains in US.

I (%'.; t)rk AVL: J'A'OG,* Fuav #vS"N11
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effkcsency prorixte remwable arid other after-
nahiov erwrp, scnirces, red&Kv our dependeme
on imporW oil from volatile rMionswch as
the Middle East. and demwistrate good faith ef-
fo(t& bV the VnItCd 'koite% tO ffk)'.*C 10 A opUSU in-
able cvTgv future Revenue* generatcd
though these taw-6 or tnnmwm fees Quould be
returned to wriumem through reductions in
worne or Fmvroll faw%. thotigh score of the
rvitenue4 cotild be uwO to tinarm, the variom
initiAtmt-, rmtwnrrwndt-d hwre

Itariou% studie-, hAve truJicalml that a ta% or
ItV tin c at"Kin JkW%1JV 4'71111%%kons winild N- the

im-trurnent for thot-.c

in inip *%Itlg tevi. At 1114' r'lilint 44 Ctrk Won Of
InIptri %of% 4%all fx-titolcum and natural gat.
bowd t on ea4L h fut-l'% cartx m t. content per tIM19%,
unit \4m-cm-rr% uw.. (it t4v...Ij 11R.Is i4ould K,
viluded
Im-Aid on et torutnuo, nUVJ('I% t% lik all% hA% v a
tIMIt-11 INA*- t4l%% Ard oItcy--tAtt-ment I bt,% tend
mot tit f4lio, into'kkount the, et4quornit N-m-fit..

twm unfutru tid enot rio;% Vilk WMA 1A t" sg% a to'
,vnI tudio tn lwah W 141rccn-4on and Vvtcr I

t,-r I VA ha, viiijimitvA that a SW IN-r-
t4cartx1m fm. ttji4,f rtidui* Affli-n

Ivriml .4 1-1 IeeI, tn 'W; a, a 4 tv.-I tit
N p-ri ent (it I AV I ho- A. Tvw4m, 14% lo'w

%ot, dt-tric -n part lrt m wwg tht- $-- h Nlh m
III JT11114.44 n1%4,n1;t1% tt"n) !hv kArKm fA% it,

4 T 44her ttlcyol 1.4 Ito.
A t'Mcf.111 ga%4imv mo Afh-tht'r at

t1a, W6 tin -IA .43 m.,uld N. I: pAT'vnt rtu.tv 0-
toNlitt. thin I aff'oo-11 !.It "n r4%jui InK I , Jv

rtat tit v ,r mA% urv (,fl imprt% uti-rdwK tio
fltdio t,16 lo%,Umn- L ( Kindicrand Andn-m.

K '%it tu4k M Pat ita \,vr1h1%tt 1.11Nrmtiric,
But tht, AttN,n ti% %,,tsid N. 1w, jxy44:nt nuon,
effettlite Thin mn t-quji.oh-ri, talk tv n--

dkk Ilig 41%0-f flf mm"11.14 vvwtj % demitA .4nd
A.*) m%,rv vmN tiv m yt-du, m4 Ju-%ide
t1fnLi,,W1IS

Signitualit Ulk 'trut fOrk, 4 K4ngt-% Stic h #,.
!fu-c iN u f ht rhjwd m ,wr wvral %"r,. tit

nu-nt" and OtNr adlut-Iment,
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